Is best of all possible tv seasons upon us? Agencies see both big rewards, risks. 29

Guaranteed tv circulation at local rates? Ayer seeks sure thing for Sealtest. 31

Translators: SPECIAL REPORT on tv's bonus to national advertisers. 69

Three-year subscription tv test authorized for KTVR Denver. 44
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CRC's DO-IT-YOURSELF JINGLE KIT

YOU choose YOUR Sig
YOU write YOUR lyric
YOU decide the size of the series
YOU can choose the basic 20 of six vocal ID's, six DJ openers, a news, sports and weather, and five instrumentals, or any combination you need.

REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER YOU BUY, YOUR SIG WILL BE IN ALL OF THEM.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE DO-IT-YOURSELF JINGLE KIT TODAY!

WRITE, PHONE OR WIRE COLLECT COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION

3104 Maple Ave. • P.O. Box 6726 • Dallas 9, Texas • Phone: RI 8-8004
In Baltimore
PRE-SELL
ADULTS HERE!

YOU GET "SELECTIVE" COVERAGE at 68 radio in Baltimore!
Because WCBM programming aims exclusively at—and reaches—the adult audience. These are your people—the adults with money to spend in the huge Baltimore market. Adults have shown a longtime preference for WCBM's programming . . . the intensive local news coverage gathered by a fast-moving staff of legmen . . . likeable personalities . . . good music . . . plus CBS radio features. No doubt about it, in Baltimore radio the best spot to PRE-SELL is . . .

WCBM
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
10,000 WATTS ON 68 KC & 106.5 FM - Baltimore 13, Md.

National Sales Representative
Metro Broadcast Sales
A SERVICE OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING
THERE IS ALWAYS A LEADER, and WGal-TV in its coverage area is pre-eminent. This Channel 8 station reaches not one community, but hundreds—including four important metropolitan markets. Channel 8 delivers the greatest share of audience throughout its wide coverage area. For effective sales results, buy WGal-TV—the one station that is outstanding.

WGAL-TV
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. - New York - Chicago - Los Angeles - San Francisco
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FTC readies rating move

That Federal Trade Commission move against TV rating services (CLOSED CIRCUIT, July 30) may come anytime now. Negotiations are still being carried on by FTC lawyers and rating services in attempt to issue both complaint and consent order at same time, but some research firms are holding at specific of suggested order which, they feel, give impression they engage in unlawful or at least unethical practices. FTC under pressure from Senate Commerce Committee wants to show committee it's taking action and is becoming anxious at delays.

New Miami ch. 7 plan

Although Biscayne Television Corp. (ch. 7 WCKT) Miami is prosecuting appeal from FCC decision ordering its deletion as outcome of oversight cases, attorneys have conferred with FCC Broadcast Bureau about plan looking toward possible out-of-court settlement. Bureau, it's learned, thought plan would be feasible but obviously could not commit FCC itself. Attorneys, who represented certain parties rather than Biscayne itself, discussed plan contemplating sale of WCKT's plant and equipment (excluding radio station WCKR) to surviving applicant, Sunbeam Television Corp., headed by Sidney J. Ansin, Miami realtor. Radio station would be re-acquired by James M. Cox interests and provision would be made by Cox (Miami Daily News) and Knight (Miami Herald) interests for gifts to Miami U. of all or part of proceeds from sale of physical assets.

Under plan, Niles Trammell, president of Biscayne and operating head of stations, would dispose of his 15% interest in pro rate basis for cash, as would minority stockholders, who include officials of Cox and Knight interests. Plan, it's understood, was outlined to Broadcast Bureau official on basis of one under consideration but not finally executed. It varies from earlier plan (BROADCASTING, May 21) wherein proposal was made that owners of ch. 7 donate tv station to Miami U. which, in turn, would lease it to Ansin.

Rights to Instapol

Deal's not been signed yet, but group said to be "favored" for rights to new audience research system, Instapol (see story, page 42), is comprised of producer Ted Grank; Foster Furcolo, former Massachusetts governor; and Leonard Key, president of Berkeley Films Inc., New York. Developed by Teleglobe Pay-TV System Inc., Instapol may be used to poll viewers on issues as well as for instantaneous viewer reaction to program itself and to commercials.

Political policy

New FCC policy on political broadcasts by commercial am-fm-tv stations (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Sept. 24) is expected to be released this week. Tentative approval was given by FCC last Wednesday with order for redrafting and document to be submitted for final approval by members. Policy statement will include salient points made in earlier FCC directives on political broadcasting plus examples of rulings made since last guidelines in 1960. Licensees will be expected to be guided by examples in their decisions on political requests between now and Nov. 6 elections. Second statement, covering educational tv stations, will be considered by FCC at Wednesday meeting. It will enunciate for first time new FCC doctrine that etv stations have obligation to carry political telecasts.

Watchdogs watch tv

Senate Watchdog Subcommittee, charged with responsibility for checking on fairness of broadcasters' political coverage, is stepping up its activities now that election campaigns are well under way (see story, page 9). Three television sets have been installed in subcommittee office, permitting staff to monitor shows and political broadcasts on all three networks. In addition, subcommittee continues to add to its file of complaints about alleged broadcaster unfairness. Received either directly from candidates or supporters, or referred by FCC. Subcommittee has recommended that thorough analysis be made of radio-ty coverage of current campaigns before Congress considers proposals to loosen bonds of equal-time law.

House newspaper provers

Staff of seven lawyers of House Antitrust Subcommittee of Judiciary Committee is assigned to upcoming investigation of concentration of newspaper ownership and decline of competition, including newspaper ownership of broadcast properties. Chairman Celler (D-N.Y.) of both full committee and subcommittee, personally is directing plans, expected to get underway in January (BROADCASTING, Oct. 1). Staff will be augmented soon by one or more experts in economics of newspaper publishing who will be consultants to committee.

Heading staff is Stuart Johnson, former New York attorney, who succeeded Herbert N. Malez on latter's appointment to membership on the U.S. Court of Claims. Others are Louis Rosenman, associate counsel who transferred this session from Senate Judiciary Committee, and Philip Marcus, formerly attorney in Antitrust Div. of Justice Department.

Code problems shift

With first-run syndicated tv shows virtually displaced by re-runs of former network properties, Hollywood office of NAB Code Affairs has quietly shifted focus from programming to commercials. Only two syndicated series—UA's Ripcord and Filmal's Death Valley Days—remain on regular agenda. On network programs procedure now is regular conferences between code and network people.

Major headache for code men is growing volume of programs filmed abroad for American tv where standards are apt to be at variance with those here. In British audiences are horrified at violent action which would not disturb most sensitive American viewers, while many Americans find shocking early humor which to English is merely enjoyable comedy.

Radio shows revived

Trend toward talk on radio already is precipitating revival of vintage network programming with other revivals in sight. The Shadow, granddaddy of mystery thrillers, which ran on 250 station Mutual network from mid-30s through late 40s, has been sold on 18 major market stations in past two weeks, with others in offer, according to Charles Michelson, head of radio-tv programming organization of same name.

Also to be trotted out soon are revivals of Famous Jury Trials and The Clock, both of which were on ABC Radio network in pre-tv era. The Shadow originally belonged to Street & Smith, erstwhile publisher of pulp magazines, which was acquired by Conde Nast, from which Mr. Michelson procured revival rights. Transcriptions are being transferred to tape for new syndication.
Movers and Shapers of a Dynamic City

The influence of these men umbrellas over the whole shape and face of their city. Through their efforts — and the efforts of others like them — San Diego has boomed into the primary market place it is today. And the boom is still only a bud: visible proof of what is yet to come. San Diego is a city on the move. It requires media on the move . . . to keep pace with this progress, to translate this burgeoning populace into a reachable market place. For you.

KOGO-TV-AM-FM-SAN DIEGO
TIME-LIFE BROADCAST, INC.

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

James Dempsey, 40, directs the giant General Dynamics | Astronautics Division, builders of the USAF’s Atlas. West Pointer Dempsey was recently selected by LIFE Magazine as “one of the 100 most important young men in the United States.”

Builder-financier Robert M. Golden, President of M. H. Golden Construction Co. — shown before the now-completed $3,000,000 Vacation Village resort hotel on Mission Bay — is a uniquely important contributor to the rapidly changing (and rising) face of San Diego.

Leo Pollakoff, a merchandising specialist since graduation from the noted Wharton School, 1930, oversees one of San Diego’s most vital retail outlets as general manager of May Company’s mammoth Mission Valley Center Store.
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First appraisals indicate tv’s new programming is above usual level, according to views of 27 agencies in New York. They believe new entries in program structure provide improved balance. See lead story...

**TV BETTER THAN EVER... 29**

N. W. Ayer has sent a task force into some of the major markets in effort to buy spot tv with a guaranteed minimum circulation for Sealtest. Fifty-two-week spot schedule said to be involved in proposal. See...

**GUARANTEED CIRCULATION... 31**

Another test of pay tv is in the works. This time it’s at KTVR (TV) Denver which has the FCC’s permission to try out the Teleglobe system. Teleglobe delivers sound into homes via telephone lines. See...

**DENVER PAY TV TEST... 44**

Retailers and media are concerned over a recent Federal Trade Commission interpretation that poses a threat to cooperative advertising. There’s danger that broadcast media will suffer under this new policy.

**THREAT TO CO-OP ADS... 51**

Advertising’s mystery medium—the translators that feed tv to communities far from stations—has been explored by *Broadcasting*. A minimum of 600,000 homes are served by this little understood tv service. See...

**SPECIAL REPORT: TRANSLATORS**

What is the future of translators? Those who install and operate systems point to the need for higher power transmitting gear, perhaps operating unattended and using unassigned vhf tv allocations. See...

**TRANSLATOR’S BIG AUDIENCE... 69**

As usual grocery and food advertisers are the front-runners in tv billings for the first half of this year. TVB breakdown shows how sponsors spent their money in tv spot and network time. See...

**TV’S BANNER HALF-YEAR... 34**

Still another issue has arisen in the relationship between broadcasters and the courts. Now a U. S. attorney has asked media to withhold “prejudicial information” about defendants in a New York trial. See...

**PLEA TO WITHHOLD DATA... 85**

Things were really popping in Little Oxford, Miss., but broadcasters did a comprehensive coverage job with few casualties. Networks lost over $400,000 in revenues as they followed situation closely. See...

**MISS. COVERED IN DEPTH... 88**

Remember the FCC’s Chicago probe into programming? Well, there’s more to come but somewhere else. Commissioner Robert E. Lee made this prediction at meeting of NABET members, feeling idea is worthwhile. See...

**SECOND FCC ROAD SHOW... 50**

**TRANSLATOR’S FUTURE HOPES... 74**

---

**DEPARTMENTS**

| AT DEADLINE | 9 | THE MEDIA | 64 |
| BROADCAST ADVERTISING | 29 | MONDAY MEMO | 26 |
| BUSINESS BRIEFLY | 32 | OPEN MIKE | 18 |
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Subscription orders and address changes: Send to Broadcasting Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 9, D. C. On changes please include both old and new addresses plus address label from front cover of magazine.
"...the three of us on WTIC Radio?"

"Sure Bob... you, I, and Fred Bernard!"

"But why Fred Bernard?"

"It's his microphone!"

NOW... BOB & RAY are on
THE FRED BERNARD SHOW
3:30 TIL 6:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS
WTIC RADIO
50,000 WATTS Hartford, Connecticut
Serving rich, rich, Southern New England
Ask your nearest HENRY I. CHRISTAL man for availabilities
Senate to check tv, radio in campaigns

Senate Watchdog Subcommittee will spot check radio and television stations in effort to gauge their fairness in presenting candidates in political campaigns.

In Senate speech Friday, Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.), subcommittee chairman, said stations will be asked after November elections for summary of their record in presenting candidates and selling time to them.

He said that in two thirds of Senate, House and gubernatorial races, only two candidates are running. Consequently, he added, many stations could present face-to-face debates without amendment to equal-time law.

Subcommittee is also interested in amount of time sold to candidates. Subcommittee has been advised, Senator said, some stations refuse to sell time for political purposes.

Sen. Yarborough said spot checking of broadcasters is to determine how well freedom given them by 1959 liberalization of equal-time law is being used.

National scale tv set for Maradel Products

Maradel Products Inc., New York, cosmetics and toiletries firm, will go into tv on national scale by end of year.

Maradel, formed in December 1961, has signed Fran Allison, radio/tv personality, to do commercials for its Beaute-Vues Division. First commercials will be for Nutri-Tone home perm.

George J. Abrams, president, said Miss Allison may also be featured in future commercials for products of other Maradel divisions.

FTC lodges complaint charging false tv ads

Federal Trade Commission Friday announced complaint against Winston Sales Co., Chicago, charging company with using deceptive television advertising which misrepresents the quality and price of kitchen knife company distributes.

Tv commercial shows Winston kitchen knife cutting through "regular two-inch box nail" without dulling edge. Announcer says "this knife will never, never get dull." FTC said knife will become dull through normal use and that demonstration of salesman cutting through nail is false because back of knife is used and this doesn't prove knife won't become dull.

FTC further charged that purloined "regular retail price" of $3 for knife and $2.98 for "free" meat chopper are not the amounts these items regularly retail for in all trade areas where they are offered for sale.

WPIX, WCAU-TV carry NFL's only night game


WPIX carried game starting at 8 p.m., but WCAU-TV carried delayed tape broadcast at 11:15 p.m., pre-empting late movie. Telecast was sold out in both markets. Advertisers and agencies were P. Ballantine (Esty); Manufacturers Hanover Trust in New York only (Young & Rubicam); Wildroot (Bates); Zerex (BBDO); Rise shave cream (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles); and Bromo Seltzer (BBDO).

Zenith's Truesdell sees doubled color tv sales

Color television set sales for electronics industry should have "a minimum of a 100% increase in 1963," Leonard C. Truesdell, president of Zenith Sales Corp., said Friday in talk before annual meeting of Illinois State Chamber of Commerce in Chicago. He also said Zenith color sales are running "well ahead of expectations."

Zenith is planning increases on all product lines, "not only for the first six months, but for the entire year of 1963." Mr. Truesdell said. As for 1962, unit sales will be better than any of past six years, he thought, and radio sales, including foreign imports, will score highest in history. Domestic radio unit sales will be best since 1948, he said.

Charles H. Brower, president of BBDO, told convention that six-letter word "square" should be restored to place of dignity and respect in American life since historically it has represented fair dealing, honest labor and firm stand for principles. "This country was discovered, put together, fought for and saved by squares," he asserted.

Senate faces dilemma on space incorporators

Plan for bringing satellite incorporator nominations to Senate vote before Congress adjourns this week was being formulated late Friday.

Main element in plan would involve unusual procedure of presenting names to Senate without holding public hearings on nominations.

Plan was under discussion Friday by Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), chairman of Senate Space Committee, and Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), acting for Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of Commerce Committee. Thirteen incorporator nominations, submitted to Senate by President Kennedy Thursday (see story page 46), were referred to those committees.

It was understood committee members would be asked to approve nominations on basis of biographical material to be compiled by staff members.

Westinghouse seminar scheduled for radio

Special seminar on radio is set for tomorrow (Oct. 9) at Americana Hotel, New York, under auspices of Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. Sessions will feature panel discussions and demonstrations on programming. Donald H. McGannon, president, and other WBC executives will join with broadcast spokesmen in day's activities.

Airtemp switches to C&W

Chrysler Corp. has moved its Airtemp Division account to Cunningham & Walsh from Grant Advertising. Airtemp makes heating and air conditioning equipment.
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new post, Miss Stephenson will have responsibility over business affairs activities and services and traffic. John T. Murphy, vp in charge of tv operations for Crosley Broadcasting Corp., elected executive vp. James H. Burgess, vp of Crosley Broadcasting of Atlanta and general manager of WLWA (TV), that city, elected vp of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and appointed general manager of WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. Mr. Murphy joined Crosley in January 1949 as general manager of WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio. He was appointed to his present post in March 1953. Mr. Burgess joined Crosley Broadcasting as salesman in 1952 and later became sales manager of WLWC (TV) Columbus. In 1955 he was named national sales manager of Crosley Broadcasting in Cincinnati, and when corporation acquired WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Mr. Burgess was appointed sales manager. He was elected to his present post in January 1961. Crosley Stations are WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton, and WLWC (TV) Columbus, all Ohio; WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga., and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, Ind.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

FCC waives its rules for public service spots

FCC informed Southern California Broadcasters Assn. that announcements for public service organizations need not be logged as sponsored even though groups have contributed funds to SCBA.

SCBA had asked FCC for ruling on question, noting that member stations have for years omitted sponsor identification on such announcements even though SCBA has received contributions from groups during same period of time. SCBA pointed out that no relationship exists between contributions and air time allotted.

In ruling applicable to all stations, FCC said that though normally sponsor identification would be required, "the compelling public interest benefits which flow to non-profit organizations" from such broadcasts allows waiver of rules, allowing air time for public service groups to be logged as sustaining rather than sponsored.

Union gives support to tv expansion in uhf

Resolution supporting move to expand tv in uhf band was adopted unanimously Friday as final action of 27th triennial constitutional convention of National Assn. of Broadcast Employees and Technicians in Chicago. Union earlier heard Commissioner Robert E.

Lee say FCC soon will hold second hearing on local tv programming (early story page 50).

Union delegates, in unprecedented action, re-elected George W. Smith to third three-year term as international president. Arthur Hjorth was re-elected secretary-treasurer. Eugene Klumpp, Local 25 and WBEN-TV Buffalo, was elected international vice president, filling vacancy. Site for 1965 meeting will be set later.

Collins, Lewis to be BPA speakers in Dallas

NAB President LeRoy Collins and William B. Lewis, board chairman, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., will be principal speakers at annual seminar of Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. in Dallas Oct. 28-31. BPA also will hear speeches by Stephen Riddleberger, president of ABC Radio; Norman E. Cash, president of Television Bureau of Advertising; Roy Danish, director of Television Information Office; and Edmund C. Bunker, president of Radio Advertising Bureau.

Morse Salisbury dies 'Farm & Home' veteran

Morse Salisbury, 63, for many years heard on NBC National Farm & Home Hour, died Oct. 5 after long illness. He had retired in 1961 as assistant to general manager of Atomic Energy Commission. As Dept. of Agriculture information specialist he had been active in origination of farm program.

General Foods buys Silvers

General Foods Corp., through Benton & Bowles, will sponsor new (non-Gl format) Phil Silvers tv series next season and, according to current plans, on CBS-TV. It will be half-hour and like other GF-B&B arrangements, will be advertiser-owned.
Lots of people feel the way you do about the COLUMBIA POST-48's! And with good reason. Movie after movie is packed with the kind of entertainment that keeps people glued to their sets no matter what. Remember a few months back when more than 3,000,000 New Yorkers stayed up until 1:30 in the morning in order not to miss a single minute of "The Caine Mutiny"? But, besides record-smashing performances, one of the best indications we have that the COLUMBIA POST-48's are the outstanding feature film buy is the fact that more than 100 stations have already bought them. So, if feature films are a key factor in your station's programming ... if you'll settle for no less than the best, then you want the COLUMBIA POST-48's! Just ask Mabel. Or, better still, call your Screen Gems representative!
The range of WCBS-TV programming is vast. Examples: the narcotics problem, children in need of help, people who feel society has bypassed them.
There's really no city in the world like New York. Its charm, its variety, its vitality are boundless. So are its problems.

It takes a television station of extraordinary stature to mirror a community this big...to serve the needs of its complex, often troubled society. And that's CBS Owned WCBS-TV, New York's most-viewed station month after month, year after year.

Originating a broad, comprehensive array of local community service activities, Channel 2 produces prime-time specials and regularly-scheduled series which cover the entire spectrum of life in the nation's most dynamic metropolis...from the problems of drug addiction to Shakespeare in Central Park.

Last month, the Chock Full O' Nuts Corporation, an advertiser closely identified with New York and its people, signed a 52-week contract for sponsorship of multiple WCBS-TV public affairs programming — the weekly "Eye on New York" broadcasts, twelve prime-time half-hour documentaries and four hour-long special programs, and the entire Election night local coverage. The largest sale of its kind ever made in New York television, this contract provides uniquely tangible recognition of Channel 2's leadership in — and service to — its community.

WCBS-TV
Channel 2, New York
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications

*Indicates first or revised listing

**GOOD MUSIC STATION IS WMC**

**TYPICAL PROGRAM SEGMENT**

8:35-9:00 a.m., October 12, 1962

- Under Paris Skies
  - **Moments Like This**
  - **Taking a Chance on Love**
  - **I Guess I'll Have to Change My Plans**
  - **Linger Awhile**
  - **Embrace You**

- **Henry Rene**
- **Peggy Lee**
- **Ted Heath**
- **Tony Martin**
- **Milt Miller**
- **Frederick Fennell**

- Distinctive programming... different from any other Memphis station!
- News every half hour... covered by Memphis' largest news staff!
- Weathercasts... at every quarter past and quarter to the hour!
- No triple-spotting!
- More play-by-play sports coverage than all other Memphis stations combined!

**WMC/MEMPHIS**

**NBC**

790 KC

5,000 WATTS

**DATEBOOK**

**IN MEMPHIS**

**OCTOBER**

**Oct. 1-2**—Eighteenth annual National Electronics Conference at Chicago's new lakefront exposition center, McCormick Place. Luncheon speakers on the first two days of the conference will be Illinois Governor Otto Kerner on Oct. 1, and Dr. Henry T. Heald, director of the Ford Foundation and former president of Illinois Institute of Technology, on Oct. 2. Dr. Jerome Wiesner, a leading scientific advisor to President Kennedy, will deliver final luncheon address before the NEC on Oct. 6.

**Oct. 8**—Eighth Wisconsin FM Station Classic, H. A. Engel, chairman, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.


**Oct. 11-12**—North Dakota Broadcasters Assn. 11th annual convention at The Plaza Hotel, Williston, N. D. John Cranor, executive vice president of the Greater North Dakota Assn., North Dakota’s Chamber of Commerce, will be the featured speaker. His topic, “North Dakota Business Climate.” Charles M. Stone, radio manager of the NAB Code Authority, will give a presentation on the NAB Radio Code. The association will also hear a presentation on radio editorializing. Bill Hill, program manager of CKRM Regina, Saskatchewan, and Bruce Hogle, CKRM news editor, will present their story of their editorial campaign during the recent government medical care dispute in Saskatchewan.


**Oct. 12**—AWRT Educational Foundation board of trustees meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.


**Oct. 15**—New deadline for comments on FCC proposal to reallocate frequency bands 6425-6515, 10580-10880 and 11700-12200 mc.

**Oct. 16-18**—Joint management and engineering meeting will be held by stations of the Central Canada Broadcasting Assn. at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont. The two-day session will discuss programming, sales and technical developments will be presented.


**Oct. 16**—Deadline for entries to 16th annual Western Exhibition of Advertising & Editorial Clubs of Los Angeles, 4315 W. 2nd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

**Oct. 16**—Second annual Southeast Radio-Television Seminar (SERTS), sponsored by the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, on catv challenges to broadcasters. Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.

**Oct. 16**—Premium Advertising Assn. of America conference at the Henry Hudson Hotel, New York City. Association observes its 50th anniversary at its annual New York conference held in conjunction with the 1962 Conf. of Presidents Show which it sponsors at the New York Coliseum, Oct. 15-18. Featured speakers will be E. R. W. Proctor, president of the Radio House; James Proud, past president of Advertising Federation of America; Dr. Kenneth D. Wells, president of the AFA Foundation at Valley Forge, Pa.; and William Dunham, PAAA president.

**Oct. 16**—League of Advertising Agencies, director meeting at The Advertising Club, New York. "How the smaller agency can get new business in unexpected places"

**Oct. 16**—Public hearings by the Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors, Ottawa.


**Oct. 17-19**—Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, second annual general meeting, Coach House Motor Inn, Milwaukee. Speakers will include H. W. (Dutch) Cassill of Blackburn & Co., discussing “How Much Does Your Station Worth?” and Robert E. Hill, assistant professor of business administration at Arizona State College, examining “Dollars and Decisions in the Broadcasting Industry.” Mr. Hill will explain what cash flow comparisons and return on investment analysis mean to broadcasters. Institute’s annual business meeting will include the election of five new members to the 15-man board of directors. Officers for the coming year will be named by the board.

**Oct. 18**—Southern California Broadcasters Assn. luncheon at Michael’s Restaurant, Los Angeles. Speaker will be Sol Talmoff, editor and publisher of BROADCASTING and Television magazines.


**Oct. 18-20**—National Educational Televison Radio Committee fall meetings, managers of affiliated stations, Park Sheraton Hotel, New York City.

**Oct. 19-20**—Wisconsin AP Radio-Television Assn. meeting being held in Madison, Wis.


**Oct. 20**—UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin fall meeting at the Lorraine Hotel, Madison. Dinner speaker will be Prof. Verner Suomi, U. of Wisconsin’s space authority. New officers will be elected.

**Oct. 20**—UPI Broadcasters of Illinois fall meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.

**Oct. 20-21**—Illinois News Broadcasters

**NAB Fall Conferences**

**Oct. 15-16**—Dinkler-Plaza, Atlanta

**Oct. 18-19**—Biltmore, New York

**Oct. 22-23**—Edgewater Beach, Chicago

**Oct. 24-26**—Stater-Hilton, Washington

**Nov. 8-9**—Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas

**Nov. 12-13**—Muehlebach, Kansas City

**Nov. 15-16**—Brown Palace, Denver

**Nov. 19-20**—Sheraton-Portland, Ore.
in the public interest...

A COMPLETE NEWS SERVICE

Whether it be reporting the manshoot direct from Cape Canaveral, sending a news team to Guatemala, or covering a murder 10 minutes from the studio, the WLBW-TV Award-winning News Department under the direction of Paul Frank is prepared with the necessary equipment and manpower to cover an event or story with professional understanding and adeptness.

A COMPLETE NEWS SERVICE to better serve South Floridians, from the Palm Beaches to the Florida Keys.

SEGMENTS OF OUR AWARD WINNING NEWS SERVICE ARE STILL AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR H-R REPRESENTATIVE FOR FULL DETAILS.

WLBW-TV MIAMI FLORIDA
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The Story of The PGW Colonel...A Best Seller For More Than 30 Years

ON THE GO!
HE KNOWS THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DESK

PGW Television Colonels worked for advertising agencies for 70 years before they joined us. Our Radio Colonels put in nearly half a century with companies that market goods and services. Altogether, we have been on the other side of the advertising desk for 173 years. They were very productive years for many of us. Because of them, the PGW Colonel is very much at home with advertisers . . . and advertisers are at home to the Colonel.

That's why the Colonel is always on the go!

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

NEW YORK  ATLANTA  DETROIT  FT. WORTH  MINNEAPOLIS  LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO  BOSTON  ST. LOUIS  DALLAS  PHILADELPHIA  SAN FRANCISCO
20 YEARS ON TOP
Jim Uebelhart,
WSPD-Radio's Newscaster

* Consistently at the top in popularity for 20 years...building audience with each passing year. For the last six years, for example, Jim Uebelhart has held an average share of audience of more than 53% for his daily newscasts (Pulse 1955-61).

This type of audience dominance ALL DAY LONG is typical of WSPD-Radio. Listeners loyalty like this makes your advertising investment yield the greatest possible return.

Ask your Katz representative

WSPD RADIO TOLEDO
A STORER STATION
National Sales Office
118 E. 57th St., N.Y. 22

Asm., fall meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield, Ill.
Oct. 20-25—Western Region convention of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Hilton Hawaii Village, Honolulu, Hawaii. Phillip W. Wenig, president of Standard Rate and Data Service Inc., New York, will discuss "Missing Media Data—its New Importance to Advertising." in an open session meeting. Joseph Maguire, president of Botaford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle, has been added to the panel in a closed business session, which will explore "How to Make a Profit."

*Oct. 21-23—Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall convention. Granada Hotel, San Antonio. Speakers include Dave Morris, general manager of KNTV Houston, who will discuss fm broadcasting, and Sen. Ralph Yarbough (D-Tex.), who will comment on the Washington scene. New officers and directors will be elected for 1963. Highlighting the discussions will be the of the FCC warning concerning broadcast of controversial foreign matter—tv films and radio broadcast. . . . Section 317.319, 3.390 and 3.654—requiring a sponsorship announcement fully and fairly disclosing the true identity of the person or persons furnishing such material.

*Oct. 21-23—North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, fall convention at Governor Tryon Hotel, New Berne. Jan C. Higginbotham, vice-president in charge of news, special events and public affairs for ABC, will address the association's Oct. 22 luncheon. New officers and directors will be elected on Tuesday, Oct. 23.

Oct. 21-23—National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, 1962 annual convention. Hotel Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia. Mayor James H. Tate will address the association at a banquet on Wednesday, Oct. 24. Also participating in the Convention activities will be Dr. Allen H. Water, superintendent of Philadelphia's public schools, and Martha Gable, director of radio and television for the Philadelphia school system.

Oct. 21-26—Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers 22nd convention at The Drake in Chicago. Theme of the Chicago program is "Communications Progress —Television and Motion Pictures in Industry and Education."

Oct. 22—Deadline for comments on FCC rulemaking involving changes in multiple ownership and duopoly rules (extended from Sept. 20).

*Oct. 23-31—International Television & Film Exchange, Copenhagen, Denmark.


Oct. 26-28—West Central area AWR
conference, New Center for Continuing Education, U. of Nebraska, Lincoln.

*Oct. 28-31—Board of directors, National Community Television Assn. Special meetings Oct. 26 and 27 have been scheduled for auxiliary services, industry relations and standards committees. Executive committee will meet Oct. 28. Full board will meet Oct. 29-31. Valley Ho Hotel, Scottsdale, Ariz.


NOVEMBER

Nov. 1—New deadline for comments on FCC allocation rulemaking proposal (changed from Oct. 1). Replies are due Nov. 16.


OPEN MIKE ©

Central Valley story


EDITOR: Please send 100 reprints. . . . Carl L. Switzer, commercial manager, KONG-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.

EDITOR: Please rush 100 copies. . . . Bill Weaver, general manager, KROY Sacramento.

EDITOR: Please send 100 copies . . . to the attention of William B. Smullin [president]. . . .—Frances R. Giffen, KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.

(Reprints of BROADCASTING's Special Report on California's Central Valley are available at 20 cents for a single copy; $1.50 per 100 copies; $15.00 per 500; $35.00 per 1,000.)

Between the acts

EDITOR: . . . We had fun watching "Weary Willie" perform 117 new, different acts for our tv series of 39 half-hour children's programs, The Emmett Kelly Show [PROGRAMMING, Oct. 1]. During a break in production, Emmett picked up a copy of BROADCASTING and our photographer caught this scene which I thought you would particularly enjoy. . . .—Harvey Chertok, director of advertising & publicity, Seven Arts Associated Corp., New York.

Spreading the money

EDITOR: . . . The greatest boon financially is to the smaller, independent radio stations, particularly those surrounding a major or metropolitan city. I refer to
who buys the most?
young adults buy the most!

young adults buy the most cigarettes...and most of almost everything

Young adults (under 50) buy 66% of all tobacco products. This means that when you buy young adult products, you're buying cigarette advertising geared to the market that buys most of what you sell. That's because two years ago ABC Radio recognized the potent economic force inherent in your young adult market and did something about it. ABC Radio consistently programs for young adults; promotes to young adults; presents to the cigarette advertiser (and virtually every other advertiser) the most compelling new "reason why" for network radio. It young adults with Flair, Sports, The Breakfast Club, News and Special Events on ABC Radio. Remember when it comes to tobacco products, young adult always buy the most. Your ABC Radio sales representative will be glad to give you the young adult fact.
Commissioner Lee's proposal of a maximum number of commercials (seven) allowed in each 15-minute broadcasting period [LEAD STORY, Sept. 2].

Just imagine some of our larger stations remarking, "Sorry, our log is filled to capacity. We must turn down your schedule." The advertising agency begins the mad race to locate the stations who have available time, resulting in a fairly even spread of radio advertising money to include our smaller stations.

One of the best ideas the FCC has hit upon!—Gerald O. Jones, general manager, KASK-AM-FM Ontario, Calif.

EDITOR: . . . Commissioner Lee suggested 18 commercial minutes per hour, including public service. Our station could not successfully operate on a schedule such as this, since it would be necessary to cut overhead and our programming service would suffer. We are a 500-watt smalltown station selling on a regional basis to several small towns and communities. . . . We must do volume advertising to stay in business. Some medium and large market stations can solicit a conservative number of large accounts who can spend big, run a good schedule and get results. We have to make our service available to everyone, run all advertisers a pretty good schedule . . .

Commissioner Lee mentions that a stopwatch placed on a Washington area station disclosed that over 30 minutes of a single hour was devoted to commercial spot announcements. . . . It is obvious that they are overdoing it. It is also obvious that some big-powered station in downtown D. C. is screaming foul to the commission. Isn't it also obvious that if this station can be 50% commercial, maintain a listening audience and get results, they must be providing a pretty attractive service . . .?

We are a small local daytimer. . . . But our problems are just as big and real to us as the 50,000-watt major market stations; and, personally, I think that we deserve just as much attention.—Johnny Mitchell, general manager, KWCL, Oak Grove, La.

Multiple media problem

EDITOR: Regarding your editorial on the remarks of Gordon McLendon and Steve Labunski [EDITORIALS, Sept. 17], I'm convinced that these thoughts are mirrored by many broadcasters, particularly those primarily in am and fm and who are unaffiliated with newspapers, tv stations, networks or a combination thereof. There may be some overpopulation, but there certainly is room for all types of radio stations and not all of them can operate under a code set forth by a favored few . . .

I am considerably concerned about the FCC's sudden and questionable decision.
UNDUPLEXED

ALL
THE
GREAT
ABC
SHOWS.

Unduplicated coverage makes WSUN your most efficient buy in the Tampa Bay market.

WSUN-TV
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papers and TV station ownership, and, I might add, even magazine sections within the newspapers.

Finally, I must observe that both NAB and RAB have some real problems in satisfying the diverse thinking within their own membership.—Hugh K. Boice Jr., vice president & general manager, WEMP Milwaukee.

U.S. set count

EDITOR: We would appreciate any information you might have regarding the availability of the 1960 U.S. Census of Housing Radio-Tv Set Counts reprint. —Gloria Schmall, secretary to William R. Brazell, vice president-sales, WTVJ (TV) Miami.

[The 1960 U.S. Census of House Radio-Tv Set Counts is being reprinted at the present time and Broadcasting will be glad to send them as soon as they are available. The price is 25 cents per copy. Address orders to our Readers Service Department.]

All-night program

EDITOR: . . . Your magazine wrote that ch. 11 in Los Angeles is now showing the country's only all-night program [PROGRAMMING, Sept 24]. Wow! I have been doing that during the past four years.

The name of my show is the Jack Kogan Variety Theatre, my hours from 2:30 a.m. to 8 a.m. After that our station resumes its regular telecasting.

My show features interviews with outstanding guests, of whom I have interviewed about 2,000. . . . Our show has also found over 500 missing animals, discovered the whereabouts of lost children, brought divorced people back together and helped people with medical and financial aid, employment, etc. —Jack Kogan, KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.


More interesting: Broadcasting...
WPEN wins more top awards for news in Associated Press Competition than any other radio station in Pennsylvania . . .

Results of Associated Press Awards to Radio Stations in Pennsylvania . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTSTANDING WOMEN'S NEWS</th>
<th>OUTSTANDING COMMENTARY</th>
<th>EDITORIALIZING</th>
<th>OUTSTANDING REPORTING</th>
<th>OUTSTANDING NEWS OPERATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRST WPEN</td>
<td>FIRST WPBS</td>
<td>FIRST WCAU</td>
<td>FIRST WPEN</td>
<td>FIRST WCAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECOND WPEN</td>
<td>SECOND WPEN</td>
<td>SECOND WPEN</td>
<td>SECOND WPEN</td>
<td>SECOND WPEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can't win 'em all, but we believe the above record supports our claim that your commercial gets a pretty good break on WPEN.

WPEN
THE STATION OF PERSONALITIES

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY A M RADIO SALES

BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
"ONCE THIS CROSSING IS COMPLETED, [NORFOLK-NEWPORT NEWS], THE EXPERTS SAY, WILL BURST INTO MILLIONS AND BECOME THE SOUTH'S LEADING MARKET."

_Newsweek Magazine_

This new 17½-mile, $200 million Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel will give Norfolk-Newport News industry a rapid transit highway to the great Atlantic Urban Region—and also will make this area even more attractive to new industry. Also it will provide a direct link between the great industrial centers of the nation and the greatest natural harbor in the world—Hampton Roads.

With 1,200 men on the job, and construction more than half done, already the effect is tremendous. And this is happening to an area that already was booming—growing at 2½ times the national rate for the past decade!

What a place to put a TV dollar—Virginia's Tidewater Metropolis! Nearly a million people and only three TV signals.

_WVEC-TV | WAVY-TV | WTAR-TV_

ABC-13 | NBC-10 | CBS-3
MONDAY MEMO from BERN KANNER, vp, manager of media, Benton & Bowles Inc., New York

The computer can be useful when its limits are recognized

Hard Goods.
Soft Goods.

Upon seeing the first phrase, we think of automobiles manufactured in Michigan, steel in Pennsylvania or the multitudinous small and large appliances produced all over the country.

Soft goods, on the other hand, offers an image of New York's Seventh Avenue and the other areas that produce the clothing we and our families wear.

A lexicographer or historian writing in the year 2662 about the advertising business of today would probably include these terms, along with such phrases as "run it up the flagpole to see who salutes," "the ball is now in your court," "put it on the train and see if it gets off at Westport," and other descriptive terminology that rightly or wrongly has become identified with the advertising profession.

These expressions have been borrowed from engineers, mathematicians, statisticians and other members of the operations research fraternity who have introduced a new and important technology to our business.

Hard goods now refers to the very expensive "think" machines that some refer to as "those computers." Soft goods, obviously, is the marketing and media data fed into the machines to produce one or more optimum solutions.

Since the War - Although many of us have become familiar with computer usage only recently, these high speed electronic wizards have been serving the military and industry beneficially and faithfully since World War II. Many large advertisers such as S. C. Johnson, General Foods, Texaco, Procter & Gamble and others have large scale computer installations performing varied and useful tasks. In fact, computer technology is moving along so quickly that it threatens to leave behind the input data or "soft goods" necessary for proper use of these machines—at least as far as marketing is concerned and particularly as it applies to media selection.

The swiftness of the computer's development and the recent announcements of its availability to the marketing fraternity have brought an eruption within the industry that is much more explosive than the many other tools, guides and processes that have come along in the past decade.

At one extreme we have those individuals to whom any announced change or innovation is anathema, who have constantly refused to believe that any new thoughts or ideas could possibly have a beneficial effect upon the business. The old war cries in favor of "seat of the pants" and "from the heart" are being raised again. These extremists have been waging a losing action for years and continue to do so despite clearly demonstrated advances. They refuse to believe that the day of the "one man" operation is over and that advertising has become so complex that group operation, combined thought and the proper use of every facility available is required, as well as those that can and must be developed.

Many of this skeptical group are afraid of change because they do not understand these new developments or they are distrustful for more personal, non-objective reasons.

Machine Worshipers - At the other extreme are those who may be more dangerous than the ones just described, who believe that automation represents the ultimate and sole direction for advertising. They are sold on the infallibility of a machine and the ease of pushing a button to get desired results.

Their reaction has been a result of the widespread and often inaccurate publicity that has accompanied the exposition of linear programming, simulation or any other technology being advanced on behalf of this subject.

To this second group computer technology represents a panacea with solutions that can be presented to management without fear of contradiction because of its machine derivation. These individuals, impressed with the technological development of the machine itself, place major emphasis on the "hard goods" to the virtual exclusion of the "soft goods." But how often have we heard it said that the solutions that we receive from the computer can be only as good as the information that we put into it?

The Prevailing View = Happily, these two extremist factions seem to represent a minority. In the vast middle and representing various levels of understanding and sophistication, there is an important third group which seemingly understands the applications that may be made through the facilities of computer technology—and who apparently are aware of its advantages and limitations.

This group, I believe, fully accepts the "hard goods" concept as an aid and guide to optimum media selection. The greatest concern of these individuals is the computer's technology for the computer process—deficiencies of kind and of quality. They caution against the improper application of this limited material lest the persons who use the solutions presented by these computers tend to forget about limitations and inaccuracies and make decisions based on the quantitative expressions supplied.

These people are not obstructionists. They have been in the forefront of much of the media and marketing innovations. Their concern is with the ultimate use that is made of the optimum solutions that the computer spews forth.

The "to be or not to be" of the computer is not one of their questions. They merely ask that any action resulting from computer programs be based upon sound and accurate input data.

Is this wrong?

The function of computers in media selection is the timely topic picked by Bern Kanner, vp and manager of media at Benton & Bowles, New York, who started in the agency's mailroom in 1952. Mr. Kanner early in 1953 served with the Procter & Gamble media group at B&B as assistant buyer, buyer and then assistant media director. He became associate media director in 1959, was elected a vp in June of last year and manager of media in April 1962.
RPM! Reach this Powerful Market... with the Reach, Power, Mellifluence of WELI... our 1,115,200* "interference-free population served!"

Why does WELI deliver this market? Responsibility to our million-plus audience governs all WELI programming. Results in more sales-power for your ad dollar! National: H-R Representatives, Inc.; Boston: Eckels & Co.  

*Source: Lohnes and Culver, Consulting Radio Engineers, Washington, D.C. - in accordance with the service standards shown in the FCC Rules.

WELI The Sound of New Haven 5000 Watts / 960 KC
Perhaps we can still squeeze you, too, into these "track-tested" shows!

**IN FT. WAYNE:**
7 - 7:30 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

The DEPUTY
DRAGNET
Mr. Lucky
Sea Hunt
SHANNON
RIPCORD

**IN SOUTH BEND-ELKHART:**
6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri.

Checkmate
Frontier Circus
Adventures in Paradise
BIOGRAPHY
The Rebel
Guestward, HO!

**WKJG-TV**
FORT WAYNE 33 NBC

**WSJV-TV**
SOUTH BEND-ELKHART 28 ABC

IN TV: WSJV-TV (28), South Bend-Elkhart; WKJG-TV (33), Ft. Wayne
RADIO: WTRC-AM and FM, Elkhart; WKJG-AM, Ft. Wayne
NEWSPAPERS: *The Elkhart Truth* (Eve.); *The Mishawaka Times* (Morn.)

John F. Dille, Jr., President

THE COMMUNICANA GROUP
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
TV BETTER THAN EVER THIS FALL?

That’s what agency people believe after seeing new shows

First glimpse gives Madison Ave. ideas on hits and flops

Several highly touted extravaganzas thought doomed to fail

The men who buy the bulk of network television programming think this season’s is better than usual. They say both the entertainment values and the potential are high. So, they say, is the risk to their clients. This, too, is high whether it be for reasons of a bad buy to begin with, a poor time period, an unpredictable change in audience taste—or, as sometimes happens, for no accountable reason.

This evaluation represents a sampling of opinion gathered from executives of 27 agencies in New York, all represented in buys on the networks.

The program executives were asked in the Broadcasting canvas to base their judgments of the 1962-63 nighttime schedules on initial performances, knowledge of pilots and scripts seen and read, and to render their verdicts subjectively in the manner of program critics—and before the ratings are in.

The Strong and the Weak • Only the new offerings were judged. And on the basis of these shows, in addition to the general network programming already on the air, the agency officials were asked to say which network in their opinion holds the edge in overall programming strength.

• The verdict for tv in general: A long way to go, perhaps, but a better schedule in program balance and in “image.”

• The verdict for networks: CBS-TV received the preponderant share of “first place” votes—name went so far as to consider CBS-TV programming a “walkaway” but a significant segment gave that network only an edge.

• At least two shows, both on CBS-TV, were singled out as sure “hits” for the season—the new Lucy show (Monday, 8:30-9 p.m.) and the new Jackie Gleason’s American Scene Magazine (Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.) and several others were thought to have the potential of unusual successes.

• The executives’ opinion on the categories of programming—whether one program type was being overdone or treated too lightly—varied considerably. There was a feeling that the networks perhaps were too heavy on medical shows and too light on variety-revue programming.

CBS-TV received the agency nod for its balance and for building on a structure already strong at the close of last season. In addition to Lucy and the new Gleason vehicle, agency programmers mentioned The Nurses (Thursday, 9-10 p.m.) as a strong entry. But this program also was considered by some as having built-in troubles and some doubted that it would measure up to the mark.

Most programs received attention in both extremes—as possible “hits” and as possible “misses.” But interesting enough, this did not hold true for either Lucy or Gleason (the former show ranked the highest of all).

Slow Starters • The executives cautioned, however, against too hasty conclusions. It was noted that ABC-TV, for example, traditionally seems to get off to a slow start but picks up steam as the season progresses. Similarly, all networks can cite programs in their current schedules which became successes after starting out like candidates for discard.

It also was noted that some networks, especially ABC-TV, had not finished unveiling their new entries when Broadcasting made its canvass. In most cases, however, the agency programmers had seen pilots or been exposed to script or story line and thus appeared to feel qualified to have opinions. One executive summed it this way: “I could have given you my candidates for success or failure a month ago.”

One of the more than 30 executives polled cautioned that some programs will be strengthened after the initial showing (or even as early as the post-pilot stage) while others may weaken after the first few episodes. Said this man: “Everybody likes to play critic.”

A program vice president at a major agency felt CBS-TV gave the new Gleason show a “real try,” providing a good time period and a change of pace.

Few agreed on ABC-TV’s World War II action-entries—Gallant Men and Combat—both one hour shows. As many considered these a misfire as detected a possible success through a season’s buildup.

More Comedy • A top tv agency viewpoint expressed by a chief programmer: TV’s richness this season is notable in its emphasis in comedy and in star personalities.

A total of 26 shows were mentioned at least once as having a strong chance

Agency analyst sees CBS ahead by half length

All three television networks have improved their programming this fall but the sweepstakes should go to CBS by half a length, with ABC and NBC almost neck and neck at the stretch,” according to a pre-season analysis and forecast by the N. W. Ayer & Son radio-tv department.

The report, disclosed last week, reviewed the material on which James Cornell, Ayer program analyst, based his program-by-program rating predictions in the October issue of Teleview magazine. It concluded that CBS-TV would rate first on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday nights: ABC-TV on Wednesday and Friday evenings and NBC-TV on Sunday night.

As a matter of record the report also points out that NBC has 13 new nighttime shows, CBS 10 and ABC 9 for a total of 32 (including some that are essentially old shows with new or expanded formats). Of the new shows, 17 are hours (eight on NBC, five on CBS, four on ABC); 14 are half-hours (five each on ABC and CBS, four on NBC) and one is 90 minutes (NBC).

The remaining 65 nighttime programs, Ayer’s report notes, consist of 27 old programs in new time periods and 38 shows remaining in the same time slots they occupied last season.
Agency executives were divided in their comment on "The Jetsons" (Sunday 7:30-8 p.m.) on ABC-TV. Some felt it had a strong success potential. Others were equally sure it would not last. "Ensign O'Toole" (Sunday 7:30 p.m.) on NBC-TV drew praise from some critics but others felt its time period would be a handicap.

Comedy has a "good chance" this year but war shows (Combat, Gallant Men) are "weak," said some. They liked the looks of The Jetsons, The Lucy Show, Our Man Higgins, Joey Bishop in his new format, and others in the comedy category. But war stories were described as "limited"; some executives couldn't "see the public going for them," but others were more optimistic. One executive felt Ensign O'Toole showed promise but was handicapped by its 7 p.m. Sunday time period.

"It's obvious that audiences are at least sampling the new shows this year" in the opinion of an executive at one of the top ten agencies. He cited the ratings of the first two weeks on the 7:30 p.m. Wednesday time period. In the first week The Virginian on NBC-TV led, with CBS Reports' special on teenage smoking second and ABC-TV's Wagon Train in third place. The second week found the reverse true, with Wagon Train back in the lead spot, he said.

He thought this season is better than last year's but that the schedule could stand "a little more action" and less situation comedy for the sake of better balance. "An awful lot of stuntmen and horses are out of work," he said.

It's a "comme-ci, comme-ca" season with "nothing to get excited about" in the eyes of another agency man: The schedule is "pretty balanced," though there is a "heaviness of one-hour shows." Although he personally liked the one-hour formats he wondered "if the viewing public will accept" the greater number offered this year.

Sameness - Critics of the new season's over-all schedule complained that it represents little change from last year's. An overload of "copyism," "sameness" in programs and too much conformity in ratings were the most frequently levelled charges. Some ex-
ECTIVITIES who noted an increase in “experi-
mentation” added that there still
was not enough diversity to suit their
individual tastes.

One programmer, warning that new
shows were following “the same old
format,” said that if programming con-
tinues to “display little originality”
television will “exhaust its audience as
the movies did.” Another executive,
noting “copyism” in media shows and
westerns, felt this season may be over-
burdened by shows with a war theme.

“In this case they did not even wait
for the season to end to begin copying,”
he said.

Executives who saw improvement in
the new schedule noted a decline in
“violence” and better balance in pro-
gramming. While they indicated there
was still need for efforts toward “di-
versity,” they felt this season marks a
trend away from westerns and action
drama and toward good comedy and
public affairs shows.

The canvass of the agency program
buyers began Oct. 3. Thus during the
survey period at least three new net-
work shows were making their first
appearances: ABC-TV’s Going My
Way and Our Man Higgins, both on
Oct. 3, and NBC-TV’s Eleventh Hour,
also on Oct. 3. Still to make their de-
but, both on ABC-TV: Gallant Men
on Oct. 5, and McHale’s Navy on Oct.
11. All of CBS-TV’s new shows had
made their initial appearances before
the survey of the advertising agencies
was started.

Now a push for guaranteed circulation

AYER’S SEALTEST PITCH: SPOTS MUST DELIVER SPECIFIED RATINGS

A leading national advertising agency
has sent a task force into major markets
to try to buy spot television with a guar-
anteed of minimum circulation and to
buy both tv and radio at local rates.
The client last season sponsored a na-
tional television network show.

The agency is N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, and the client is Sealtest
Foods Div. of National Dairy Products
Corp. In the 1961-62 season, Sealtest
sponsored the Bob Newhart Show on
NBC-TV.

The Ayer team has already met with
stations in Philadelphia and Washington,
D. C., and is scheduled to meet with sta-
tions in Baltimore this week and to go on
to other major markets. In Washington
last week the team engaged a hotel suite
and invited officials of stations to a
series of individual interviews. Members
of the Ayer task force were Theodore
Robinson, George Burroughs and
James Egan.

Whether Ayer had succeeded in buy-
ing any schedules could not be learned.

Local Rates • To both radio and
Television stations Ayer reportedly has
offered what it calls a 52-week spot
schedule to begin in January 1963. In
many, if not all, of the interviews the
Ayer officials were said to have inquired
whether the station had different rates
for national and local advertising. To
stations with dual rates the argument has
been presented that Sealtest competes
with local dairies and hence is entitled
to the local rate. Some stations with
dual rates reportedly have been disposed
to agree with that reasoning.

Stations have also been asked if their
rate cards provided discounts for 52-
week schedules. To those stations with
discount structures confined to shorter
periods, the agency reportedly suggested
an additional 10% discount.

Television stations have been asked
to guarantee delivery of a minimum num-
er of rating points for time periods in
which the Sealtest spots are broadcast.
If the guarantee were not met by the
predetermined number of spots, the sta-
tion would replay the commercials—at
no pay—until it built up the required
minimum.

Word From Headquarters • When a
broadercasting reporter sought to inter-
view the members of the Ayer task
force in Washington, he was referred to
Leslie D. Farnath, the agency’s media
vice president, in Philadelphia. Mr.
Farnath denied that the task force on
the Sealtest account was demanding
guaranteed circulation, but he said that
a guarantee of cumulative rating points
had been volunteered by a Philadelphia
television station that he did not identi-
fy. As to requests for local rates he said:
“All we are doing is checking radio
and tv stations for the best buys for
this account on a competitive basis with
local dairies.”

The Sealtest campaign for 1963 rep-
resents a complete change in advertising
strategy, said Mr. Farnath. The orienta-
tion of its 1962 campaign was national,
his said. It will be local in 1963 and
mapped out market by market with ra-
dio, television and newspapers as the
media.

“Efficiency, promotion, merchandis-
ing and ratings are the basics for the
campaign,” Mr. Farnath said.

Every Now and Then • According to

Some observers feel “Lucy” (Monday
8:30-9 p.m.) and “Jackie Gleason’s
American Scene Magazine” (Saturday
7:30-8:30 p.m.), both on CBS-TV, have
the success potential. Lucille Ball
and her long-time partner in comedy
Vivian Vance (at left) are sponsored
by Lever Brothers Co. and General
Foods Corp. Jackie Gleason’s photo-
genic helpers add much to the appeal
of his brand-new Saturday night
show.
Lakeside, a new toymaker, gets into tv in a big way

In a relatively short time, Lakeside Industries Inc., Minneapolis, has (1) entered the toy field in a major diversification, and (2) moved into television, including its first use of network, in a "big" way.

Kerker-Peterson, Minneapolis, agency handling the company's advertising, notes that Lakeside (the toy subsidiary is known as Lakeside Toys Inc.) now has a tv budget 3 1/2 times that of last year. Basically the tv effort is on The Magic Land of Allakazam!, which started on ABC-TV Sept. 29 (Saturdays, 12:30-1 p.m. EDT), and a supplemental spot program buy using Romper Room in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane, Phoenix and probably in San Diego.

proposals submitted to Philadelphia and Washington stations, the Sealtest campaign is scheduled to start next January. Ayer proposes flights of spots to run for two weeks in each of the following months: January, March, May, July, November and December, and the agency represents that schedule as a 52-week campaign. The account is estimated to be worth a total of $1,500-$2,500 per week (in those weeks described above) for all stations chosen in a major market. One radio station official figured it would mean somewhere between $200 and $400 a week for his station if the business were accepted. In his case it was not. A television operator who also rejected the Ayer proposals estimated the potential revenue for his station would be about $20,000 a year.

To television operators, the Ayer task force was said to have suggested that between 130 and 150 rating points per week would be an acceptable guarantee. The number of spots the agency was offering to obtain that guarantee could not be learned. According to one version of the Ayer proposal, rating points would be accumulated this way: If the spot appeared in a period when the station had a rating of 20, the spot would be credited with 20 rating points. At the end of each week the total rating points scored by the total spots broadcast would be calculated. If the total fell below the stipulated minimum, the station would continue to broadcast spots until the minimum was reached.

From time to time other spokesman have suggested the desirability of guaranteed circulation by radio and television. Their argument has been based on the common practice among newspapers and magazines to base their rates on circulation guarantees. Broadcasters have resisted the proposal on a number of grounds. One of their principal objections has been that broadcasting has no measurement that is comparable to the circulation figures for an issue of a publication. According to the reasoning of broadcasters, the size of the audience of any station varies substantially from program to program and from period to period. To attempt specific correlations between audience size and commercials would, in the broadcaster's view, create a hopelessly costly accounting problem.

Business briefly...

Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, will advertise its Christmas gift line on ABC-TV and a spot tv campaign in "selected areas." ABC-TV buys include Saturday Night Fights, American League Professional Football, Wide World of Sports and participations in Wagon Train. The advertiser reports the Christmas promotion budget is $1.3 million in all media. Agency: Maxon Inc., New York.

A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, Ill., has ordered participation sponsorship in the Tonight show and four daytime programs over NBC-TV. The daytime programs are The Merv Griffin Show, Your First Impression, Truth or Consequences and Loretta Young Theatre. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.


Fisher Body Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit, has begun a spot radio campaign in an estimated 20 markets. The campaign, which will run through early December, is intended to add support to the introduction of GM cars. Agency: Kudner Adv., New York.

Homelite Corp., division of Textron Inc., will co-sponsor Frank Heningway News through Sutherland Abbott on ABC Radio West (7-7:15 a.m. PDT/ PST).

In addition, Lakeside now has spot tv in 29 markets, concentrated in late afternoon periods. The toy line now has 32 items (games and drawing sets, arts and crafts and design packages).

Lakeside entered the toy market at the toy fair in the spring of 1961. The company, a manufacturer of display signs (it's still among the top ones in that field), began producing toys after a careful study of the potential.

Lakeside toys initially had been introduced on a small advertising budget, Kerker-Peterson said.

But things are different today. A Lakeside promotion kit to dealers announces that Lakeside pre-sells over 32 million kids on tv, and notes the ABC-TV lineup and the "strong support in local tv," plus Romper Room. The kit says the toy firm is blanketing the nation with "an advertising barrage" (including advertising in "adult women" magazines).

In the picture, Mark Wilson, who stars in the Magic Land series, receives a new product line briefing from Zelman Levine, president of Lakeside, before the show's move from CBS-TV.
Results are important to sports-loving Georgians. And WSB Radio gives the sports reports first, fast and factually. The station's expert sports staff presents penetrating features for the fans. Not just football, but golf, baseball, basketball, and all other important sports events. Georgia's best hunting and fishing reports are on WSB, too. Score a touchdown... schedule WSB Radio.
How TV chaled up a banner half-year

GROCERY & FOOD ADVERTISERS IN USUAL FACE-SETTING ROLE

Billings figures released Oct. 1 by Television Bureau of Advertising give a more detailed breakdown of the $753.9 million spent in TV spot and network January-June of this year (Broadcasting, Aug. 27). This is 15.2% ahead of the six-months mark a year ago.

The new TVB compilation is by product category. This table shows food and grocery product advertisers allocating $164.7 million in network and spot television, or $12.6 million more than the comparable six months in 1961.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Category</th>
<th>1962 vs. ’61</th>
<th>’62 Total</th>
<th>’61 Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGRICULTURE</td>
<td></td>
<td>$487,000</td>
<td>$731,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed meals</td>
<td></td>
<td>273,000</td>
<td>273,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td>214,000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>487,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>748,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT, FIXTURES, PAINTS | 10,006,234 |
| Materials       | 4,088,507    | 414,000  | 3,674,507 |
| Paints          | 2,249,420    | 510,000  | 1,734,420 |
| Paper products  | 197,000      | 60,000   | 27,000   |
| Miscellaneous   | 263,800      | 263,800  | 263,800  |
| **Total**        |              | **10,006,234** | **8,613,800** |

| CHEMICALS INSTITUTIONAL | 3,112,622 |

| CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS, ACCESSORIES | 7,525,971 |
| Clothing        | 3,762,473    | 4,824,000 |
| Footwear        | 1,926,272    | 1,491,000 |
| Home furnishings| 1,701,243    | 1,203,000 |
| Miscellaneous   | 366,800      | 366,800   |
| **Total**        |              | **7,525,971** | **7,746,800** |

| CONFECTIONS & SNACK DRINKS | 42,453,245 |
| Confections       | 25,070,905   | 14,897,000 | 10,310,905 |
| Soft drinks       | 17,245,340   | 9,899,000  | 5,436,340  |
| **Total**         |              | **42,453,245** | **35,456,300** |

| CONSUMER SERVICES | 26,245,543 |
| Dry cleaning & laundries | 12,152,000 | 14,099,548 |
| Financial         | 3,460,552    | 2,945,000  | 1,115,552  |
| Insurance         | 10,321,407   | 2,965,000  | 7,356,407  |
| **Total**         |              | **26,245,543** | **28,405,000** |

| COSMETICS & TOILETRIES | 88,882,590 |
| Cosmetics         | 9,158,505    | 5,864,000  | 3,294,505  |
| Deodorants        | 6,591,948    | 2,658,000  | 3,933,948  |
| Depliiters        | 356,159      | 113,000    | 243,159    |
| Hair tonics & shampoos | 23,393,906 | 8,785,000  | 14,594,906 |
| Hand & face creams, lotions | 8,156,973 | 2,411,000  | 5,745,971  |
| **Total**         |              | **88,882,590** | **74,923,500** |

| HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, CLEANSERS, POLISHES, WAXES | 31,003,537 |
| Cleaners, cleaners, polishes, waxes | 16,711,642 | 7,990,000  | 8,721,642 |
| **Total**         |              | **31,003,537** | **24,701,642** |

| HOUSEHOLD SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT | 1,203,287 |
| Hotels, resorts, restaurants | 337,000      | 337,000   |
| **Total**         |              | **1,203,287** | **1,203,287** |

| HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE | 3,470,980 |
| Beds, mattresses, springs | 841,175      | 621,000   | 220,175   |
| **Total**         |              | **3,470,980** | **3,470,980** |

| HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY | 55,425,336 |
| Bleaches, starches | 7,228,552    | 3,872,000  |
| Packaged soaps, detergents | 42,974,844 | 22,532,000 | 20,442,844 |
| **Total**         |              | **55,425,336** | **55,425,336** |

| HOUSEHOLD PAPER | 14,156,518 |
| Cleansing tissues | 3,018,569    | 1,228,000  |
| Wood wraps       | 5,388,500    | 4,122,000  | 1,266,500  |
| **Total**         |              | **14,156,518** | **14,156,518** |

| HOUSEWIFE GENERAL | 9,408,073 |
| Brooms, brushes, mops, etc. | 543,516      | 33,000    | 510,516   |
| **Total**         |              | **9,408,073** | **9,408,073** |

Source: TVB/LNA-BAR (network), TVB-Rorabough (spot).

Other product category heavyweights: cosmetics ($88.8 million, an increase of $18 million); drugs ($73.4 million, an $11.4 million gain); tobacco ($61 million, up $5.6 million).

In the TVB report, 26 of 32 product categories showed gains. The figures:

- Total ad spend increased 15.2% over the same period last year.
- The biggest gain was in cosmetics, up 58.8% to $88.8 million.
- The largest decline was in tobacco, down 8.6% to $61 million.
- The top five categories were cigarettes, food products, laundry products, tobacco, and cosmetics.
- The top five advertisers were General Foods, Colgate-Palmolive, Procter & Gamble, Lever Bros., and Philip Morris.
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34 (BROADCASTING ADVERTISING)
Baltimore's busiest thoroughfare is not a street, at all, but the deepwater channel that brings the big ships from all the oceans into the Port of Baltimore past historic Fort McHenry, where the red glare of bursting rockets showed "the flag was still there . . ." one September dawn in 1814.

Today this is a leading American port—third largest in tonnage hauled—just as metropolitan Baltimore is a key American market with nearly two million residents and a manufacturing complex that fills fleets of outgoing ships, trucks and trains that service America and the world.

WMAR-TV, serving most of Maryland and then some, realizes the importance of her "busiest highway" and has, for the past eleven years, featured a program THE PORT THAT BUILT A CITY AND STATE, making Baltimore and Maryland aware of this priceless asset. Produced by Helen Delich Bentley, Maritime Editor of The Baltimore Sun, and the staff of WMAR-TV, "The Port Show" is part of the dynamic concept of public service programming at WMAR-TV, and enjoys the enthusiastic sponsorship of the following:

American Export Lines
Arundel Corporation, The
Association of American Pilots
Baker-Whitely Towing Company
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co. (Shipping Div.)
Consolidated Engineering Co., Inc.
Curtis Bay Towing Company
First National Bank of Maryland
Herd, Robert C. & Co., Inc.
Langenfelder & Son, Inc., C.J.
Lavish of Baltimore, Inc.
Martin-Marina Co., The
Maryland Port Authority
Maryland Shipbuilding and Drydock Co.
McCormick and Company
Ramsey, Scarlett & Co., Inc.
Ruckert Terminals Corp.
Steamship Trade Association
Terminal Shipping Company
United States Lines Company
Western Electric Company
Western Maryland Railway Co.

All this adds up to more reasons why, in Maryland, most people watch WMAR-TV.

WMAR-TV
Channel 2 - Sunpapers Television - Baltimore 3, Md.
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
THE AD THINKERS AND THE COMPUTERS

Machines aid planning, won't replace us: researchers

The electronic computer's invasion of the advertising business dominated the Advertising Research Foundation's eighth annual conference, held last Tuesday (Oct. 2) in New York.

Experts addressing the all-day meeting agreed that computers hold great promise for advertising planners and that rapid progress is being made in learning how to use them. They also made clear that much more remains to be learned—but that in no event are the machines apt to replace people.

They could replace clerks, one speaker suggested, but he didn't think they would because computers are more expensive than clerks.

Alec M. Lee, operations research director for Trans-Canada Air Lines, reviewed work he has done in developing a mathematical model for determining optimal media scheduling, and drew from it "two moral lessons":

"The first is that what we are all lacking is a coherent, significant and indisputable mathematical theory of advertising response. Advertising is where chemistry was in the 14th century—in the alchemist's cell, with the dried frogs-legs and the magical incantations. The construction of such a theory is likely to be a lengthy and arduous task.

"The second is that contrary to popular mythology, the computer is no substitute for thought. Without a quantitative mathematical theory to guide its application, a computer—except for trivial data-sorting and arithmetical operations—is useless. Frogs-legs and incantations are cheaper, and possibly just as effective."

Human Decisions and Judgments — William J. Baumol, professor of economics at Princeton U., said that in media planning "ultimate decisions and judgments will always remain in human hands," but that computers can prove invaluable as aids. For instance, he said, they can eliminate media combinations that are not worth considering, and can organize the most promising media combination possibilities "so that management may choose among them more effectively."

"Unemployment does not threaten the media planner," he said, "because the machine can never replace him—it can only act as an efficient assistant in his decision processes."

William T. Moran, vice president and research department manager of Young & Rubicam, described Y&R's new "High Assay Media Model" system for its media selection (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).

"It will be some time yet before we use the computer to make complete recommendations as standard practice," he said. "We have a great deal of learning to do, and so does the model. But it can learn more quickly, especially the way we are using it."

Mr. Moran foresaw these implications:

- "We have a new era of competition—for media and for brands. To the media salesman, as this researcher sees it, it means back to selling editorial values and the dynamics of media use—as the numbers game is taken over by computers.

- "It will also mean the strengthening of the editor as the guiding hand on the destinies of media. (I'm pretty sure it will pay more to have distinctive character than simply circulation.)"

- "To brands it means an era when competition can be more purposeful and calculative. Possession of practical models, designed to reflect the organic processes of the advertising business, will encourage more daring and imaginative media strategies—strategies which otherwise would appear to be speculative to contemplate."

- "And your competition can study your media allocation on their computers and strike where you are most vulnerable.""

People Count, Too — Richard F. Casey, senior vice president and research director of Benton &Bowles, said his company felt that "too much of the current attention to computers is directed toward the machines themselves, not what is going into them." He stressed the importance of "the people element."

He said Benton & Bowles for several years has been working with IBM, a client, in a long-range effort to learn "the best total application of computer skills to the total marketing and advertising picture—not merely media selection, accounting and other individual phases of our business."

Tests by B&B and IBM in 1960, Mr. Casey said, involved construction of a mathematical model of "the entire marketing process," with provision for the evaluation of alternative budget, media and copy values.

"We feel that this experiment was..."
What's in volumes 4 and 5 of Seven Arts’ "Films of the 50's"?

Broadway from 20th Century Fox in:
FOR HEAVENS SAKE—starring
Clifton Webb, Joan Bennett, and Robert Cummings

CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY—starring Dan Dailey and Celeste Holm, and many more top hits contained in Volume 4's 40 great "Films of the 50's."

Broadway from Warner Bros. in:
THE PAJAMA GAME—starring
Doris Day, John Raitt and Carol Haney

THE BAD SEED—starring
Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, and Eileen Heckart

NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS—starring
Andy Griffith, Nick Adams, and Myron McCormick and many more top hits contained in Volume 5's 53 great "Films of the 50's."

AND...SUSPENSE...COMEDY...SCIENCE FICTION...ACTION...DRAMA...

Seven Arts Volumes 4 & 5 have everything—everything to please your audiences—top stars—top stories—top directors—they're all in Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's" "Money Makers of the 60's"
Volumes 4 & 5 now available from Seven Arts.
a success," he continued. "Proper information fed to the machines enhanced creativity, allowed our creative minds to concentrate on one or two proper strategies instead of floundering about 'by guess and by golly' with a half-dozen, thus saving time and money."

Mr. Casey said that "by no means have we reached the end of the road in our efforts to find the proper long-term place for computers in advertising. But we feel that we are now on the right track as we continue to experiment with a wide diversity of products and services trying to find the right 'people element' in this new age of computers."

Frank Stanton, Benton & Bowles vice president, stressed two potentials of the model employed in the IBM tests: The potential for stimulating creativity and for "providing relief from some of the problems commonly faced when constructing an advertising strategy."

Rep appointments...

- WAII (TV) Atlanta, Ga. (formerly WLWA [TV]): Blair TV, New York, as exclusive national representative.
- KEWB San Francisco: H-R representatives, New York, as national sales representative.
- WVOX New Rochelle, N. Y.: Mort Bassett & Co., New York, as special representative, national sales.
- KEFC (FM) Waco, Tex.: Hal Walton Assoc., New York, as national representative.

Agency appointments...

- Schieffelin & Co., New York, has appointed Gardner Adv., that city, as advertising agency for its pharmaceutical and laboratories division. Donald J. Slattery Jr., Gardner vice president, will be account supervisor.
- Maccabees Mutual Life Insurance Co., Detroit, to D. P. Brother & Co., that city, effective immediately.
- E. & J. Gallo Winery, Modesto, Calif., has named Carson/Roberts, Los Angeles, to handle the advertising for its specialty wines: Thunderbird, Paisano, Ripple and Vin Rose.

Drug firm transfers $3.2 million account

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Morris Plains, N. J., has shifted an estimated $3.2 million in billings from Lambert & Feasley, the company's advertising agency subsidiary, to Lennen & Newell Inc., New York. L&N has been assigned to handle Richard Hudnut cosmetics and toiletries, Du Barry cosmetics and toiletries, Ciri Perfumes, Sportsman toiletries and Fizzies soft drink tablets, all effective last week (Oct. 1).

The continuing re-assignment of Warner-Lambert consumer products to new agencies is believed to be based on a decision to limit Lambert & Feasley's activities to the parent company's ethical proprietary lines. Recent product moves include the assignment of Listerine and Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic brushes to J. Walter Thompson (BROADCASTING, Sept. 24). Several agencies are said to have been interviewed in connection with the expected departure of the Phillips Petroleum account from L&F. Listerine was the agency's major broadcast account.

J. Walter Thompson last week said that W. R. Hillenbrand, executive vice president and director of Lambert & Feasley, will join JWT on Oct. 14, and assume account responsibilities as a management supervisor.

Child 'cultural' show attracts General Foods

Advertiser support of network TV programs of a so-called "cultural" or "educational" nature for children—but which had seemed wanting last spring when plans were afoot to produce the shows (BROADCASTING, June 19)—appears a reality for at least one such series.

General Foods Corp. (Post division) has signed on behalf of Post Sugar Crisps and Alpha-Bits for Discovery '62 on ABC-TV (started Oct. 1, Mon.-Fri., 4:30-4:55 p.m.). The GF contract, through Benton & Bowles for three days per week, makes that advertiser the ninth to sign. Other top advertisers include Wrigley Gum, General Mills and Mattel Inc. For the fall season, the show is more than 90% sold, and before its opening program had its time expanded from the originally-planned 20 minutes to the current 25 minutes.

The show is followed by a newscast also aimed at youngsters in the 7-12 age group being sought by the series itself. Discovery is concerned with a variety of material, most of which is of educational value (related reading lists are provided on the program).
His word is worth a thousand pictures

But don't take our word for it.
Take the word of one of the current sponsors of "Arthur Godfrey Time" on CBS Radio, Amana Refrigeration, Inc. Here is a sampling of what Amana dealers throughout the country have been reporting:

"We've spent thousands of dollars over a period of 10 years promoting Amana and yet people are now coming in and saying that they never heard of Amana until the Arthur Godfrey program" on CBS Radio.

"One of my salesmen sold a model FF10S in less than 15 minutes. The customer told him that she purchased the refrigerator as a result of listening to Arthur Godfrey."

"And they come in to buy a quality product, not a cheap one."

Mr. Merlin E. Morris, Director of Advertising for Amana, sums up:

"One of the strongest features of our sponsorship of Arthur Godfrey is the vast new audience he reaches. We are finding evidence every day that Godfrey reaches people and causes them to shop and buy who are seemingly not motivated by any other advertising."

Whether you're selling heavy appliances or low-cost, high-turnover items, if you've got a top quality product you'd like to sell faster, Arthur Godfrey would like a word with you.
Golden Indian invades Midwest via radio

BREAD MIX MARKET EXPANDING IN RADIO-ONLY CAMPAIGN

The Midwest is faced with an imminent Indian invasion. Not scowling Indians with warpaint on their faces, but smiling Indians on the wrappers of Golden Indian bread. These Indians brandish no tomahawks, wield no knives; their target is taste buds, not scalps, and their proven weapon is radio. With it, they are sure they can capture the midwestern bread buyers as readily as they have captivated those dwelling on the Pacific Coast.

The story started a couple of years ago when a new firm, A & H Enterprises, bought time on the Ben Hunter midnight-to-morning program on KFI Los Angeles introduce a new bread that is "a delicious adventure in good nutrition, blended from cracked whole grains, soya protein, flavored meal and a spicy flavor" to quote from one of the Golden Indian bread commercials.

A & H principals were veterans of the baking business; they knew that many bakers are tight workers, particularly the neighborhood bakers they wanted to bake Golden Indian bread and sell it to the public. These bakers buy the mix in 100-pound sacks from manufacturers, distributing it and prepare it from the A & H formula, paying A & H a royalty for the preparation-distribution rights. An active baker will use one 100-pound sack of Golden Indian flour a week; the firm's top retailer, a Los Angeles health food store, turns three sacks into Golden Indian bread each week.

From nighttime radio A & H spread to daytime radio to reach the adult woman, eager for good tasting food, yet extremely aware of calorie content. Carleton Fredericks, nutritionist on KABC Los Angeles, has proved particularly successful at this assignment, according to Jerry Smith, head of Gerald C. Smith Assoc., Los Angeles, agency for Golden Indian bread. "Realizing that some listeners might not know where to buy a product not carried by supermarkets, we offered on our commercials to send them the names of bakeries near their homes where Golden Indian bread is available. By just making this statement, with no giveaway or other gimmick, not even a booklet, Mr. Fredericks has pulled an average of some 65 letters a week."

A & H prefers to use personalities where it can get them and where it can afford to employ them; otherwise straight sales talks are used in the day and late night hours. The radio time is purchased in flights of about a month's duration, alternated with a lay-off of the same length of time.

In addition to KFI and KABC Los Angeles, the company is now using KSON San Diego in Southern California, where the number of bakers baking and selling Golden Indian bread has almost reached 250.

Last spring, arrangements were made to introduce the product into the Pacific Northwest with schedules on KGW Portland, KBOI Boise, KOMO Seattle and KIT Yakima. In September, it moved into the San Francisco area via KFRC. The Midwest is next, the advertising to start in Chicago and to expand gradually throughout the 15 states serviced by John W. Allen Co., a manufacturing distributor which will mix and distribute the Golden Indian bread formula to the participating bakers.

"Radio is the only advertising medium we have used," Mr. Smith says. "It has done a fine job and has fitted in with the advertising requirements of A & H, which call for the maximum results from a small budget and which provide for expansion only as it can pay for itself." When he took over the advertising about 1½ years ago, the Golden Indian budget was about $600 - $700 a month. Today it runs to about $2,000 a month.

The radio advertising is supported by window streamers, counter cards and headbands with rampant Indian-style feathers for behind-the-counter personnel. Cards and streamers are adorned with the same smiling Golden Indian face that appears on the celophane bags in which the bread is packaged. In Seattle, some bakers have begun using the mix for "Papoose Muffins" and A & H and its agency are vowing sales close to 250, whether this junior addition to the Golden Indian tribe should be promoted in other markets.

Room service

Radio sets have "spread all over the house" according to a new Radio Advertising Bureau survey. It reveals that 65.6% of U. S. families have working order radio sets in bedrooms; 55.8% in kitchens and 40.2% in living rooms.

The survey, conducted by R. H. Bruskin Assoc., also notes that there are 3.4 radios in the average home; 184 million radios in working order and 97.9% of all homes have working order radios.

The survey covers over 2,500 households.
Us hayseeds got a real OASIS!

Going back to fundamentals a little bit, we'd like to remind you that the Red River Valley is one of the most fertile areas in America—thousands of square miles of ancient lake-bed with deep, rich soil—so fabulous that even the Encyclopaedia Britannica comments on it. Look up "Red River Valley," and see!

Fargo is the very heart and center of this enormous and prosperous Valley. People listen to WDAY Radio, all over the Valley—come in from miles and miles around for shopping, recreation, big-ticket spending.

Ask PGW for the whole story. We know you'll be fascinated.
AUDIENCE POLLING DEVICE ANNOUNCED

Instapoll system offered to licensees by Teleglobe Pay-Tv

A new instantaneous tv audience survey service providing viewer reactions on a qualitative basis is expected to be announced in two weeks.

Called Instapoll, the system is an accidental byproduct of Teleglobe Pay-Tv System Inc., New York, Ira Kamen, Teleglobe executive vice president, said last week. He said one of two interested groups will be assigned rights to the system in a week or two. He said the plan will prevent a conflict with Teleglobe's pay tv interest but will still provide Teleglobe an income from royalties.

The FCC last week granted a three-year test of Teleglobe's pay tv system in Denver (see story page 44).

The idea for an automatic electronic polling system came to Mr. Kamen earlier this year. An engineer who has been associated with several pay-tv systems, he developed the idea and began conducting demonstrations for network and agency research executives, engineers and program producers. His code name for the system originally was "Elmar"—Electronic Measurement of Audience Reaction.

Teleglobe's automated billing system for its pay tv system was the key that opened the way for Instapoll, which will function as completely separate operation from the pay tv system. Instapoll could presently operate in any community, Mr. Kamen said. A small transistor device, costing about $10 is plugged into an extension telephone outlet in the viewer's home but not connected to a tv set or radio. The instrument has a row of pushbuttons which are pressed in response to questions asked either on the air or over a special loudspeaker attached to the Instapoll device. Viewer reactions are expressed by pressing the buttons in accordance with instructions are received via telephone lines in a central office, where they can be read directly from a tape or transferred to IBM cards for sorting and tabulating.

Each home can be identified on the tape, and tabulations can be made according to the respondents' ethnic group, income, occupation or any other classification.

Mr. Kamen believes the new research tool is potentially useful for product research in test markets selected by agencies, qualitative ratings of tv programs on local or multi-city basis, pilot film tests, reactions to commercials and instantaneous polls conducted on programs.

One of the two groups interested in receiving the Instapoll license is headed by Theodore Granik, a tv-radio producer of forum-type shows. According to Mr. Kamen, Mr. Granik is considering a tv forum show in which home viewers are asked to express their viewpoints on controversial topics by pressing buttons. Their answers would be reported within a few minutes on the program.

Mr. Kamen said the second group does not wish to be identified at this time. A news conference and demonstration of Instapoll in New York are planned by whichever group obtains the system, Mr. Kamen said.

Among the advantages of Instapoll since it is not entangled by a base group to Teleglobe, is its claim that Instapoll will be the first service to report whether the respondent "enjoyed" what he was viewing. Using this system for program rating enables the interviewer to ask the respondent over a direct-wired speaker hookup to identify the channel being viewed and to elicit personal reaction to the program material. Mr. Kamen said that "many times the viewer selects a program which has been highly touted, but which upon viewing, he does not enjoy, but sees it through anyway." This aspect could change the philosophy of audience rating techniques, Mr. Kamen said.

PROUD'S 'RESIGNATION'

Former AFA head forced out, he says; other side told, too

C. James Proud, former president of the Advertising Federation of America who was forced to resign his post in August, said last week the "true cause" of his departure was an ultimatum from the AFA executive committee.

Mr. Proud, who has set up temporary headquarters in the Advertising Club of New York, said in a statement Tuesday (Oct. 2), "My 'resignation' was indeed a pure euphemism since it was demanded by a bare majority of 7 out of 12 members of the AFA executive committee in a meeting taking advantage of my absence from the country Aug. 3. . . . Charges of 'inefficiency and insubordination' against me are quite without foundation, as is the charge of 'weakness.' As everyone who knows me recognizes, I was too aggressive, rather than too weak."

An executive committee statement said that group had been studying and evaluating the performance of paid AFA personnel for over three years. During all sessions on this subject, "it became increasingly apparent that a change had to be made in the presidency," the statement continued.

Mr. Proud, under whose tenure AFA established a Washington office in October 1959, said he was "poles apart" from George W. Head, new chairman of the AFA.
This programming did it:

1-MINUTE EDITORIALS
The only ones broadcast in Rochester. They include station campaigns favoring Foreign Aid, urging crosswalk observance, encouraging community improvement...

1-MINUTE SPANISH LESSONS
By Dr. D. Lincoln Canfield, Chairman of University of Rochester's Department of Language and Linguistics.

1-MINUTE SERMONS
In the voice of Rochester's Dr. Harold J. Drown of Rochester's 3rd Presbyterian Church.

1-MINUTE POLITICAL TALKS
1304 of them during the current campaign—one candidate per hour—all sustaining.

LIVE COVERAGE OF CITY COUNCIL
Also, in capsule form. And, yes, we said live.

MUSIC EXCHANGE WITH RADIO MADRID
Introduced, in English, in the voice of Spanish disc jockey Pepe Palau. (Madrid hears Rochester's top tunes, introduced, in Spanish, by BBF's general manager.)

...AND, OF COURSE, NEWS COVERAGE by 5 EXPERIENCED, EVER-TRAVELING REPORTERS, AND POPULAR MUSIC PRESENTED BY 6 OF THE CITY'S MOST SEASONED BROADCASTERS.
of the board of AFA and advertising and sales promotion manager of the National Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio, on the "posture AFA should take on legislative matters."

The former AFA executive officer said Mr. Head ordered him to vacate his AFA office effective Sept. 28 in a registered, airmail letter dated Sept. 27 (and which he said he received Oct. 1).

Mr. Head wrote, "As requested by the executive committee I am immediately assuming all the duties of the president," according to Mr. Proud.

Meanwhile, the Tenth AFA (Southwest) District has warned the organization it may advise its individual clubs to "re-evaluate" their association with AFA unless the district is reassured of the organization's "grass roots" character (At Deadline, Oct. 1). The district said it was "deeply concerned" that the directors were bypassed by the executive committee. Clarification also was requested by the directors of the Advertising Club of Boston.

In a statement issued last week, Mr. Head recounted the manner in which the AFA requested Mr. Proud's resignation, stating the executive committee and the board of directors had unanimously approved the resignation recommendation.

Mr. Proud became president of AFA July 1, 1957. He was with the organization for 15 years.

**GOVERNMENT**

**New pay tv test set for Denver**

**FCC AUTHORIZES USE OF TELEGLOBE SYSTEM OVER KTVR (TV)**

KTVR (TV) Denver received FCC approval last week to become the second tv station to conduct an experiment in subscription television broadcast over the airwaves.

The ch. 2 outlet was authorized to test for three years the Teleglobe system, which broadcasts a normal tv picture but sends the sound into homes via telephone lines.

A home subscriber, if he wants to hear the program being telecast, turns on the sound with a special switch and is billed only if the sound is on. This system is different from the original pay tv test now underway on WHCT (TV) (ch. 18) Hartford, Conn., which transmits a scrambled picture that is decoded through a special device attached to the subscribers set.

The Teleglobe fee system was developed by Solomon Sagall, president of Teleglobe Pay Tv System Inc., New York, which has granted a 49-year franchise of its system to Teleglobe-Denver Corp. Teleglobe-Denver is two-thirds owned by Macfadden-Bartell Corp. and one-third by Teleglobe Pay Tv Inc.

J. Elroy McCaw presently is the sole owner of KTVR but community antenna entrepreneur Bill Daniels has an option to purchase the station for $2 million (Broadcasting, Feb. 5). A spokesman said last week that Mr. Daniels plans to exercise his option "in the near future." Mr. Daniels has agreed to continue the pay tv test if the FCC approves his purchase of KTVR.

Under terms of the FCC grant, the pay tv test must begin within six months and both Mr. Sagall and Gerald Bartell, president of Macfadden-Bartell and Teleglobe-Denver, said that every effort would be made to offer pay programs over KTVR within the required time.

In March 1959, the FCC announced that it would accept applications for tests of pay tv under rigid controls and last week's order found that KTVR had met all the requirements. Subscribers cannot be required to purchase special receiving equipment; the franchise holder, Teleglobe-Denver, must bear these costs. The subscriber will be charged $10 for the required telephone line connections (subject to refund if the test is terminated in less than a year) and a minimum monthly charge cannot exceed $3.25. KTVR and Teleglobe said that program charges (with feature films to be the main fare at the start) will ordinarily range from $1 to $2 but may go as high as $3.50 or as low as 25 cents for some shows.

Minimum Subscribers - Teleglobe hopes to have 2,000 subscribers before pay tv programming is begun over KTVR, with fee programs to be offered between 9:30 and 11:30 p.m. at the outset. The station plans ultimately to offer pay programs up to 40 hours a week, mostly during prime time, and will operate as a regular commercial station during other hours.

Macfadden-Bartell has agreed to put $350,000 into Teleglobe-Denver to finance the pay tv experiment. The franchise holder will pay 5% of its gross proceeds to the grantor (Teleglobe Pay Tv System Inc.), with a minimum annual payment of $25,000 for the right to use the Teleglobe system.

The Denver company also must pay Teleglobe $50,000 in 18 monthly installments beginning seven days after the grant from the FCC.

Teleglobe-Denver will furnish KTVR all the equipment necessary for the pay tv test and will pay the station $1,500 weekly after the test begins. The franchise holder is also committed to pay KTVR 20% of the net profits from pay tv before taxes; an amount representing the difference between payments and the time costs computed at KTVR's one-time national rate, and
Top personalities, top programming, top facilities and top management combine to insure advertisers a really effective selling job in WSYR's 18-county service area. WSYR's big margin of superiority is confirmed by all recognized market coverage studies.
Glen was go, but stations get a red light

Licensees will have to check their program logs again. The FCC last week discarded six of the seven days in its previously announced composite week for applications filed in 1962. Broadcasting, Sept. 17.

Noting it has learned that programs “likely to have been broadcast throughout the U.S. on one or more of the dates selected for the composite week were atypical,” the FCC announced the following new dates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Aug. 5, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Sept. 25, 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>April 26, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>May 11, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 1962</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Earlier, the FCC had named Tuesday, Feb. 20, 1962, as one of the days to be used in the composite week. This was the date that astronaut John Glenn orbited the earth three times while most broadcast stations kept an anxious America informed throughout the day (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). The new composite week incorporates only one day from that previously announced —Friday, May 11.

The commission also pointed out that licensees may submit any additional program material desired if they feel the composite week does not adequately reflect their program service to the public. All stations seeking license renewals and major changes in facilities must submit a programming composite week.

Flick of a Switch • Mr. Sagall stressed that the Telelobe subscriber can first see a picture of the pay tv program offered before turning on the sound. To do the latter, he merely turns on a switch which will register in a central control through holes punched in a recording tape. Scanning equipment will determine twice during each pay program if a subscriber has the sound turned on, and on that basis he will be billed monthly. He will be charged for the program only if the sound is up during both checks.

Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented to the pay tv test by KTVR. He questioned whether the grant makes the station a more desired property and if the proposed sale to Mr. Daniels constitutes trafficking in licenses.

The pay tv test by WHCT, which began in June using the Zenith-developed Phonevision system, is still being fought in the courts. That grant was made following a hearing before the commission, and the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld the pay tv test over the objections of a Connecticut theater group. A subsequent appeal was made to the U.S. Supreme Court where it is now pending.

NABET wants voice in Philco-NBC-RKO case

The National Assn. of Broadcast Employees & Technicians last week asked for permission to participate in the NBC-Philco-RKO General hearing for NBC’s renewal of ch. 3 WRCV-TV Philadelphia, Philco’s application for a new station on that channel, and the NBC-RKO contract to exchange the former’s WRCV-AM-TV for RKO’s WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston.

The union said it wishes to intervene, retaining the right to support or oppose the applications as the record is developed and “depending on the attitude of the applicants towards their contractual commitments” to NABET.

Philco filed last week a further pleading in its effort to induce the FCC to request certain antitrust investigation records concerning RCA-NBC from the files of the U.S. Justice Dept. (Broadcasting, Aug. 27). Philco included in its filing a letter from Lee Loevinger, assistant attorney general, antitrust division, in which he told Philco that any request for information in the Justice Dept. files should be made through the FCC. He said the department would try to supply material, if requested by the commission, “subject to the obvious difficulties involved in releasing grand jury information or other documents of a privileged or confidential nature.”

A prehearing conference in the proceeding was held Wednesday (Oct. 3) in which Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham outlined on which party the burden of proof rests for each issue of the hearing and the parties worked out a schedule of procedure. A further prehearing conference has been scheduled for Oct. 11.

Incorporators named for satellite firm

President Kennedy last week named 13 incorporators of the Satellite Communications Corp.

Among those appointed who have interests in broadcasting are: Edgar F. Kaiser, Kaiser Industries; Philip L. Graham, Washington Post; Leonard H. Markas, Washington lawyer, and George L. Killion, president of the American President Lines.

Kaiser Industries owns KHVH-TV Honolulu and KHK (TV) Hilo, both Hawaii. The Washington Post Co. (which publishes the newspaper of that name and also owns Newsweek magazine) owns WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla. Mr. Marks, a member of the Washington communications law firm of Cohn & Marks, is a former assistant to the general counsel of the FCC and a few years ago was president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. Mr. Killion is chairman of Loew’s Inc. (MGM), which owned WHN (later WMGM but now WHN again) New York for many years until sold to Storer Broadcasting Co. early this year.

The incorporators will organize the corporation, arrange for the sale of stock, and start the corporation’s activities in the field of space commun-
"Fair Exchange' was off to a highly auspicious start... the first hit among the new filmed dramas may be here at long last...!" — Jack Gould, NEW YORK TIMES

Jack Gould, NEW YORK TIMES
"*Fair Exchange' should be a winner... The two families are altogether reasonable and real human beings who bring a note of charm and warmth to the readjustment that attends the arrival of the young visitors in their homes..."

Nick Kenny, NEW YORK MIRROR
"The only ornament of the plethora of premieres so far this season is 'Fair Exchange'. If the initial canto is any augury, this could well be the situation comedy of the year. It is the first series with a shred of originality."

Jack Hellman, DAILY VARIETY
"‘Fair Exchange' is a pure fun show... ‘way out' comedy has long been Cy Howard’s forte and he hired a pair of skilled hands to keep the big laughs pumping. The casting is near perfect and this and the writing will carry the show through..."

Ben Gross, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
"For more years than I care to mention I have been waiting for a situation comedy series which would be different... Well, finally such a show came to CBS-TV in ‘Fair Exchange'; the first hour-long weekly program of its kind... it is certainly a good start..."

Bob Hull, LOS ANGELES HERALD EXAMINER
"‘Fair Exchange’, the best new comedy of the season, seems assured of becoming a pace-setter in the field of television comedy... It could switch the industry from its present pre-occupation with dour dramas and wide-open-space horse operas to longer and funnier comedies... Someone at CBS seems to have remembered that people tune in their TV sets to be entertained..."

Hank Grant, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"Most importantly, the new series, ‘Fair Exchange'; is the first situation comedy series to go the hour-long route and significantly seems to justify its length... It held interest throughout with a premise which is a solid one for comedy..."

FAIR EXCHANGE

DESILU PRODUCTION • CBS TELEVISION • FRIDAY EVENINGS

BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
We expected Monday, October 1, to be a big day for NBC Television. It had to be. "David Brinkley's Journal" was starting its new season with a full-hour chronicling of corruption in highway-building. Johnny Carson was making his debut as the star of "Tonight." And our afternoon schedule was opening its doors to the nighttime goings-on of "The Merv Griffin Show."

So we expected it to be quite a day. But two unexpected news happenings the day before—one grimly serious and the other a sports story—made our Monday's television programming even more unusual.

The violence at the University of Mississippi (and its aftermath) could not have been covered properly without our cutting into and changing our prepared schedule. This was done. Reports on the Southern crisis reached NBC viewers throughout the day and evening. On the "Today" show alone, there were five up-to-the-minute newscasts on the situation. And in the evening,
"It's A Man's World" was pre-empted for a special, full-hour program highlighted by exclusive interviews with key figures in the controversy. First things first.

The other unexpected event was, happily, much lighter in nature. In California, the National League pennant race wound up in a surprising stalemate. A play-off was to start the very next day between the Dodgers and Giants. We hurriedly made room in our afternoon schedules to bring NBC viewers the exclusive coverage of this two-out-of-three series. (As you may have heard, our cameras are also covering the World Series, just as they’ve done for 16 years).

As we say, this past Monday was on the unusual side. Even at this network, we don’t often have a day that embraces three major premieres and the sudden pre-empting of five hours for special news coverage. But it’s comforting to know that when such days come, NBC's resources are ready.

This is NBC, the largest single source of news, entertainment and information in the free world.
Second FCC road show seen in Lee's crystal ball

Another Chicago-type FCC investigation of local tv programming will be held shortly after the first of the year, Commissioner Robert E. Lee predicted last Thursday (Sept. 4) in a speech to the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians (AFL-CIO), meeting in Chicago.

Commissioner Lee presided over the FCC's initial foray into local tv programming offered by five Chicago stations (Broadcasting, March 26, et seq.). He feels that inquiry benefited the FCC and the industry and that it should be repeated in other cities.

It was learned last week that the FCC's Broadcast Bureau and a majority of the commissioners agree, and that the bureau has several cities under consideration for future hearings. The bureau, it was reported, will recommend to the FCC "very soon" that other hearings be held and will suggest "several cities" as possible sites.

The markets under consideration were not disclosed ("We don't want to scare anybody," an FCC official said), but Commissioner Lee said that he would favor a two- or three-station market much smaller than Chicago. The commission staff said it has "numerous indications" that the Chicago hearing resulted in more and better local, live tv programming in all time segments.

Improvement Seen * Among the "indications" cited by Commissioner Lee: two stations moved popular local shows into prime time; there are now "obviously" more local documentaries on Chicago tv; the three network-owned stations in Chicago added more local, live programs. "This hearing didn't hurt anybody," Commissioner Lee said. "The stations are happy; everybody is happy."

Commissioner Lee predicted that no new inquiries into local tv programming in a given city will be held before the first of the year. One drawback is the availability of key staff personnel to prepare the FCC's case. "We want to send our best men and they are busy on other matters," an FCC official said in Washington.

Much of the discussion at the three-day NABET convention was devoted to the FCC's proposals to relax its engineering rules so that broadcast stations could contract for the parttime services of a first-class engineer rather than being required to have one fulltime on staff. NABET has filed pleadings with the commission in opposition to the proposal.

George W. Smith, international president of NABET, told Commissioner Lee that his union also will supply the FCC with "documentary evidence of present technical deterioration in broadcasting." Mr. Smith said any lowering of present standards for technical supervision of broadcast operations "would seriously and adversely affect a station's compliance with FCC operating regulations."

The NABET official also cited the possibility of a Conrelad nuclear warning alert in which the lives of thousands of people within the reception area of a station might be put in jeopardy because of inexperienced or unqualified personnel handling technical operations at the station.

The corporation was voted by Congress several months ago and sponsored by the administration. Half its stock will be publicly owned; half by common carriers. Three members of its 15-man board will be appointed by the President. All of the incorporators named by the President last week must be confirmed by the Senate.

FTC puts reins on Rybutol ad claims

The Federal Trade Commission has issued an order against the vitamin and mineral product Rybutol which is more restricted in disallowing advertising claims than past FTC orders in the vitamin field.

The commission adopted an initial decision recommending that Lanolin Plus, a division of Hazel Bishop Inc., be required to explain in Rybutol advertising that a great majority of people suffering from symptoms such as tiredness, loss of happiness and a sense of well-being, etc., experience these symptoms from causes other than deficiencies due to a lack of the nutrients contained in Rybutol. Furthermore, the FTC ordered, the company must stop making claims that Rybutol will provide strength, pep and energy overnight.

Bureau asks WDOV fine instead of revocation

The FCC's Broadcast Bureau last week accepted a pleading by WDOV-AM-FM Dover, Del., and recommended the station be given the maximum fine of $10,000 instead of having it license revoked.

The station was ordered by the FCC to show cause why its license should not be revoked for making commercial broadcasts after its regular hours during an emergency. The programs were not entered in the programming log and William S. Cook, vice president, general manager, and minority stockholder, at first denied the violations but later admitted them (Broadcasting, June 11).

In light of the admission of guilt by WDOV, the bureau feels that there is no need for an evidentiary hearing and that the decision as to revocation is so close it is better to invoke the maximum fine. The bureau earlier had urged that revocation proceedings be pressed and WDOV's plea dismissed (Broadcasting, July 30).

WDOV also confessed to practicing double-billing prior to the FCC's general notice to licensees condemning such procedures, but said the practice had been stopped and would not be revived. Since the WDOV case was the first to include double billing as an issue, the bureau said, a fine and a warning would be fair punishment.

FCC heed ITA plea on automatic logging

The FCC last week, in response to petitions by ITA Electronics Corp., manufacturer of automatic logging equipment, and others, separated from a proposed overall logging rulemaking the section permitting automatic program logging and granted that proposal.
CO-OP ADVERTISING DEAD?

Retailers say interpretation of law vague; 
FTC to meet with manufacturers next week

A storm has been brewing in the ranks of cooperative advertisers over the Federal Trade Commission's stringent interpretation of that section of the Robinson-Patman Act, which prohibits discriminatory advertising allowances. The storm should reach peak intensity, it is expected, when the five FTC commissioners meet with parties who asked for a conference with the trade commission Oct. 17 (AT DEADLINE, Oct. 1).

Certain groups who requested the conference feel this is an unusual and promising opportunity to meet directly with the FTC members instead of dealing only with the staff; some spokesmen told Broadcasting they hope to persuade the FTC to an interpretation of the Robinson-Patman Act that cooperative advertisers can "live with."

The pertinent section of the R-P Act says, according to the FTC: "If a seller chooses to make payments to his customers for services or facilities such as advertising, such payments must be available on proportionately equal terms to competing customers."

The newspaper medium would be the hardest hit by a cutback in co-op advertising funds, according to Robert Alter, manager, sales administration, Radio Advertising Bureau. Radio advertising would also be greatly affected however, he said.

Television, though, would experience less cutback at the local level with the possibility that national spot and network advertising on television would benefit, according to Howard Abrahams, TVB vice president in charge of retail sales.

He explained that tv advertising by retailers (department, drug, food stores) accounts for a smaller part of overall tv revenue than it does in other media. Contrary to common belief, however, he said some retailers tell TVB it is easier to get ad money from manufacturers for use on television than for use in newspapers.

For the most part, retailers continue to use most of their co-op ad funds in newspapers.

If co-op funds should disappear as a result of stricter FTC enforcement or stricter rules, Mr. Abrahams predicts that manufacturers might convert their co-op funds to national campaigns. If this happens, he sees the possibility of a definite increase in tv advertising by manufacturers now using the co-op system.

Conference Genesis = The Oct. 17 co-op advertising meeting was requested by the National Retail Merchants Assn., the American Retail Federation, and others. The American Newspaper Publishers Assn. is also expected to participate.

The NAB said last week it does not intend to actively participate in the co-op conference but that the group will keep an eye on developments and be prepared to offer suggestions if needed.

The trade commission has been cracking down on co-op ad allowances in a series of cases, covering a variety of products. The FTC order that triggered the conference request was "designed to bring a large segment of the apparel industry under broad cease and desist orders, aimed primarily at the practice of manufacturers to engage in cooperative advertising with retailers," according to the National Retail Merchants Assn.

This association comprises more than 10,500 retail apparel distributors, including department, specialty and chain stores. A spokesman said that about one-third of the members' advertising budgets are in co-op.

If apparel manufacturers sign the FTC consent order, they would be forced to abandon or to severely limit their participation in co-op advertising programs, Harold H. Bennett, president of NRMA, told the FTC. He said the FTC orders were broadly phrased in the general statutory language of the Act and thus shed no light whatever on the alleged illegal practices; that the "proportionately equal" payments provision of the act was so vague that it is impossible to determine whether a particular co-op plan is lawful, and that "exceedingly heavy statutory penalties" made any co-op plan too risky for the average apparel manufacturer.

Limits Choice = Mr. Bennett said that, as interpreted by the FTC, the Act means that any co-op plan "must provide something for each competitive customer. It would be unlawful, for example, to limit the benefits solely to customers purchasing $100,000 or more of the sellers' goods annually or only to those customers who can provide television advertising." Such requirements, he claimed, is "an outmoded method of dictating to the manufacturer the kind of advertising campaign he can carry out, by prohibiting a range of choice."

Congress had no intention of outlawing cooperative advertising or other joint promotional plans, Mr. Bennett said, but the FTC, through sweeping
The new commissioner takes over

E. William Henry (right), who was sworn in as a member of the FCC last Tuesday morning (Oct. 2), receives congratulations from Supreme Court Associate Justice Byron (Whizzer) White, who presided at the Washington ceremony.

Commissioner Henry, at 33, displaces Chairman Newton N. Minow as the second youngest man ever to serve on the FCC (former Chairman Charles Denny was 32 when appointed). The Memphis attorney said that "it is with a great deal of pride that I become a bureaucrat... because a bureaucrat is a servant of the people."

The ceremony was held before a standing-room-only crowd in the FCC's meeting room. He thanked the many FCC staffers present for attending. On Wednesday, Commissioner Henry attended the FCC meeting but did not participate.

Commissioner Henry, a Democrat active in the 1960 campaign on behalf of President Kennedy, replaces fellow Democrat John S. Cross. Mr. Cross, an engineer, plans to establish a consulting practice. Lonnie Emerson and Bruce Longfellow, legal and engineering assistants, respectively, to Commissioner Cross, will remain in the same positions on the staff of Commissioner Henry. Commissioner Henry also announced that Cross secretaries Lillian Watson and Frankle Fox will continue on his staff and that he is interviewing prospects for his confidential assistant.

Mrs. (Sherrye) Henry was present when her husband took his oath of office and the family (three small children) still is house-hunting in Washington.

Revocation dropped; WMPP licensed for year

A license revocation proceeding the FCC instituted against WMPP Chicago Heights, Ill., in 1961 was dismissed last week and the commission granted the station a one-year license.

The commission said a "misunderstanding" caused the station not to report a 40% transfer in stock and that the violation was not enough to warrant revocation. WMPP was granted in November 1960 to Seaway Broadcasting Co. Before the grant there was a transfer of stock to Charles J. Pinckard. This transfer was not reported, the FCC charged in the revocation order (Broadcasting, April 17, 1961).

WMPP waived its right to a hearing but said its failure to report the transaction was unintentional and denied any effort to conceal the transfer of stock. An application for transfer was filed in December 1960, the station said.

Mobile users ask for chs. 14, 15

The FCC was asked last week to reallocate chs. 14 and 15 from television to the land mobile service (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).

Mobile communications users on Oct. 1 petitioned the FCC to institute rule-making to make the change to relieve frequency congestion "seriously impairing" the communications links of police, fire, highway maintenance, and emergency services for doctors and hospitals, they said.

The petition was filed by the Land Mobile Communications Section of the Electronics Industries Assn.

The land mobile radio services have grown from 86,000 transmitters in 1948 to 1.7 million this year, William J. Weisz, chairman of the section, said. He estimated that space must be found for 5 million transmitters by 1978.

Reallocation of chs. 14 and 15, Mr. Weisz said, would make possible 240 new land mobile channels. TV chs. 14 and 15 (470-482 mc) are at the very beginning of the uhf television band. Sixteen tv stations are authorized to operate on those two bands—five on ch. 14 and 11 on ch. 15. The petition points out that only three stations on ch. 14 and five on ch. 15 are actually in operation.

The mobile users suggest that tv stations on chs. 14 and 15 would be protected by banning the operation of a mobile service "within a reasonable distance" of any of those tv transmitters, but only for an interim period until the existing stations on the two uhf frequencies could move to other assignments, they said.

It is understood the "reasonable" distance in the minds of the mobile service group is 150 miles.

Calling for a quick decision, the petition said: "It is also timely that this issue be determined now so that all-channel tv receivers which will be on the market in the next few years may be properly designed so as not to include these channels." This is a reference to the recent law requiring all tv receivers sold in interstate commerce to be equipped for both vhf and uhf reception.

Three Bands = Mobile services (local government, manufacturers, trucking, taxicabs, citizens radio, etc.) are assigned to three bands. They are 25-50 mc band, 150-174 mc area and the 450-460
“And there I was, big as life, on TV”  
(and in one of the top-40 markets, too!)  

Flint-Saginaw-Bay City, where else? ... That's where WJRT "programming from within" is aimed at people in the market by people who know them and their interests best. By the Social Security Administration's John Brown, for instance, who runs the popular question-and-answer period on the "Almanac" show. Judging by his mail, John's helped area people of all ages make long-range retirement plans. (And John's become so interested that he's invested in a 7,000-unit Christmas tree plantation for his later years.)

Nothing out of the ordinary for Channel 12, really. Because we're committed to the view that keeping people's interests in front of our cameras keeps their interest in front of the set. That's why, in just 2½ years, some 25,000 area people have appeared on WJRT to represent over half a thousand various interest groups.

Results? An average nightly audience of 75,000 families. People, that is, who have $546 more annual income than the national average.*

Which boils down to a weekly figure of $10 extra for deodorants and shaving cream and breakfast foods. And for whatever you sell on TV.

Call Harrington, Righter and Parsons today. They're big as life in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, Atlanta, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

*Metropolitan Flint, Saginaw, Bay City; from Sales Management's "1962 Survey of Buying Power"
mc area. If chs. 14 and 15 are reallocated to the mobile services, this would give them a contiguous band running from 450 mc to 482 mc.

Many of the individual radio services in the Safety & Special Services group are "suffering highly crowded conditions," the petition reads, requiring the stacking of as many as 20-30 users on the same frequency in the same area. The most seriously affected area, according to Mr. Weisz, is Los Angeles, where as many as 50 systems are "packed" into the same frequency.

Channel splitting has helped somewhat, the petition states, but is insufficient for long term growth. The group added:

"However, it is becoming increasingly clear that there is no frequency spectrum likely to be available in other frequency bands now in use by the Land Mobile Radio Services. Channel splitting has been exploited to the limits of the technical art as a ready source of additional spectrum for these services . . ."

Among the companies represented in the Land Mobile section of EIA are General Electric, Philco, Motorola, Collins, Bendix, Raytheon, Lockheed and Western Electric. The only dissent from the action was taken by RCA.

SLOW START SEEN FOR ETV PROJECT
House cuts three-fifths of initial HEW request

The new federal educational television project appeared destined last week to get off to a slow start. The Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare, which administers the project, is almost ready to proceed. But Congress isn't—at least, not at full speed.

The department's request for $4,989,000 to get the five-year $32 million program started was slashed by the House last week to $2 million, and indications were that the Senate Appropriations Committee would recommend agreement with that figure. That committee, however, was still working on its version of the appropriation measure late Thursday.

The department has already drafted rules and regulations to implement the new law, which provides for matching grants to states and localities that want to establish etv stations. And HEW says inquiries have been received from more than 175 educational institutions, organizations and agencies.

But HEW Undersecretary Ivan A. Nestingen, in asking the Senate Appropriations Committee last week to restore the $3 million cut, said many applicants now ready to proceed with projects will be unable to do so under the House-approved appropriation.

The original request contained $4,750,000 for grants. Mr. Nestingen said this would have provided for 35 projects. Twenty of these would have been new stations; the remainder, expansions of existing stations.

Fewer Grants Possible • Under the House figure, he said, the number of grants would have to be reduced to 13—eight for new stations and five for existing ones. But, Mr. Nestingen added, "in view of the need for new stations," the available funds would more likely be used to help start 10 new stations.

He said this means that "less than half of the applicants now holding construction permits from the FCC could receive a grant."

FCC changes rules on notice requirements

Tv stations must focus their cameras on announcers when airing local notice of applications which have been filed with the FCC or designated for hearing, the commission said last week in changing its rule requirements on local notice. Such tv notices also must be given orally, the commission said, as opposed to flashing a printed notice on the screen. Under a 1960 amendment to the Communications Act, applicants are required to publish and/or broadcast notice locally what facilities are being sought so that the public can make its views known to the FCC.

In other changes in the notification rules, the commission (1) gives applicants seven instead of five days to inform the FCC that local notice has been given; (2) makes clear that international broadcast stations are not subject to local notice requirements; (3) makes provision for stations which do not operate during the hours specified for such a notice to make appropriate announcements at other times; and (4) excuses educational stations from the local broadcast notice during the summer months.
Girl Watching in Eastern Iowa

Let the American Society of Girl Watchers take heed. Watching a girl watch corn has it all over plain girl watching. More room to swing your eyes. You could turn your head without being seen. You could even whistle, verboten though it be—it would sound like the wind rustling a tassel. Furthermore, the air's fresher, the sky's bluer—and fuller of refreshing WMT waves.

Our farm department (three farm-born college graduates and a girl) allows as how there's nothing prettier than an Iowa farm girl in an Iowa cornfield. See Exhibit A. This high-class corn-watching is taking place on the site of the 1962 Iowa Mechanical Corn Picking Contest, due October 9, on the Root and Stanerson farms south of Belle Plaine. Like to enter? Bring your own mechanical corn picker. Or, if you prefer to be a mechanical corn picker watcher, stand over there—with the 12,000 to 15,000 other spectators expected. WMT and the Belle Plaine Jaycees sponsor the annual event. There will also be 60 acres of commercial and educational exhibits, free parking, and a special roped-off area for Madison Avenue girl watchers.

WMT, CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Represented by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids—Waterloo;
K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WEBC, Duluth
What makes the listener turn the dial to your FM station? Superior programming and superior quality rendition. Programming at such levels virtually demands highest fidelity transmission. To achieve such standards, the unquestioned choice of knowledgeable FM stations is RCA's unmatched Direct FM Transmitter. RCA had "Direct FM" in its first FM transmitter, built in 1941—and in all the FM transmitters built since then (over 500).

With their time-proven Direct FM exciter, RCA FM transmitters supply the widest frequency response, with minimum distortion. Such a system is simpler, requires fewer tubes, and needs less adjusting. Consequently, RCA FM transmitters have the finest sound, and are easily tuned and maintained. Such performance is the happy result of RCA's long background of pioneering and achievement in the world of radio.
RCA designs and builds its complete line of FM transmitters to accommodate stereophonic signals and an SCA multiplex subchannel. For complete technical details on any of RCA's Direct FM transmitters, see your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write: RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Dept. NB-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

For STEREO the Easy Way...
With an RCA FM transmitter (any post-war model) all you need to do is add the relatively simple RCA BTS-1A Stereo Generator. No need to buy a new exciter—the RCA BTE-10B Exciter, incorporated in all RCA FM transmitters since 1957, provides for SCA, too. (Those with earlier type exciters need change to 10B only if they want SCA.)
California audience groups challenge KHJ-TV, KRCK, KLOA

Three California stations up for license renewal were challenged last week by independent organizations who charged program shortcomings. The groups asked that their complaints be considered with the station's renewal applications.

National Assn. for Better Radio & Television, a viewer group dedicated to improving radio and TV programs, submitted a 57-page report evaluating the promises and performance of KHJ-TV Los Angeles. The China Lake, Calif., branch of the Assn. of University Women criticized the programming of the two radio stations in Ridgecrest, Calif., KLOA and KRCK.

The former group claimed its monitor made notes about programming on KHJ-TV over the week of Aug.10 for comparison with the station's proposed composite week in its 1959 renewal application. The complaint charged that KHJ-TV promised to devote 79.2% of its time to entertainment programs, but actually broadcast 91.1% entertainment. The association said education promised was 5.6%, broadcast 2.8%; talks, 6.1% proposed, 0.6% aired.

The group said that KHJ-TV promised to carry no commercials longer than 90 seconds, but that 99 spots of greater length were broadcast. The association's complaint also enclosed and questioned commercial continuity allegedly broadcast by KHJ-TV and noted a complaint of "bait advertising" by the Better Business Bureau against a KHJ-TV advertiser.

KHJ-TV's news coverage is inadequate, NAFBRAT opined, and charged 'significant deficiencies' in religious and agricultural programming, an "unhealthy saturation of crime and violence" in entertainment programs, and repeated violation of NAB commercial codes.

The Assn. of University Women's branch said there is "little or no" programming on either KLOA or KRCK with intellectual content; no classical music; almost no semi-classical music; and virtually no information or discussion programs. The group said volunteers monitored the stations. The complaint did not mention the stations' programming proposals to the FCC.

The news programming of KRCK and KLOA is generally good, the report said, but both stations carry too many commercials.

SOUTHERN WINS CH. 8
FCC cites experience, record in North Carolina decision

Ch. 8 Greensboro-High Point, N. C., was granted to Southern Broadcasters Inc., one of four applicants, by the FCC last week in a 3-2 vote. Southern, a combination of two dark uhf stations and local High Point citizens, was favored in areas of proposed programming, equipment, integration of ownership with management, past experience and broadcast record.

Voting for Southern were Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and T. A. M. Craven. Chairman Newton N. Minow and Commissioner Frederick W. Ford favored the application of TriCities Broadcasting Co. Commissioners Robert E. Lee and E. William Henry did not participate.

Staff instructions issued last spring also looked toward a grant to Southern (BROADCASTING, April 16), but a March 1961 initial decision had favored TriCities. Other applicants included Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBTW-WBTW [TV] Charlotte, N. C., WBTW [TV] Florence, S. C., and 17% of WPMY-TV Greensboro) and High Point Tv Co.

Southern is 55% owned by Winston-Salem Broadcasting Co., 35% by principals in Sir Walter Tv Co. and 10% by five local citizens. Winston-Salem Broadcasting owns WTOB-AM-TV (ch. 26) Winston-Salem, N. C.; KTHT Houston; WSGN and 50% of WBMG (TV) (ch. 42), both Birmingham, Ala. James W. Coan is president of both Southern and Winston-Salem Broadcasting and owns 11.64% of the latter.

Lennox P. McLeod, Southern vice president and 2.5% owner, vies an additional 35% held by the Sir Walter group under a trust agreement. He is trustee for the stock owned by John W. English, James R. McBrier, Lydia McBrier Jarecki, Jean D. Jarecki, George J. Mead, James B. Donovan, Thomas Watters, Marie Watters and George W. Watters Jr. John J. Boland Jr. Messrs. English, Boland, Donovan and McBrier jointly own WNAO-TV (ch. 28) Raleigh, 36.5% of WSEE-TV Erie, Pa., and formerly owned WNAO-AM.

A condition of the ch. 8 grant is that both groups dispose of all interests in WTOB-TV and WNAO-TV.

TriCities is equally owned by Hargrove Brothers Jr., James G. W. MacLamroc, R. H. Nutt and Ralph C. Price. Messrs MacLamroc and Price each own 33 1/3% of WKIX Raleigh. High Point Tv principals include George W. Lyles Jr. (president), 17%; George E. Hutchens, 18%; David A. Rawley, 16%; Paul Ingie, 17%; Dorothy P. Terry, 18%; and Holt McPherson, 12%. Mr. Lyles owns 15% of WTNC Thomasville, N. C., and Mr. Ingie owns 69% of WOHS Shelby, N. C. Mr. Rawley and Miss Terry have interests in the Burlington (N. C.) Times-News and the High Point Enterprise. Mr. Ingie is editor of the Enterprise.

The Southern grant will bring the third vhf service to the Greensboro-High Point-Winston-Salem area. Presently on the air are WPMY-TV (ch. 2) Greensboro and WSJS-TV (ch. 12) Winston-Salem.

CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST MEASURE PASSED
President gets bill restricting former government employees

Former government officials are to be permanently barred from representing private parties before the FCC and all other government agencies in cases with which they were "substantially involved" while in federal service.

The ban is contained in a bill (HR 8140) to strengthen and recodify a host of conflict-of-interest and bribery laws relating to government employees; it was given final approval by the Senate and House last week and sent to the President.

The bill's prohibition extends beyond cases in which a former official was "substantially" involved to those which were "within the area of his official responsibility" during the last year of his government employment. In such cases, the former official would have to wait one year after leaving government service before representing a private party.

Another provision prohibits full-time government employees from assisting private interests in obtaining licenses or other awards from the government. Under present law, they are barred only from participating in suits involving claims for money. In the case of former employees prosecuting suits with which they were directly involved while on the government payroll, this ban at present is in effect for only two years.

The bill, requested by President Kennedy, also:

- Provides criminal penalties for anyone giving or accepting bribes in matters before federal agencies, congres-
sional committees or courts.

Authorizes the President to invalidate any transaction with the government which is clouded by a final conviction under the conflict-of-interest or bribery statutes.

Although it tightens the restrictions on activities of present and former full-time employees, the bill gives some leeway to part-time officials in an effort to make it easier for the government to recruit special employees.

The bill also leaves untouched the question of conflict-of-interest problems affecting members of Congress—and was criticized as a result in the Senate. Congressmen are now barred from receiving pay for representing private parties before government agencies and the Court of Claims.

But Sen. Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.) said other possible conflicts-of-interest, involving members of Congress should be prohibited by law. He said there should not be "a double standard of morality in government."

He said he would press for legislation next year to bring members of Congress under the conflict of interest laws.

He also favors legislation to require that all communications from congressmen dealing with matters before regulatory agencies be made a matter of public record.

**Only reserved etvs would get U.S. money**

Federal funds to be provided under the new Educational Television Act would be limited to stations utilizing channels that the FCC has reserved for etv under proposed rules for administering the appropriation.

This is a key provision in the rules and regulations drafted by officials of the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare to implement the $32 million etv program enacted by Congress this year. The program, which is to be administered by the HEW secretary, provides for matching grants to assist states and localities establish etv stations.

The proposed limitation on assistance is expected to lessen if not eliminate the possibility of etv groups competing with commercial operators for non-reserved channels.

The limitation, however, wouldn't affect the eight etv stations already operating on non-reserved channels, or any organizations that now have applications pending before the FCC for etv stations on such channels.

An HEW official said these stations and groups would be "grandfathered in" under the draft prepared by HEW officials in cooperation with representatives of etv groups.

The proposed rules and regulations,
How Western Electric and Bell Telephone Laboratories Work Together to Meet Bell Telephone Companies' Needs

Communications systems are constantly becoming larger and more complex as America grows. To be able to meet expanding needs, it is necessary to produce communications equipment and develop new processes quickly. That is why Western Electric people, who manufacture vital Bell System communications products, and Bell Telephone Laboratories people, who carry out research and development, work together with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company from the very birth of the idea for a top-priority communications product or system.

To make products that meet the Bell System's standards of high quality, low cost, and compatibility with existing equipment requires the close cooperation of A. T. & T. planning, Bell Laboratories development and W. E. manufacturing engineers. To help achieve this goal, branches of Bell Telephone Laboratories have been established in 6 of Western Electric's major manufacturing locations, thereby permitting concurrent progress on final design and manufacturing capability. The Laboratories staff works with W. E. manufacturing engineers in an integrated development-manufacturing effort that produces workable devices and new systems faster and more economically than ever before.

It is this daily, side-by-side working association of Western Electric and Bell Laboratories to make equipment needed by the Bell Telephone companies that has given America the most reliable, low-cost communications services in the world. We work best because we work together.
HEADQUARTERED at Murray Hill, New Jersey, Bell Telephone Laboratories is one of the most experienced industrial research complexes in the U. S. More than 1,500 Bell Labs people are located at 6 of Western Electric's major manufacturing locations across the nation. This permits Western Electric engineers to become involved in the final design stages of new processes and products as soon as specifications for manufacture are initiated and to add their manufacturing know-how to the final designs. The result is the best possible communications products at the lowest possible cost for the benefit of Bell System subscribers everywhere.

GIANT MODEL, 25 times the actual size of a developmental transistor, is discussed in the Bell Labs section of W. E.'s Laureldale Plant by Meade Hower, left, of the Labs technical staff and Robert Leptane, Western Electric product engineer. The remarkable transistor came into being at Bell Laboratories in 1947, revolutionizing the electronics industry.

TOUCH-TONE CALLING is an important innovation now being tested in several towns and cities across the nation. The new telephone system was developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Then, Bell Laboratories and Western Electric engineers worked together to develop the manufacturing processes. Made in W. E.'s Indianapolis Works, TOUCH-TONE equipment is designed to provide faster, more convenient telephoning.

INSPECTING QUARTZ CRYSTALS "grown" synthetically for oscillators and filters in Bell System communications equipment at W. E.'s Merrimack Valley Works in North Andover, Mass., are Charles Andrew, left, and Nick Lias, both of Western Electric. The development of this time- and money-saving process on a mass-production basis was made possible through traditional Bell Laboratories and Western Electric teamwork.

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
Council to seek new broadcast restraints

The Administrative Conference of the United States is going to be asked by its council next week to approve proposed changes in FCC procedures that would have the commission encourage local participation in renewal hearings and in local advisory groups working with broadcasters to establish program segments for "minority tastes." Also to be suggested is that the FCC set limits on the number of commercials per segment to quash "over-commercialization."

The proposals were a part of the recommendations approved by the council of the conference Oct. 2 at an all-day meeting which reviewed proposals on FCC procedures suggested by Prof. William K. Jones of Columbia U. (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). His report was submitted to the Committee on Licensing of the conference, and then to the council itself.

The full conference meets Oct. 16 in Washington.

The council also agreed to recommend that the conference:
* Discontinue evidentiary hearings between two or more applicants for the same facility when only one applicant shows pre-eminent qualifications; and when two or more applicants are equal, establish a procedure which would make the grant by lot or to the first applicant who filed.
* Authorize hearing examiners to rule on interlocutory appeals unless new issues are presented.
* Give the FCC power to investigate prospective purchasers of broadcast properties to make sure they have the same qualifications as the commission found in the applicant who received the initial grant.

In discussing renewal hearings, the council recommended, as did Prof. Jones, that the commission ask local community organizations to make presentations on the extent to which a broadcaster has met the needs of "minority interests as well as the mass audience."

The council also accepted a suggestion that the FCC require a minimum percentage of time for public interest subjects—agriculture, religion, public affairs, etc., and that the agency help define over-commercialization by imposing "quantitative limits within specified time periods."

The council will urge the "widespread publication" of renewal dates. The council is headed by Judge E. Barrett Prettyman of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia circuit; Max D. Paglin, general counsel of the FCC, is vice chairman.

which have the support of lower-level HEW officials, are expected to be submitted to HEW Secretary Antony J. Celebrezze for his approval this week.

In specifying that federal assistance will be limited to stations that intend to operate on reserved channels, the authors of the regulations have attempted to define the intent of Congress. The etv act states that the HEW secretary shall base his decision on whether to approve a grant on criteria "designed to achieve prompt and effective use of all educational television channels remaining available."

The act also requires the secretary to consider the need for an equitable geographical distribution of etv facilities and for providing etv service that will serve the greatest number of persons in as many areas as possible.

The criteria embodied in the proposed rules and regulations state that the secretary, in deciding on an application for a grant, will consider such factors as:
* The area and population to be served.
* The hours of proposed operation.
* The general, educational and cultural needs of the area to be covered, and the extent to which the station would meet those needs.

FREQUENCIES WASTED?

Hill action near on funds for study of federal use

Congress was expected to complete action late last week on a $100,000 supplemental appropriation intended to finance, among other things, a study of whether government agencies are making efficient use of the radio frequencies assigned to them. The study could result in the release of frequencies for non-governmental use.

The money would provide the recently appointed director of telecommunications management a staff to help carry out his duties of coordinating executive branch activities in telecommunications and formulating policy in this field.

Dr. Irvin Stewart, the director, feels one of his functions is to investigate...
congressional charges that some government agencies are holding onto frequencies they don't need. This suspicion has been voiced by important members of the Senate and House Commerce Committees.

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, has been particularly concerned about the Defense Dept. in that area, and Dr. Stewart says the department will be a principal object of his study.

No Reviews Made - In appearing before the House Appropriations Committee on the supplemental request, Dr. Stewart said that although government machinery exists for finding frequencies to accommodate new services, a survey has never been made of the frequencies once they are assigned.

"There are those," he said, "who want to use frequencies for non-government use—Television for instance—who maintain that if the government made more efficient use of the frequencies allocated to it then more frequencies would be available for non-government use."

---

**EQUIP. & ENGR'G.**

**Triangle sets up automatic logging**

The Triangle Stations announced plans last week to begin immediate automatic logging, using the ITA Documentor recording system.

In announcing purchase of ITA recording equipment for 10 of the Triangle Stations, Roger W. Clipp, vice president of the group, termed the commission's ruling permitting automatic logging (see page 50) a farsighted one which will aid stations in maintaining complete permanent record of broadcast materials. ITA is owned by Triangle.

Tests conducted with ITA Documentors have demonstrated that a full year's broadcast material can be stored in less than four inches of shelf space, he said.

Henry E. Rhea, Triangle Stations' director of engineering and president of ITA, said the ITA Documentor is much like a conventional turntable and can be custom engineered to fit special broadcasting needs. The machine records over 24 hours of program material on a single nine inch disc. It comes equipped with a calibrated indicator that enables the operator to locate and play back recorded material at any spot on the disc.

The Triangle Stations that will use the new Documentors are: WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, Pa.; WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N.Y.; WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn.; WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa.; and KFRE-AM-TV Fresno, Calif.

Bob Rowell, of F., C. & B., joins the Tricorn Club

Our club hat is crowning some of the smartest market-media brains in the land. It makes no difference whether they're adorned with crew-cuts, flat-tops, ivy-league-trims, Jackie K. bouffants—or just a flesh-tone expanse. Bob made the club's exclusive ranks by winning this required quiz: 1. What is the Tricorn Market? 2. What is North Carolina's No. 1 metropolitan market in population, households and retail sales? Answer to both: the 3-city "tricorn" of Winston-Salem, Greensboro, High Point. He then scored a triple parlay by knowing what state ranks 12th in population. (Sure you knew it's North Carolina?) But the real money winner is the marketing team that knows WSJS Television is the No. 1 sales producer in the No. 1 market in the No. 12 state.

Source: U. S. Census.

---

**WSJS TELEVISION**

**WINSTON-SALEM / GREENSBORO / HIGH POINT**

United Press International news produces!

BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
Beating the heat in Big D

“Individualized” air-conditioning at WFAB-AM Dallas cools performers under hot spotlights.

Long a source of misery to performers, the intense heat generated by spotlights has been counteracted there by these specially-designed flexible ducts attached to the air-conditioning system. The ducts, four in each of the station’s three studios, can be easily re-directed to follow a performer’s movements.

Designed by George Dahl and Assoc. of Dallas, the ducts are each 10 feet in length and are lifted out of the way when not in use.

THE MEDIA

CODE VIOLATION CHARGED TO STATIONS

Four radio subscribers charged; nine others ditch code

Four radio stations which carried hemorrhoidal remedy advertising stand to lose their radio code seals. The four were cited last week by the NAB’s Radio Code Board in what was described as part of a new “get tough” policy.

The unidentified quartet of radio stations was cited for seal revocation after monitoring disclosed they were carrying the hemorrhoidal remedy commercials in violation of a specific ban on such advertising in the radio code.

An NAB announcement last week said

Adler sales up 85%

Adler Electronics Inc. reported sales of $16,624,000 for the fiscal year ended June 30, an increase of 85% over the prior year’s sales of $8,963,000. Net earnings increased 88% to $440,000 (65 cents per share), compared to $234,000 (35 cents per share) a year earlier. At the end of the 1962 fiscal year, the company’s backlog of orders was $15,075,000, compared to $3,677,000 at the close of fiscal 1961. Net worth increased to $2,711,000 from $2,270,000 and working capital reached $4,308,000 compared to $1,802,000.

New fm monitor offered

An fm modulation monitor, produced by McMartin Industries Inc., Omaha, type approved by the FCC, is now in production, the firm has reported.

The equipment, TBM-4000, monitors SCA multiplex modulation, crosstalk, injection and frequency of two subcarriers simultaneously, said the McMartin company. Unit price is $1,495.

“A major design breakthrough is the monitor’s capability of separating either stereo fm or monaural modulation from SCA multiplex by at least 60 db,” according to the manufacturer.

At NAB Radio Code Board meeting Oct. 1-2 in Washington, were (1 to r): John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president; Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., chairman; Robert D. Swezy, NAB code authority director; Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane, Wash.; Charles M. Stone, NAB radio code director; Lee Fondren, KLZ Denver. Board members not in photo: Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.; Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C. All members attended except Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore, who is out of the country.
Move to all-color tv predicted by Quaal

A veteran broadcaster predicted last week that in 10 years black and white television will be a thing of the past; all tv will be broadcast in color.

The prophecy was made by Ward L. Quaal, executive vice president and general manager of WGN Inc. (WGN-AM-TV Chicago).

In a speech to the Indiana Broadcasters Assn. in Indianapolis Mr. Quaal said that although there still will be monochrome receivers in homes, all new sets, “even portables” will be color sets.

By 1975, Mr. Quaal estimated, the Chicago area will have 3.2 million color units in operation. Chicago now has an estimated 123,000 color sets. He foresaw this jumping to 275,000 in the next two years and to 500,000 by 1967.

He also predicted that the “big price drop” in color receivers is four years away.

The Indiana broadcasters also heard NAB President LeRoy Collins urge more radio and television coverage of government and court proceedings. He warned against government attempts to muzzle news and tendencies to impose its “taste and judgment” on programming. Calling on broadcasters to “discipline” themselves.

Ford fund announces $109,800 in etv grants

The Ford Foundation, New York, last Thursday (Oct 4) announced grants totaling $109,800 to various educational television activities. The grants:

Language Research Inc., $15,000 for production of a film series for a visual communications course at Harvard U.

Philadelphia Board of Education, $30,000 for production of four experimental lessons on video-tape.

Southwestern Indiana Educational TV Council, $15,000 for a training program in tv teaching.

U. of Tennessee, $12,500 to assist planning in the use of three of the eight tv channels reserved for etv in Tennessee.

Twin City Educational Television Corp., $28,500 for production of an eighth-grade course in earth and space science.

U. of Utah, $8,800, for development of a statewide etv plan.

WPEN splits am, fm

WPEN-FM Philadelphia, effective Oct. 1, “will be separately sold, separately programmed and separately advertised” from its AM partner said William B. Caskey, executive vice presi...
A special report from the investor-owned electric light and power companies

ELECTRIC POWER FOR RURAL AMERICA

WHY America's farms and rural people will continue to have plenty of electric power in the years to come.

HOW the investor-owned companies will make certain that they do, without the need to use taxpayers' money.

Today everyone in America benefits from electric power on the farm. And everywhere farmers are using more and more electricity, year after year. Nearly 98% of America's farms have electric power, and most of the rest can get it if they want it.

From about the turn of the century until 1935, the investor-owned electric power companies, cooperating with equipment manufacturers and farming groups, pioneered in electrifying rural areas. Since then they have worked together with rural electric co-operatives to bring electricity to farms across the nation. Today the investor-owned companies produce about two-thirds of all the electricity used on the country's farms. Most of this power goes to farms that the companies serve directly. The

A Rural Service Engineer of an investor-owned company gives advice on "push-button" barn feeding—one of many ways companies help farmers make better use of electricity.

One of the millions of electrified farms served by investor-owned companies glows by night in Kansas. Every day new ways are being found to replace farm man-hours with kilowatt-hours.
rest is sold to co-operatives at rates which average substantially less than the usual wholesale price of electricity. The co-ops in turn retail this power within the areas they cover.

To supply the energy demands of America's farms and cities, American business has developed, through free enterprise, the greatest electric system in the world. This system is made up of more than 300 separate, investor-owned companies. Working together they now serve about four-fifths of America's power users. Because many of the companies are interconnected, they can take advantage of the economies that come from using the largest, most economical generating units.

In years to come the demand for electric power in America will be so great that only large, ultra-modern systems will have the capacity and versatility to fill the need and keep costs down. The nation's need for additional electric power into the far future can be met through plans the investor-owned companies have already made to build new plants and lines within the present system. They will increase America's power capability 6 to 10 times in the next 40 years.

Despite these plans, the Rural Electrification Administration in Washington is urging a lot of rural electric co-operatives to go deeper into debt to build their own electric plants by borrowing tax money at subsidized interest rates. (The rate is 2%, at present — about half the cost of money to the government.) These federally subsidized plants will cost taxpayers money and at the same time eliminate a source of tax income to the government, since co-ops pay no federal income tax.

On the other hand, the new plants and lines planned by the investor-owned companies will be financed on the free market, without using taxpayers' money. They will share the tax load a growing America will face. They will make America’s electric system ever more economical, the service ever better, the rates ever more reasonable.

There is no need to use tax funds to build electric plants to serve either urban, suburban or rural areas. Nor does it make sense to eliminate a source of taxes. The investor-owned companies can supply all the low-cost electric power all the people of America will ever need.
**The Road to Market Must Pass Main Street**

To reach Main Street, U.S.A., turn at Mutual. Main Street, U.S.A. is the big "buy-way" —the street that sells through local radio. Mutual owns Main Street, U.S.A. lock, stock and big town—with 453 local affiliates everywhere. If you want to sell where the buying is biggest, check the signpost, turn at Mutual. LANDMARK: Mutual delivers 97 of the top 100 Main Streets in America.

**Mutual Radio | 3M**

A Service to Independent Stations

**Promotion group suggests officers**

The list of suggested officers and directors for the Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. was announced last week by Don Curran, BPA president.

The list, suggested by the BPA nominating committee: president, Dan Bellus, Transcontinent Television Corp., New York; first vice president, Clark Grant, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., second vice president, Caley Augustine, WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh.

For three-year terms on BPA's board of directors: Clayton Kaufman, WCCO Minneapolis; John J. (Chick) Kelly, Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami; Stan Cohen, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Paul Lindsay, WIND Chicago. Recommended for the board for a one-year term, replacing Mr. Augustine, was George Rodman, KGO-TV San Francisco, and (for a two-year term, replacing Mr. Bellus) Art Garland, General Electric Broadcasting, Schenectady, N. Y.

The suggested list of officers will be voted on at the BPA convention, which begins Oct. 29 in Dallas.

**Transcontinent dividend**

The board of directors of Transcontinent Television Corp. has declared a dividend of 12½ cents per share, payable Nov. 15 to stockholders of record Oct. 31. This brings the total dividends declared this year to 50 cents per share, compared to 30 cents per share for 1961. TTC President David C. Moore stated. TTC stations are WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; WDAF-AM-FM Kansas City, Mo.; WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; KFMB-AM-FM-TV San Diego and KERO-TV Bakersfield, both California, and WDK-O-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio.

**WBRC signs with Mutual**

Taft Broadcasting's WBRC Birmingham, Ala., has signed as a Mutual affiliate and will carry MBS newscasts on the half-hour with local and regional news on the hour, according to MBS stations vice president, Charles W. Godwin, and the WBRC general manager, James E. Bailey. WBRC is on 960 kc with 5 kw.

**New home opened for WSIX-AM-FM-TV**

WSIX AM-FM-TV Nashville dedicated its new Broadcast Center late last month (Sept. 26-27), placing the three stations under one roof in what it calls "the mid-South's only broadcasting center housing am and fm radio and television in one plant."

Among the guests who toured the center were (shown here 1 to r) James McCann, Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., New York; Louis R. Draughon, president of WSIX Inc.; Frank G. Clement, former Tennessee governor seeking re-election; and Robert L. Coe, ABC-TV vice president.

"I don't know of another [center] quite like this," commented Mr. Coe. "It's certainly one of the best designed in the country."

The building contains 40,000 square feet of floor space and was designed by George Burkhalter of Burkhalter, Hickerson and Assoc., Nashville architects and builders.
Translators supply uncounted audience

TWO MILLION VIEWERS, MOSTLY IN RURAL AREAS, GET TV THIS WAY

A major market for television advertisers, national in scope, is the least understood medium in the advertising spectrum.

It's the translator audience, consisting of hundreds of cities and communities far from large metropolitan centers that get their television by means of automatic repeating stations.

This medium has a national circulation estimated conservatively at 600,000 television homes, or three-fourths the wired (catv) audience.

In terms of people, that's nearly 2 million viewers.

Scattered Audience - Little is known around Madison Avenue about the translator audience because it's so widely scattered. In fact, it's almost a mystery medium because so few have taken the trouble to explore it.

The reason is simple—the scope and nature of translator circulation can be understood only by going out into the Rockies and Appalachians, the wooded lakes of Minnesota and the isolated valleys of Washington, Oregon and California.

There's almost no literature or research data dealing with this national audience. Even the Federal Communications Commission has trouble finding many of the mountain-top and lakeside translators that pick up distant tv signals, give them an electronic kick and retransmit to eager communities that otherwise would have no television.

A weeks-long tour into some of the major translator concentrations leads to the belief an accurate tabulation—and unfortunately this just isn't possible—might show a total of 750,000 tv homes delivered by translators, or nearly 2.5 million people. Some estimates go as high as 1 million homes. (See list of major translator states, page 72.)

This is the sum of more than 800 small totals—a vast, scattered collection of cities, tiny towns and small communities. Few national advertising agencies think in these terms and few tv stations promote these audiences.

Small Town Boon - The translator audience can be understood and appreciated by talking to civic-minded citizens of Bemidji, Minn., or Boulder, Mont., or Wenatchee, Wash., or Eureka, Utah. These communities owe their television service to the loyal efforts of local folk who have raised enough money to mount a low-power, automatic tv repeater station atop a mountain or tower 10, 75 or maybe 200 or more miles away from a television broadcasting station.

There are 1,400 tv translators shown on the official FCC records as of Sept. 13. By yearend there will be 1,600.

These unattended electronic kickers serve one or more tv signals to 900 communities ranging in size from the 50,000 people in Butte, Mont., to a half-dozen ranchers and wheat farmers in the gentle rolling country across northern Montana. Or they may provide video light to a blind spot within a few miles of a major Pennsylvania tv transmitter whose emissions won't bend enough to get around or over a good-sized hill.

Unfortunately the existence of a minimum 600,000 tv families served by translators is appreciated by only a limited number of media men, mostly tv
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TAKE A SECOND LOOK

It's Northland Country Club, in Duluth. Take a second look at the Duluth-Superior-Plus market—it's bigger than you think! Bigger because KDAL-TV now delivers Duluth-Superior—plus coverage in three states and Canada—through fifteen licensed translator stations!

This ranks Duluth-Superior-Plus 63rd among CBS affiliates* in homes delivered—it's bigger than you think! And only KDAL—serving over 250,000 television homes—delivers it all!

KDAL
a WGN station

Duluth-Superior-Plus
—now 63rd in average homes delivered!
TRANSLATORS SUPPLY UNCOUNTED AUDIENCE continued

translators, later 100 w. At insistence by Congress, FCC set up rules that legalized vhf boosters. Many booster operators refused to abide by some of the FCC's rules. Soon Capitol Hill was besieged with phone calls, telegrams, letters and indignant constituents. And soon the FCC was aware that it had a dilemma on its hands—the genuine need of keeping these on-channel boosters on the air without interfering with (a) tv reception in other areas and (b) airplane beacons.

The chance of interference with beacons is often remote, many engineers claim, but they know the FCC has a job to do. And the FCC says it is anxious for people in remote areas to have tv, keeping paper work simple.

Anyhow, legislators began making speeches about the rights of their constituents in communities distant from tv stations. The more they talked, the more the voters leered in defiance of Washington and its red tape.

Booster Snoopers Beware = There's a documented story, now disclaimed by its principal, that centers around an indignant western political figure who told an FCC chairman that his state would tolerate no booster snooping by commission field men. If any were discovered, he said, the state wouldn't be responsible for their fate; no district attorney would prosecute, and no jury would convict.

The ultimate FCC compromise was the order grandfathering-in (legalizing) all illegal boosters that would bring equipment up to specifications by translating to another channel, installing a code-identification wheel and putting in an automatic switch and other items. (See Colorado story, page 78.)

Here is a quick FCC chronology of translator regulation: Experimental grants permitted in 1951; uhf translators formally authorized May 24, 1956; vhf translators replacing the old boosters authorized July 27, 1960; vhf fill-in translators owned by tv stations limited to A and B contours (if no duplication), authorized July 3, 1962 (effective Aug. 15). This 1962 order unfroze the applications of many stations for vhf translators to fill-in blind spots.

Most States Have Them = Of all the 50 states, only eight and the District of Columbia lack translator service, according to E. B. Crane, of Butte, Mont., president of Tri-State Tv Translator Assn. Mr. Craney, former group operator of radio and tv stations, listed the eight non-translator states as Ala-

individualism that often skirted the niceties of polite decorum. Translator lore, especially in the West, includes many tales of catv operators who allegedly shot down mountainside power lines leading to translator sheds or set up oscillators to jam their tv signals. And catv people have tales of purported sabotage by early booster operators.

Group Financed = The vast majority of translator systems are financed by such civic groups as Kiwanis clubs and Junior Chambers of Commerce. In several mountain states the legislatures have enacted laws permitting political subdivisions—school or tax districts, for example—to vote bond issues or tax levies so television can be brought in by translators.

Since their beginning, translator systems not owned by tv stations or supported by public funds have had a serious financial problem. They have been financed by non-profit companies formed by volunteer workers who solicited funds—from $1,000 to $100,000 depending on type of installation. Then they have faced the annual job of raising $5 to $10 a year per family to take care of maintenance.

The greatest headache of all is the problem of deadheads. Translator signals are non-selective; anyone within range needs only a tv set and an antenna. Naturally translator communities have many homes—50% in some towns—that refuse to pay their share of maintenance. Ingenious solicitation methods are used by translator committees to get money out of these homes, if they can be located. A favorite device of the deadhead is the attic antenna.

National Community Television Assn. strongly emphasizes the improvement in service supplied by its member companies. Many of the catv operators are installing music services and filling as many as nine channels on subscriber tv sets.

Catv Has Automatic Count = Catv systems, of course, have an accurate check on their subscribers—a physical connection from set to street cable.

The average catv system has 1,000 subscribers, according to NCTA. Total homes served are described as 792,800 from 991 systems in 45 states and Virgin Islands.

The cost factor in building a local translator system is based on price of translator, protection from weather, access road to the site, receiving antenna (often on a fabricated tower), building of a power line, power consumption and services of a maintenance man.

An example of translator cost is the Emcee list—vhf 1 w (vhf to vhf translation) $1,195; vhf 1 w (uhf to vhf) $1,495; vhf 10 w (export model), $5,900; uhf 100 w, $6,200. The price

States leading in use of translators

A check of the FCC's official log shows these leading translator states (including licenses, CPs and applications, many of which are changes bringing old equipment up to new commission specifications):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
<th>CATV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This list shows the number of translators (one channel each) and communities in the states that have translators; it does not show source of input signals by states.
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ONE SPOT - ONE BUY delivers 1,429,000 customers in SIX states!

Salt Lake - Ogden - Provo is 51st in prime time circulation!*

6:30 to 10:00 PM Salt Lake-Ogden-Provo is ranked the nation's 51st market by ARB in prime time television viewing.

Just as network TV programs are relayed from coast to coast along the AT & T Microwave Network, relay stations have been set up to carry signals cross-country from community to community in the vast Intermountain region. The picture carried 3,000 miles from New York to San Francisco loses none of its quality because microwave boosters relay the signal along the entire Trans-Continental line. In the same way, signals from the three Salt Lake City stations are carried via microwave relay stations to community antenna systems (CATV) in Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado. The quality of the signal delivered in this way to thousands of Intermountain homes in the Six-state area is equal to the quality of program service in Salt Lake, New York, Chicago, or San Francisco!

All three Salt Lake stations have cooperated with the American Research Bureau to finance specialized studies on a county-by-county basis, not only for the number of TV homes per county (coverage), but also for program viewing. During the 1962-63 season, the largest and most intensive research sample ever undertaken will be made by the American Research Bureau with a minimum of 50 returned usable diaries per county from a total of 58 counties in six states. This means the Salt Lake-Ogden-Provo market will have as a minimum effective sample base approximately 3,000 diaries. This means too that you'll have an accurate report on Salt Lake television's impact on the cities, towns and counties in a region in which manufacturing, farming, missile making, retailing, stock raising, mining, transportation and recreation combine to build one of the nation's ten fastest growing markets . . .

A must on your MUST BUY list.

*Re-evaluated by ARB, Nov. '61 "Survey of All TV Markets."
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covers one translator repeating one tv station signal. Emcee also has a "legalizer" unit to help illegal boosters conform to FCC requirements. It has provided over 500 vhf translators.

Uhf translators with higher power and greater coverage are preferred in many markets despite the $50 set-antenna conversion cost and the $10,000 to $100,000 needed for a translator system. Minnesota, for example, is mostly uhf. Adler Electronics says it has provided 99% of the uhf translators. Uhf has no channel availability problem because uhf translators operate in the ch. 70-83 portion of its band.

Need Permission • FCC's rules require translator applicants to get permission from stations and networks whose programs they plan to rebroadcast. The Commission, by the way, is far behind in processing translator applications, especially fill-ins.

WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va., has a long-pending FCC application to install a 1 w vhf fill-in translator in neighboring Roanoke where it has a blind spot caused mainly by Mill Mountain.

These are some of the high spots in the development of an important national medium whose extent can't yet be accurately computed. There is ample evidence, though, to show a basic 600,000 translator homes served; more optimistic estimates reach 750,000; the highest figure encountered among those familiar with the translator medium was 1 million homes served, which is generally considered overoptimistic.

Who'll win the extended circulation race—non-profit translators or money-making catv? The future is anybody's guess (see story below). In any case, it will be worth serious study by the advertising professions.

**FCC DECISIONS, GROWTH OF CATV SYSTEMS MAY DETERMINE FATE**

The low-powered translators that serve tv programming to 800 communities that otherwise might be video blind are increasing in number. They face a future subject to the decisions of the FCC, the growth of community antenna wired systems and the quality of equipment available.

In a cross-country tour of translator installations there is apparent a growing interest in the use of higher power and improved equipment. The present 1 w limit on vhf and 100 w on uhf translators is bitterly resented by many communities that would like at least 10 w vhf power. They would like to be on equal terms with Canadian communities, where higher power vhf is allowed— as high as 500 w vhf in more than one instance.

Translator operators are handicapped by a lack of the profit motive and the need of a national organization that could match the powerful lobby of National Community Television Assn. Some volunteer groups are operating in the mountain states, subject to the money and energy that can be mustered by earnest individuals who want their areas to have television.

**All-Channel Set Hope** • A long-range hope of translator people is based on the new law calling for exclusive manufacture of all-channel sets. This will simplify the problem of installing 100 w uhf translators, eliminating the need for $50 set-antenna conversions. But the full effect of the all-channel set law won't be important for five years. Within a decade a high percentage of sets will be all-channel models.

Assorted solutions for the translator problem are offered by translator operators contacted in the mountain states, where translators have been described as surpassed in importance only by the weather and sex. Translators are very important, as personal inspection will show. It's common in remote sections to find 99% of homes with tv reception where direct or translated signals can be picked up.

Translators have gone a long way since early pioneers hitched together some spare parts from a repair shop shelf, rigged a beer-can antenna on a high tree and started making tv-starved neighbors happy.

E. B. Craney, president of Tri-State Tv Translator Assn. with headquarters in Butte, Mont., makes a strong case for the use of idle FCC-assigned tv channels by high-power translators as a way to provide multiple program service for all U. S. citizens.

**Craney Enthusiastic** • A former broadcaster, Mr. Craney cited the case of CILH-TV Lethbridge, Alb., which has a 500 w vhf unattended translator in the Rockies. This equipment, based on a 150 w GE transmitter, does the work of 11 1 w translators by pushing a strong signal through winding Burmis Valley and Crows Nest Pass, according to Norman Botterill, CILH-TV manager (see photo page 75).

Vic Reed, chief engineer, said there is no difficulty keeping the installation
in trouble-free service. It's located on a wind-swept mountain looking toward the strung-out communities lying in the circuitous valley. Most of the 10,000 valley residents have simple dipole antennas mounted on fences stuck in the ground or attached to the sides of houses. The Burmis translator uses a slot antenna. The layout is neat and efficient.

"We have eight tv allocations in Montana that are going to waste," Mr. Craney said. "Obviously there wouldn't be a serious interference problem from the use of high vhf power or the allocations wouldn't have been made by the FCC in the first place.

"By putting relatively low-cost unattended transmitters on these channels, Montanans could be efficiently served. The Lethbridge installation proves that transmitters can be efficiently operated without personnel. Just stop and think what could be done in Montana and other underserved states with high-power off-channel transmitters."

Some day, Mr. Craney added, these automatic translators might develop into satellites or full television stations. Right now there's little desire to put costly tv broadcasting stations in the vacant channels. The sixth report and order was adopted 10 years ago, Mr. Craney reminded, and the channels are still vacant. "Why not put them to work?" he asked.

LeRoy Abell, Shelby engineer who is Tri-State vice president, said the use of higher power—5 or 10 w—on vhf translators would solve some of the interference problems, improve signal quality and extended the service area of translators. He said many of the translator operators whose equipment he services complain about the FCC's paper work.

A Service • Mr. Craney added, "The FCC should be more concerned over the opportunity to provide tv service to those who need it most—and enjoy it most—when available."

FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven agrees that many vacant vhf assignments can be used to extend service, but he said they should not be a barrier to eventual use of the channels for local broadcasting stations.

"Communities in these areas could form nonprofit corporations to build repeater stations without studios," he said. "They might even grow into maximum power repeaters even if they started out on a shoestring. But the use of higher power than 1 w on vhf translators could bring chaos.

"In the course of time the repeater stations on unassigned broadcasting channels might develop into regular broadcasting stations. But the repeaters must be attended. I'm not satisfied that automated, unattended vhf translators of 100 w or more are practical at this time. We need more information."

"Attended Repeater stations could be operated with minimum personnel and expenses could conform to the economics of the area."
MINNESOTA SOLVES PROBLEM

Translators serve many smaller communities with signals as good as big cities receive

Nearly eight months have passed since the Bemidji Blackout.

This bleak day in Minnesota—Feb. 20, when Col. John Glenn orbited the earth—won’t be forgotten in a long time by the 25,000 persons who live in Bemidji, Cass Lake, Deer River and Walker. They’ll remember it because their tv sets were dark, the translator system having been shut off for lack of funds.

The uhf translators that feed the signals of KDAL-TV and WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior had been installed three years earlier by local citizens who solicited funds to get facilities installed. But the system costs $10,000 a year to maintain and the local translator committees had turned off the equipment until enough residents came up with $10 each.

Bemidji and the other towns on the translator system were seething when Col. Glenn went into orbit and they couldn’t watch their tv sets. Some of the local businessmen who had worked hard to raise the translator funds were besieged and badgered because their system was dark, according to Emmett O’Meara, of O’Meara’s department store. They managed to get a technician who had the translators operating by nightfall so network programming of the flight could be viewed.

Not for Long: Next day the system was dark again. Not for long, however. People started lining up to pay their $10 maintenance fees when Northern National Bank opened, Bill Howe, cashier, recalled. Soon enough money was in the till and the system was turned on again.

The translators in Bemidji and other towns in the four-translator system are part of a network of uhf and vhf translators that serve a score of communities in Minnesota. Bemidji through Junior Chamber of Commerce instigation had sold $50 shares of non-profit stock to 100 citizens and had received loans from KDAL-TV and WDSM-TV, later repaid. First a 10 w uhf translator system had been built but power was increased to 100 w.

All around the outlying areas in Minnesota’s lake and pine country these uhf and a number of small 1 w vhf translators bring distant television to points northeast toward Fort William and Port Arthur, Ont., on the north shore of Lake Superior, and west to Bemidji and beyond plus installations in the southern part of the state.

KDAL-TV and WDSM-TV are licensees of 100 w uhf translators at Grand Marais and Grand Portage, a service that makes tv possible for 90,000 residents along the north shore.

Collection Problem: As in hundreds of other markets where translators are formed as civic projects there’s always a collection problem when maintenance fees are due. Bemidji no longer charges a fee to join the system, merely asking $10 for maintenance. KBUN, local radio station, and the Daily Pioneer have been cooperative in the project. In 1960 Bemidji won first prize in the United States from the Jaycees for its community development project.

The Bemidji system has a potential of around 4,500 homes for the three translators. There are 2,100 paid members and perhaps that many deadbeats who avoid paying their share.

There’s an interesting setup at White Pine in the copper country. Porky Mountain Television Co. built its translator with the help of a White Pines Copper Co. loan and a subscription drive. Later the company donated its coffee-vending franchise to the translator group, with the income used for maintenance and repayment of the original loan.

These stories are typical of the growth of translator tv in the vastness of the lake country. Up in the far north, along the Canadian border, another type of translator story is still in the telling stage—the competitive translator and community antenna systems at International Falls.

The catv was first in the market, starting five years ago. The operator, International Cable TV, is said to have charged $150 for a connection. But along came a uhf translator system formed in 1959 by local labor union...
At last! A spectacular BREAKTHROUGH in UHF TRANSLATORS by EMCEE

The many features indicated in this new UHF concept are just a small portion of the many new advances incorporated in this new EMCEE UNIT. PLEASE NOTE THIS FACT ALONE: EMCEE offers a complete 100 Watt UHF Translator at a price complete competitive with what you would expect to pay for a 100 Watt Amplifier alone! If you're looking for a UHF Translator...try EMCEE and see!

- New concept in Translator UHF Circuitry increases reliability, ease of tuning, minimizes costs all along the line.
- Full metering of all important operating parameters, including separate measurements of visual and aural powers, visual measurement is true peak sync.
- Visual-Aural power ratio control permits easy adjustment of ratio.
- Built-in Plate Supply and Heater Voltage regulator ends line voltage variation problems forever.

This is just a sampling of the new features available for the first time ever in any translator.

FCC TRANSLATOR RULES AMENDED!

Now you can bring TV to problem areas!

Electronic, Missiles & Communications, Inc.
262 East Third Street • Mount Vernon, New York • Dept. B-1

TO ALL BROADCASTERS
NEW FCC RULES AMENDMENT PERMITS WIDER USE OF TRANSLATORS
BY BROADCASTERS STOP LET EMCEE WITH THE WORLD'S MOST
COMPLETE SELECTION OF VHF AND UHF EQUIPMENT SHOW YOU
HOW TRANSLATORS CAN INCREASE COVERAGE STOP WRITE WIRE
PHONE ELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS INC., 262 EAST
THIRD STREET, MT. VERNON, NEW YORK.

NEW FCC RULES AMENDMENT PERMITS WIDER USE OF TRANSLATORS
BY BROADCASTERS STOP LET EMCEE WITH THE WORLD'S MOST
COMPLETE SELECTION OF VHF AND UHF EQUIPMENT SHOW YOU
HOW TRANSLATORS CAN INCREASE COVERAGE STOP WRITE WIRE
PHONE ELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS INC., 262 EAST
THIRD STREET, MT. VERNON, NEW YORK.
Many communities like Lake City—no doctor, but tv in home of each of its 108 winter residents

"We haven't any doctor in Lake City but we have tv in every home."

The president of the Lake City, Colo., (8,500 feet elevation) Chamber of Commerce, L. C. Ely, started up his jeep, glanced over his dude-ranch cabins and headed along the foot of Uncompahgre Peak (14,301 feet) in the general direction of Slum Gullion Pass and Lake San Cristobal so an eastern observer could take a look at mountain-style television. All 108 year-round residents of Lake City and two or three dozen ranch dwellers enjoy television thanks to a 1-w channel translator that picks up KREX-TV Grand Junction, 100 miles to the northwest on the western slope of the Rockies. KREX-TV estimates it has 10,000 translator tv homes.

The welcome signal put out by the one-channel translator atop Round Top Mountain (10,500 feet) reaches a majority of the dwellers in Hinsdale County, which boasts its 218 population as the smallest of any U. S. county (see photo on this page).

Fish 10 ft. an inch • Hinsdale County has fine fishing in little Gunnison River, a swift mountain stream, as well as in cultivated ponds where dude ranchers pay 10 cents an inch for the captive fish that take their bait. It's the only place in the U. S. where the Continental Divide crosses twice, Hinsdale claims.

But Lake City is only one isolated community in Colorado. Over the state at least 30,000 homes are served by translator television. A dawn-to-dusk air cruise will convince a translator hunter the state has, as shown in FCC records, a total of 207 translators that serve one or more tv channels to 132 communities and settlements. Some more optimistic Coloradans put the figure at a minimum 50,000 homes served.

The translator list includes clusters of ranchers and metropolitan areas such as Manitou Springs, projecting out of Colorado Springs. A three-channel municipal translator system at Manitou feeds the two local stations—KKTU (TV) and KDRO-TV—and KCSJ-TV Pueblo. Manitou is blind because of a bend in Cheyenne Mountain where the local stations have their transmitters.

Seven Colorado communities are served by uhf translators. They are Durango, Animal Valley (near Durango in the southwest), Antonito, Bayfield, Leadville, Pagosa Springs and Salida.

FCC data show that KOA-TV Denver is translated in 46 communities; KBTU (TV) Denver in 9; KLZ-TV Denver in 6; KTVR Denver in 1; KKTU (TV) Colorado Springs in 9; KRDO-TV Colorado Springs in 8; KREX-TV Grand Junction in 28; KREY-TV Montrose, a KREX-TV semi-satellite, in 11. Other stations picked up in Colorado include KWHT-TV Goodland, Kan.; KHPL-TV Hayes Center, Neb.; KDMC (TV) McCook, Neb.; KGLD (TV) Garden City, Kan.; KSS (TV) North Platte, Neb., and KTV (TV) Ensign, Kan.; all Albuquerque, N. M., stations. Salt Lake City tv stations, which document a total of more than 30,000 homes served by translators, have the following Colorado service listed on FCCs records; KRTV, TV, 7 translator communities; KTV (TV) 6; KCPX (TV) 5.

Found Pick-up Spot • The documentation isn't entirely clear, but around little Lake City, Colo., they recall that tv first came to the area in 1955. A volunteer engineer had finally found a spot on Round Top where both picture and voice could be picked up. Hinsdale County bulldozed a road up Round Top, 2,000 feet above Lake City, which is at the 8,500-foot level. Remote from Washington, Lake City was so busy making money off dude ranchers in the summer and minding the ranches plus looking at television both summer and winter that nobody had time to hire a Washington lawyer who knows the Communications Act and FCC rules.

Eventually bureaucracy caught up with Lake City. Purvis Vickers, a dude ranch operator at the foot of Round Top, recalled what happened a couple of years ago. "The government made us throw out most of our equipment," he said. "The rig was working fine until
they imposed all those unnecessary technical standards on us, including that code wheel and automatic switch. The old translator worked better before we added the gadgets and became legal."

Mr. Vickers offered a neat point worthy of study by political scientists and the FCC: "If the government wanted us to change a perfectly good translator, then the government should have paid for it. Our engineer, Wayne Fobare, keeps it operating but we're bothered by the signal identification wheel."

Many Others Dependent • Lake City is only one of two-score western Colorado communities that depend entirely on translators for service from KREX-TV and its semi-satellite, KREY-TV at Montrose, 55 miles southwest of Grand Junction. In Aspen, 100 miles east of Grand Junction behind 10,000-foot Grand Mesa, 450 known homes are served by a 1 w translator recently kicked up from 1/2 w, according to John Oyharcabal, of M&M Electric Co. "The 1 watt isn't much better than the old one," he recalled. The translator group filed for its license in 1961 when boosters were legalized.

Little Lake City and its 108 population, plus another 32 ranchers who share its electronic blessings, were able to raise $1,450 to make their one-channel translator legal. They need about $200 a year for maintenance.

Gunnison County has 11 translators. Though it's located 130 miles from Grand Junction, 130 from Pueblo and 200 from Denver, Gunnison citizens decided back in 1956 they wanted television. "They just did it," Charles A. Page, Chamber of Commerce manager, recalled. "They put in $10 a family." A cable project flopped about that time so the C of C got behind the translator idea.

"Only about 50 families don't have tv," Mr. Page said, "and some of these are summer residents." Gunnison gets its tv from KREY-TV. The chamber has $30,000 assets in its translator treasury. "A girl does the billing," Mr. Page explained. "She's good." Gunnison is the home of Western State College, immortalized by a huge white "W" on a mountainside.

The translator that serves Aspen sits atop Sunlight Mountain, 11,750 feet. It's powerful 1 w signal also serves Glenwood Springs, Carbondale, Basalt and a lot of ranches.

More than 1,000 homes in the west end of San Miguel and Montrose counties get their television from translators installed with the help of Rural Electric Assn.

In Rio Blanco County, Emcee has provided equipment for a three-translator system.

This type of loyalty makes television possible in the Colorado mountains.

**TOWNS NEED TRANSLATORS**

Some 500 small communities in seven states get television by magnifying faint available signals

Seven western states have over 500 communities that depend almost solely on the ability of translators to pluck faint tv signals out of the air and feed them where they are wanted.

In Utah, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming and California there are towns and settlements whose thousands of homes are served by translators.

Texas, New Mexico, Nevada, Arizona and other states of vast acreage have overcome television's limited range and its limited ability to get behind mountains.

Utah provides the outstanding example of station cooperation to promote the extended circulation provided by translators and catv. A survey conducted jointly by KSL-TV, KUTV (TV) and KCPC-TV shows that 30,575 tv homes in five states get them via translators. This tops the 25,904 homes that get Salt Lake tv by means of catv wired hookups.

Extra Audience • The three stations published the survey during the summer. It shows these added tv homes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Translators</th>
<th>Catv</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colo.</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1,784</td>
<td>3,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont.</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>9,321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nev.</td>
<td>2,660</td>
<td>1,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>19,826</td>
<td>4,271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyo.</td>
<td>5,462</td>
<td>6,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>30,575</td>
<td>25,904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition there are another 50,594 potential homes in catv communities "expected to be added in normal growth of systems, pending applications and systems under construction."

The survey lists each translator licensee, towns served, number of homes served by translator, signal translation and call letters. Similar information about catv systems is provided. It was conducted for the three Salt Lake tv stations by Catherine Dimas, of the KUTV research department.

This is the only fully documented research of the type encountered in a tour of many of the major translator

---

**Eliminate Propagation Fades From Your TV Signal**

Now you can and fades and washed-out fringe-area signals simply by inserting a Micromeg preamplifier between your relay receiving antenna and the mixer. Micromeg has the effect of boosting your transmitter power four to ten times or of increasing the size of a six-foot-diameter antenna to one of 12 to 20 feet. In new installations, a Micromeg will allow you to space your repeater stations farther apart without deterioration of signal-to-noise ratio.

**WHAT IS A MICROMEG?** It is a low-noise, low-signal-level RF preamplifier. It is available in several indoor and outdoor models covering the UHF, 2000Mc, and 6000Mc range. Power requirement: 110V AC. A semiconductor varactor diode causes amplification by pumping power from a local RF source to the signal. APPLICATIONS include translators, remote pickup broadcasting, inter-city microwave links, community antenna tv systems. Please write for the full story.

**Micromega Corporation**

4134 Del Rey Ave., Venice, Calif. / EXmont 1-1377

Creator of advanced microwave systems and components for U.S. space and defense projects.

---
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TOWNS NEED TRANSLATORS

states and in dozens of telephone contacts in states not actually visited.

It's presented in a type of language that advertising agencies understand. No buyer can ignore 30,575 tv-home circulation, 25,904 catv circulation or the combined extended service of 56,479 homes. That's big business in any market.

Volunteer Group = An effective volunteer organization is maintained in the Montana-Idaho-Wyoming region by translator operators. Called the Tri-State Tx Translator Assn., it is headed by E. B. Craney, of Butte, Mont. With his practical background in broadcasting, Mr. Craney keeps in touch with translator operators in the region, observes technical changes and FCC developments, and keeps members posted on catv and other topics.

But what translator people need most is a national association that can match the powerful 11-man Washington organization of National Community Television Assn. with 500 dues-paying members (90% of catv connections). Unluckily translators are mostly non-profit, whereas NCTA members are money-making business groups who are willing to fight jointly to protect their investment. When anything affecting catv is pending around Washington, NCTA makes its national influence felt with support of the grass-roots ties of its members. It has not been idle as the FCC continues to avoid regulation of catv, though some catv people concede it's only a holding operation and eventual regulation can be expected.

One of the larger translator installation and service operations is headquartered in Salt Lake—Electronic Sales Corp. (ELSCO), headed by Lyle O. Keys, former chief engineer of KUTV. Most of the firm's installations include Emece 1 w vhf translators. He and Garr Johnson, assistant manager of ELSCO, have put vhf translators in high spots all over the mountain area. They have developed radio-controlled translator standby equipment that can keep systems operating even when the trail up a mountain is blocked by 20 feet of snow.

In Southern Utah school districts are putting in translators and eventually it's hoped every classroom and home in this part of the state will be tv-equipped. Some of the pickups are as much as 180 miles from stations. Beaver, for example, as first pickup point passes on the translated signal to Enoch, Kanaraville, Cedar City, Paravan and Paraguitch. The average distance reached by a 1 w vhf translator is 20 miles but Medina picks up Milford 80 miles away. ELSCO has installed 250 translators or more than 100 separate sys-

tems. Mr. Johnson said the quality is good and will continue to improve. Color transmission is fine, he added.

Lofty Locations = The three Salt Lake stations have their transmitters above the 8,000-foot level, or an average of 4,000 feet above average terrain in the region (three times the height of the Empire State Bldg.). Catv translators serve many of the larger communities at fees ranging from $3.50 to $10 a month but they don't reach small centers or those living outside congested areas or thousands of ranchers. And that's where translators come into the Salt Lake tv picture in a big way.

An interesting example of catv-translator competition is found in Eureka, Utah. The catv system charges $100 for a connection and $2.50 a month. The new Emece translator system installed by ELSCO is making its influence felt. A look at the competitive pictures on home tv sets showed this observer 1 w vhf translators on Eureka mountain—a tough climb that shot a pair of eastern shoes—are able to provide a top-grade image when properly installed.

Montana, too, is blessed with dozens of translator systems. Lacking a major metropolitan center, its few tv stations are widely separated. In Butte, for example, the town council financed a 1 w vhf translator to bring in KMSO-TV Missoula, supplementing the direct service from the local KXLF-TV. Missoula has 28,000 population, Butte 50,000. But it's not unusual for a station to have a larger audience via translators than off the air. Butte's translator, while operating, is still on the FCC's processing list. Butte also has a cable system.

And in other states, a Montana three-channel 1 w vhf translator system can be built for $6,000 upward depending on local conditions.

Montana's translator circulation is guessed at anywhere from 25,000 to 50,000. Actually Butte alone probably has 15,000 tv homes that get the municipal translator service. Idaho has an estimated 35,000 translator homes. Together these mountain states have a population of 60,000 homes. Utah, Montana and Idaho strongly prefer the 1 w vhf translators to uhf, citing the effect of rugged terrain and the availability of choice spots for vhf translator antennas.

Nobody has ever denied seriously that the Rockies were reeking with illegal boosters during the 1950s. "They were crawling out of the woodwork," one FCC field man said. But now they're being legalized. Legal or illegal, western states want television and they've been getting it, though in limited amounts. Now they'd like the FCC to let down the bar some more and permit the higher power they desperately want—on unused tv allocations, for example.

California has two-score communities serviced by 100 translators. Triangle Publications, operating KFRE-TV Fresno, has been actively promoting translator service for mountain-shadowed communities. At Three Rivers and at Lemon Cove-Woodlake, Triangle donated a total of $13,000 worth of equipment to the local tv committees. Service is provided a population of 9,000 in the three markets.

This map shows how Salt Lake City stations get 56,479 tv homes by means of translators (30,575 homes) and catv systems (25,904 homes). Square symbols indicate translators, triangles are catv. Lines show microwaves carrying Salt Lake tv. Portions of Nevada, Wyoming and Montana are not shown on this cross-section map.
The last half-mile of the trip up Eureka Mountain, Utah, is negotiated via footpath. Here are the receiving antennas that pick up Salt Lake City's tv stations for an Emcee translator system that feeds the town of Eureka, mountain-surrounded, and another valley on the opposite side. The system was installed by Electronic Sales Corp., Salt Lake City.

TWO MEN'S STAND GAVE TV TO MANY

Governors made possible booster service in western area

Two prominent Coloradans have observed the development of translators with keen interest. They are Gov. Steve McNichols and ex-Gov. Edwin C. Johnson, at one time chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee.

Both watched television spread over most of the nation a decade and more back, only to find that Colorado's towering mountains were partially blind because of television's vulnerability to rugged terrain.

Ex-Gov. Johnson made television and governmental history when he defied the FCC's rules, with their barriers to local tv booster equipment, by issuing a proclamation calling on a citizen, W. R. Webber, "to continue to serve the people of Steamboat Springs without charge by 'boosting on-channel' the tv signal of KQA-TV Denver to the extent he has its permission to do so, and to the extent that he does not interfere... with interstate communications."

Signed in 1956 • This executive order was issued Aug. 3, 1956 by the governor. It's impact was soon felt in the halls of Congress and the corridors of the FCC. The proclamation, the former governor recalled as he sat high in a roomy apartment overlooking Denver and distant mountains, made this point, "Mr. Webber's booster does not interfere electronically or otherwise in any degree with any tv broadcast intrastate or interstate or affect adversely the reception of any broadcast or telecast to anyone anywhere."

Mr. Webber saw his duty as a Coloradan and loyal citizen of Steamboat Springs. He operated an electronic business there, retiring in September. He felt it was his duty to make tv available in Yampa Valley by means of a booster and with a gubernatorial proclamation in his hands, decided to obey the state's mandate.

"It looked like either television or Leavenworth would get me for a while," he recalled. "Mr. Webber had to fight weather, interference and the FCC but with help of other citizens he brought television to Steamboat." Currently Mr. Webber is president of Colorado Television Repeater Assn.

Gov. McNichols succeed Gov. Johnson and soon found himself neck deep in booster crises. A favorite quote attributed to him at a session with some FCC officials goes like this, "It will take more than the U. S. Army to shut down these boosters."

Mass Medium • Gov. McNichols said he still feels tv is a mass medium and calls it "inconceivable that its benefits should not be equally available to every citizen by the most convenient and inexpensive methods consistent with sound technical procedures and safety. It has long been my view that low-powered boosters are the most effective and inexpensive means of providing tv program service to small clusters of people in outlying areas."

Translator audience count to improve

Many tv stations claiming important tv circulation in remote areas served by translators claim national research services aren't able to reflect adequately the extent of this audience. In Salt Lake City, where the three stations cooperate in translator promotion, a special Ameri-
To lessen confusion, it's WZZM-TV

Mark L. Wodlinger, vice president and general manager of the new ch. 13 outlet being built in Grand Rapids, Mich., announced last week that call letters have been changed from WIM-TV to WZZM-TV.

WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., had requested the FCC to reconsider the call letter assignment to the Grand Rapids corporation, complaining of a "likelihood of confusion" between the two calls.

Mr. Wodlinger (1) is shown here assisting Lon King of Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc. in crossing out the old "confusing" call. "We certainly don't want any viewers to be confused," Mr. Wodlinger said.

The ABC-TV affiliate has set Nov. 1 as the date it will be on the air. The station is an interim operation by the applicants for the ch. 13 facility, pending FCC determination of a final grantees.

H&B buys 3 translators in Palm Springs area

One of the largest community antenna systems has bought three translators operating in its territory and intends to keep them operating to serve the people beyond reach of its cable.

H&B American Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., owner of the Palm Springs, Calif., catv system which carries the seven Los Angeles tv stations to subscribers in the desert resort, paid $40,000 to Frank H. Bennett for the three uhf translators. They will be continued, Leon N. Papernow, operations vice president of H&B said, as long as public needs exist. He said that H&B feels it is part of its responsibility to continue the translator service for those areas where it is not feasible to extend its cable service.

H&B operates multiple catv systems serving 70,000 subscribers in 30 communities in 12 states and Canada.

Radio batteries burn most in sunburn time

Everybody knows that portable radio sets are used more in summertime than in winter, but A. C. Nielsen Co. reported last week that for the first time it can tell how much more. It put the summer gain at 49%.

Nielsen's first summertime NRIBPR, for Nielsen Radio Index Battery Portable Report, showed total radio use is about the same in summer as in winter, averaging 20 hours 12 minutes per home per week as against a cold-weather 20 hours, 36 minutes. But the change of seasons brings dramatic changes in the sources of this listening.

Plug-in receiver usage during the past summer dropped to 9 hours 32 minutes a week as compared to 12 hours 13 minutes during last winter. Auto radio listening didn't change much—an even four hours per home per week during the summer as against 4 hours 6 minutes in winter—but battery-portable listening climbed to 6 hours 30 minutes, almost 50% ahead of its winter-time average of 4 hours 18 minutes.

The figures do not include radio listening done "at work" or at public sets.

The amount of time spent listening to portables at home (including porches and yards) during a summer week amounted to 4 hours 7 minutes or 64% of the portable listening total. Thus portables get substantially as much home listening during the summer as they get in all places during the winter.

The Nielsen battery-portable reports are to be issued twice a year as part of the package of Nielsen Radio Index measurements of radio listening.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

• KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz.: Negotiations near completion for sale by former Sen. Burton K. Wheeler and family to Frank Flynn group for $500,000. Mr. Flynn recently was general manager and part owner of KYOS Merced, Calif. Associated with Mr. Flynn are Charles Calli and Paul O'Brien, both of Cheyenne, Wyo. The Wheelers own 49% of
KTLN Denver, Colo. KRIZ operates on 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc. Broker is Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.

* KSTB Breckenridge, Tex.: Sold by Hugh M. McBeath to Frank Junell and associates for $60,000. Mr. Junell has interest in KBYG Big Spring and KNIT Abilene, both Texas. Daytimer KSTB is on 1430 kc and operates with 1 kw. Transaction was handled by Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.

APPROVED • The following transfer of station interests was among those approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see For The Record, page 95).

* KVOG-TV Ogden, Utah: Sold by Arch G. Webb and associates to Board of Education of Ogden City for $170,000. Station, on ch. 9, suspended operation on Jan. 16. It will now be operated as a non-commercial, educational station.

$500,000 in loans set for Wyoming catv firm

Wentronics Inc., a catv system firm with headquarters in Casper, Wyo., has arranged for loans totaling a half million dollars for further acquisition of systems in the Rocky Mountain region.

Central Investment Corp., a Denver lending institution, has agreed to provide $250,000 at 7 1/2% interest with maturities ranging from two to seven years and with warrants to purchase 17% of the common stock of Wentronics. The First National Bank of Casper has committed an equal amount on a long-term basis.

The firm operates catv systems in Casper and at Independence, Kan. The Casper system was started in 1953 and has more than 4,200 monthly subscribers. The Independence system began operations in January 1962.

A portion of the Central Investment Corp. loan will be used to make improvements on the present Casper system.

Outlet Co. revenues up

The Outlet Co., Providence, R. I., department store which owns WJARAM-TV there, had total revenues of $8,142,373 for the six months ended July 28, compared to $8,118,119 for the same period last year. Revenues from broadcasting (less expenses), service charges and other sources totaled $1,111,063, the company reported. Net income after federal taxes for the half-year was $336,347, compared to $304,341 for the same period in 1961. The board of directors declared a dividend of 25 cents per share, payable Nov. 1 to stockholders of record at the close of business Oct. 19.

New Metro Broadcast Sales appointments

**METROMEDIA UNIT OPENS HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK**

New staff appointments by Metro Broadcast Sales, the station representation unit of Metromedia Inc., were announced last week by H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, vice president and director. The announcements coincided with official opening of the sales firm's national headquarters at 3 E. 54th St., New York.

Mr. Neuwirth said the operating staff now totals 32 sales executives in New York headquarters and six regional offices: Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Appointments included:

- Headquarters—Lawrence P. Fraiberg, assistant to Mr. Neuwirth.
- Television Dept. (New York)—William Carpenter, Thomas Hardy, Charles (Bud) Meehan, Gerard Mulderrig, Norman Taylor and Douglas Yates, account executives. The department is headed by John W. Doscher, eastern tv sales manager, whose appointment was announced previously.
- Radio Dept.—Robert V. Copping, New York office sales manager, supervises the department. His staff includes John T. Bray, Walter Cortese, Robert Goldsholl, George Ponte and Herb Weiss, account executives.
- Philadelphia office—LeRoy Rizor, account executive. Head of the office, at 19th and Walnut Sts., is William Dallman.
- San Francisco—Graham Moore, account executive under manager Richard Schutte. Office is at 155 Montgomery St.
- George N. Diederich is manager of St. Louis office, at 915 Olive St.

Metro Broadcast Sales represents all tv

**IT’S NAB FALL CONFERENCE TIME!**

... and we urge you to make plans right now to attend the one scheduled nearest you. The agenda this year is chock full of subjects of vital interest to both radio and television station operators. You can not help but benefit from the open exchange of discussions these meetings offer.

Additionally, these conferences will provide an opportunity for us to get together in the event you want to discuss the sale or purchase of a broadcasting property. We’ll be represented at every meeting, so please look us up—starting at the Dinkler-Plaza Hotel in Atlanta next Monday.

Hamilton-Landis
AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

John F. Hardeesty, President

America's Most Experienced Media Brokers

NEGOTIATIONS - APPRAISALS - FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Kay V. Hamilton 1757 Deepdene St., N.W.

EXECUTIVE 3-4556

CHICAGO

Richard A. Shaheen 100 N. Michigan Ave.

John D. Stebbins Tribune Tower 7-2704

DEFORIW 2-7715

Winston L. Dobrocz

New York
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WHN to become Mutual's New York affiliate

Storer Broadcasting Co.'s WHN New York signed last week as an affiliate of Mutual, effective Oct. 14.

As part of the arrangement Storer will get the use of Mutual's network lines for two quarter-hours each day—during periods when Mutual isn't using them—for a closed-circuit exchange of programs and other material within the Storer group of stations. A daily newscast from Storer's new Washington bureau may be fed to the Storer stations in one such use of the lines.

Officials said WHN would carry at least seven of the 16 five-minute newscasts Mutual offers each day on the half-hour, plus The World Today and commentaries by Fulton Lewis Jr. and George Hamilton Coombs. In addition, the station will excerpt other Mutual newscasts for insertion into WHN's own news programs.

George B. Storer, board chairman and chief executive officer, said that "networks hold an important place in radio broadcasting, and we think that Mutual deserves our cooperation in having a New York outlet for its programming."

MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh said Mutual was "profoundly proud" of the new arrangement. WINS, recently acquired by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., has been the Mutual outlet in New York. WOR New York has carried commentators Lewis and Coombs.

At the signing (l to r), sitting: Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president; and Lionel Baxter, Storer Radio Division vice president; standing: Charles Godwin, vice president in charge of Mutual stations; John C. Moler, WHN president and general manager; Stanton P. Kettler, Storer executive vice president.

NYWYS dedicates ch. 9 in Syracuse observance

NYWYS (TV), third tv station in Syracuse, N. Y., was dedicated last Tuesday (Oct. 2). The station officially opened its studios and offices and presented an inaugural program featuring tv stars, government officials and community leaders.

The new ABC-TV affiliate on ch. 9 was host to Troy Donahue and Connie Stevens, stars of Hawaiian Eye; Don Morrow, host of Camouflage, and Horace McMahon, of Naked City. Other guests included Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, Syracuse Mayor William Walsh and some 1,000 business and educational leaders. The opening 90-minute live show originated at the Kallet Theatre in Shoppingtown, where the new station is located. Public tours of the station's facilities were conducted from Tuesday through Saturday last week.

and radio stations of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Division of Metromedia, plus WCBM Baltimore. The Metropolitan stations are WNEW-AM-TV New York; KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City; WTTG (TV) Washington; KOVR (TV) Stockton-Sacramento; WTVH Peoria and WTVF (TV) Decatur, both Illinois; WIP Philadelphia, and WHK Cleveland.

Officers, weather network okayed at NJBA meeting

The executive board of the New Jersey Broadcasters Assn. has authorized the employment of a full-time executive secretary "to provide the sense of continuity so essential" to such an organization.

The board, meeting Oct. 3 in Atlantic City, on the last day of the two-day annual NJBA convention, added that "many . . . projects to further the purpose and program of the association would require the services of such an executive officer." One of the projects is the association's FM Emergency Weather Network, a weather report feed through four key fm stations in the state to all 32 member stations of the association, which will be augmented by a direct line to the U. S. Weather Bureau station at Pomona, N. J.

Fred M. Wood, owner and general manager of WMVB Millville, was elected president of the association; Ronald L. Hickman, manager, WNNJ Newton, was named vice president. Appointed to the executive board were Glenn C. Jackson, general manager, WTTM Trenton; Paul Alger, general manager, WSNJ Bridgeton; Frank J. Matrangola, general manager, WCCO Minneapolis; Gordon Giffen, general manager, WKBW Rochester; Storer Broadcasting Co.'s WHN New York outlet for its programming. However, Mutual deshieves our cooperation in having a New York outlet for its programming. MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh said Mutual was "profoundly proud" of the new arrangement. WINS, recently acquired by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., has been the Mutual outlet in New York. WOR New York has carried commentators Lewis and Coombs. At the signing (l to r), sitting: Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president; and Lionel Baxter, Storer Radio Division vice president; standing: Charles Godwin, vice president in charge of Mutual stations; John C. Moler, WHN president and general manager; Stanton P. Kettler, Storer executive vice president.

NYWYS (TV), third tv station in Syracuse, N. Y., was dedicated last Tuesday (Oct. 2). The station officially opened its studios and offices and presented an inaugural program featuring tv stars, government officials and community leaders.

The new ABC-TV affiliate on ch. 9 was host to Troy Donahue and Connie Stevens, stars of Hawaiian Eye; Don Morrow, host of Camouflage, and Horace McMahon, of Naked City. Other guests included Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, Syracuse Mayor William Walsh and some 1,000 business and educational leaders. The opening 90-minute live show originated at the Kallet Theatre in Shoppingtown, where the new station is located. Public tours of the station's facilities were conducted from Tuesday through Saturday last week.
Media asked to screen data in trial

NEW YORK STATIONS ASKED TO WITHHOLD 'PREJUDICIAL INFORMATION'

In one of the few known requests of its kind, New York radio and television stations were asked by court officials last week to withhold the broadcast of so-called “prejudicial information” about defendants in a current trial there.

The request was in a letter from U.S. attorney Vincent L. Broderick in the federal court trial of former teamsters union President Dave Beck and other defendants on charges of violating the Taft-Hartley Act. Mr. Broderick said U. S. District Judge Wilfred Feinberg, presiding over the case, joined him in the request. He said similar requests had been sent to New York newspapers.

There was no indication of what action, if any, might be taken against stations or newspapers which ignore the request; at least some stations were reported planning to comply.

Mr. Broderick “specifically” asked the stations not to broadcast anything about past convictions or other “prejudicial” material about any of the defendants until Judge Feinberg rules as to whether such material is admissible as evidence in the case.

If the judge rules that such information is not admissible, the letter suggested, stations should not carry it until the trial is over.

Beck's Status - Mr. Broderick said some broadcasts and telecasts in the New York area already have mentioned Mr. Beck's “present status [as a prisoner] and his prior criminal record.” As a result, he continued, extended interrogations of the jury have been necessary to learn whether members saw or heard and were influenced by such broadcasts.

This process will have to be repeated during the trial, he said, unless stations refrain from reporting such information until the judge has ruled that the jury may properly hear it or, absent such a ruling, until the trial is over. The letter continued:

“The court has, of course, admonished members of the jury not to read about the case or its subject matter in the newspapers, and not to watch telecasts or listen to broadcasts about the case.

“The court and this office, however, are greatly concerned about the effect which the publication of a defendant's prior criminal record may have on the constitutionally protected rights of that defendant, irrespective of the court's admonitions to the jurors, and of the latter's good faith attempts to abide by the court's directions.

“We recognize and respect the right of the press, and of radio and television industry, fully to inform the members of the public of the progress of judicial proceedings in open court.

“We believe, however, that there is a correlative responsibility on the part of the broadcasting media and the press not to publish material which will interfere with the rights of individuals standing trial. We believe that the publication of information concerning alleged prior criminal activities of any defendant may derogate from the rights of the defendants.

“We suggest that there is a duty upon the television and radio industry and the press, which is a correlative [sic] to the freedom which they enjoy, not to publish information which may derogate from the rights of the individual defendants in a case until the evidentiary admissibility of such matter has been determined by the trial judge.

“We specifically request that you refrain from publishing information which refers to past criminal convictions, past criminal activities, or other prejudicial information concerning any defendant on trial, until such information has been reviewed by the court and referred to the jury as legally admissible evidence, or until the trial has been completed . . .

“This matter greatly affects the integrity, and the continued effectiveness, of our judicial processes. We should very much appreciate your cooperation, to the end that justice may be served.”

Rare But Precedented - The letter, dated Oct. 1, was regarded in broadcasting circles as a rare but not unprecedented request. A network legal authority said one very much like it was received, also from a U. S. attorney, a few years ago. He could not recall the details.

In Maryland in 1948 a Baltimore supreme court rule against reporting the confessions and criminal records of defendants was overturned in an appeal taken by five stations which had defied the ban. The stations had been fined for contempt after a hearing before Circuit Judge John B. Gray Jr. Judge Gray's ruling was reversed by the Maryland Court of Appeals.

By coincidence, last week's action in New York came at a time when the same Judge Gray, acting as chairman of a special committee of the Maryland Bar Assn., was planning a hearing dealing with media's rights in reporting court trials. This hearing, set for Oct.
A RUGGED, BUT PROFITABLE CONFLICT
That was NBC-TV coverage of baseball and Schirra orbits

NBC's fear of conflict between the six-orbit manshoot of astronaut Walter M. Schirra Jr. and the nine-inning contest on the baseball diamond proved well founded (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).

The network's "abundance of riches" seemed to do it no harm, however, as the national Arbitron ratings gave NBC-TV a 17.8 rating (51% share of audience) to 11.0 (31% share) for CBS-TV and 4.5 (13% share) for ABC-TV during the 4-6 p.m. EDT period when the astronaut was returning to earth.

NBC-TV informed its baseball audience of the spaceman's progress through a "travelling" news sign running across the bottom of the tv screen and interrupted the audio of the Dodger-Giant game with a sound description of the crucial re-entry period.

NBC-TV provided about four hours of coverage of the manshoot, sponsored by Gulf Oil, through Young & Rubicam, plus a 15-minute round-up at 11:15 p.m. EDT, sponsored by Procter & Gamble, through Leo Burnett (see separate story below). NBC Radio covered the manshoot for about eight hours and 40 minutes over a 12-hour period.

SOLD OUT • Sponsorship of the baseball coverage was sold out on both NBC-TV (19 sponsors) and NBC Radio (seven sponsors) by the final contest of the three-game playoff series.

Radio sponsorship was highlighted by the sale of one-quarter sponsorship 55 minutes before the first game, to Schlitz Brewing Co., through Leo Burnett, Chicago. Schlitz advertising copy arrived at the ball park in San Francisco 14 minutes before game time. The second game was half-sold on NBC Radio and the third game was a sell-out.


19 TV Sponsors • NBC-TV sponsors of the baseball playoff were:

All three games—Liggett & Myers (J. Walter Thompson), Bristol-Myers Co. (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield), Schick Inc. (Norman, Craig & Kummel), Union Carbide Consumer Products (William Esty), Chesbrough Pond's Inc. (Esty), Thomas Leeming & Co. (Esty), Sterling Drug Inc. (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample), P. Ballantine & Sons (Esty) and Kemper Insurance Group (direct).

Last two games—Novoeha Chemical Co. (DCS&S), Block Drug (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles), Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp. (BBDO), Hills Bros. Coffee Inc. (N. W. Ayer), Hormel Meats (BBDO).

Final game only—Philip Morris Inc. (Leo Burnett), Miles Labs Inc. (Wade Adv.), Standard Brands Inc. (JWT), Lewis-Howex Co. (M-E) and Plymouth Div. of Chrysler Corp. (Ayer).

Although the weather was perfect for both baseball and manshoots, there were some clouds in NBC-TV's coverage of the baseball playoff. The second game, which ran four hours and 18 minutes, ran into prime time on Tuesday, ending at 8:25 p.m. EDT. An NBC spokesman estimated it cost the network $250,000 to $300,000 to complete the game which resulted in the pre-emption of two network programs—The Huntley-Brinkley Report and Laramie.

MAMMOTH TV SPECIAL

Cantor hopes for $15 million to finance Salk institute

Plans for a two-hour, three-network tv spectacular program to raise $15 million for the projected Salk Foundation research institute in La Jolla, Calif., were announced last week by Eddie Cantor.

The program will be titled "Something to Remember," Mr. Cantor told a news conference, and will be made up of a dozen or so of television's "all-time show stoppers," such as the Mary Martin-Ethel Merman duet on the Ford 50th anniversary tv special of a dozen years ago, Jack Benny and the Marquis Chimps, a routine from Danny Kaye's first tv special and Polly Bergen's Emmy-winning performance in "The Helen Morgan Story," Edie Adams, Perry Como, Bing Crosby, Sammy Davis Jr., Judy Garland, Phil Silvers and Dinah Shore are other top stars who will contribute from 7 to 10 minutes of their past tv performances to the program. No new material is planned, nor any live entertainment, Mr. Cantor said.

Mr. Cantor originated the March of Dimes crusade 25 years ago at the request of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, and his charitable fund-raising activities during a long career are estimated at having produced more than a billion dollars overall.

Clearances for the use of the classic tv material have already been obtained from the performers and from AFTRA and AFPM, Mr. Cantor said. The networks have not been approached but will be shortly by Harry Maizlish, owner of KRHM(FM) Los Angeles and KPAI Palm Springs, who is assisting the veteran entertainer in preparing the special telecast which will honor Dr. Jonas Salk, discoverer of the initial vaccine against polio, by raising the money needed to build his institute for research for vaccines against other deadly diseases. Neither Mr. Cantor nor Mr. Maizlish foresaw any difficulty in obtaining suitable network time, as they are not pushing for an immediate broadcast date.

Mr. Cantor wants to have the broadcast introduced by President Kennedy and Dr. Salk in an informal conversation and to have it concluded by Postmaster General J. Edward Day with a request to all postmen throughout the nation to pick up contributions for the Salk Foundations as they carry the mail to the country's homes and offices the following day. Mr. Cantor said he hopes to get Edward R. Murrow to narrate the program and introduce the participating performers. If this is impossible, he may handle the narration himself.

No sponsorship of the two-hour three-network special is contemplated, Mr. Cantor and Mr. Maizlish said. Instead, they are planning for brief appeals on the show by the presidents of 10 of the nation's leading companies, each to present a check for $100,000 to Mr. Cantor, so that the fund-raising drive may have a nestegg of $1 million to start it off before the program leaves the air.

Less tv coverage given Schirra

While astronaut Walter M. Schirra Jr. spent more time in space than his American predecessors, the tv network spent less television time covering his activities.

ABC-TV and CBS-TV each devoted about five hours of the day to live coverage. NBC-TV, which also had a baseball game on its schedule (see separate story), devoted around four hours.

An early estimate was that 98 million people watched tv coverage of the manshoot at some times during the day. Radio coverage was more extensive in terms of time devoted to the manshoot with ABC Radio devoting 5½ hours, CBS Radio about 9 hours, NBC Radio eight hours and 40 minutes and Mutual 4 hours.

CBS-TV coverage was sponsored by Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. (through Young & Rubicam); NBC-TV by Gulf Oil Co. (also Y&R); Mutual by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing (placed direct, MBS is a 3M subsidiary). Other radio-tv coverage was sustaining.

National Arbitron ratings of the
blasting off period (8-10 a.m. EDT); NBC-TV 14.0 (54% share); CBS-TV 8.1 (31% share) and ABC-TV 2.8 (11% share). The same relative rating positions were also in evidence at recovery time (see separate story on NBC baseball-mansehoot coverage, page 86).

Roach, Case in new film production firm

Hal Roach Jr., former TV producer and former business associate of Alexander L. Guterman (now in jail on stock fraud and other charges) will produce films for theatres and TV for a newly formed company, Allied Producers of America, Los Angeles.

Mr. Roach's association with the new company was disclosed in a filing at the Securities & Exchange Commission in which APA seeks to offer 95,000 shares of common stock at approximately $2 per share.

The president of APA, Carroll Case, has also produced TV series, among them Sugarfoot and Public Defender. Mr. Case owns $2,000 shares of the 176,250 shares of common stock outstanding. Allied Producers of America told the SEC it has a contract with Showcase Enterprises Inc. which provides for production of full-length motion pictures at a cost of no more than $150,000 per picture.

Messrs. Roach and Case are listed as the prospective producers. Mr. Roach's TV production credits include My Little Margie, Duffy's Tavern and Public Defender.

Official's earnings $433,000 over year

Official Films Inc., New York, last week reported earnings of $433,000 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1962. Net income after taxes amounted to $205,000, or $0.07 per share on 2,829,328 shares outstanding on that date.

Comparative figures for last year are not available, according to Official President Seymour Reed, because of Official's acquisition of several corporations whose activities were reported for fiscal years varying from that of Official.

Two years ago the company showed substantial losses, but the present management has placed Official in a profit position since then by reducing overhead, developing a strong sales organization and acquiring salable new properties, Mr. Reed said.

Official, a distributor and co-producer of TV films, has a catalogue of 36 series consisting of 2,604 shows running from one-hour to one-minute in length. Official's latest half-hour series, Biography, has been sold in more than 140 markets and is scheduled for a second year of production.

ASCAP's eight-month take: $23.8 million

PLANS FOR CATV LICENSING REPORTED AT MEETING

For the period January through August 1962, ASCAP took in a total of $23,876,658, George Hoffman, treasurer, told a West Coast membership meeting Thursday at the Hollywood Palladium. Of that total, $23,585,658 came from license fees, he reported. After expenses of $4,757,765 there was $19,119,004 left for distribution to members.

Stanley Adams, ASCAP president, told the meeting that the society's membership now totals 5,805 active writers, 165 publishers and 269 non-participating writers, representing addition of 220 active writers, 165 publishers and 269 non-participating writers since the last West Coast meeting on Feb. 27.

ASCAP is now on the threshold of issuing licenses to a new class of music users, the community television antenna systems, according to a report by J. J. Bregman, chairman of the executive committee. Mr. Bregman also said that with its recently acquired electronic computing equipment, ASCAP will soon start to process the logs of all four radio networks as well as the three TV networks.

Heretofore only CBS and NBC logs have been processed, he said, but now ABC and MBS logs will be added to the base for calculating performances of ASCAP music. It is planned to include sustaining programs as well as the purely commercial shows in the radio performance tabulations.

After President Adams had hailed the successful passage of a bill to extend the present copyrights expiring between the date the bill became law, Sept. 19, 1962, and Dec. 31, 1965, to the latter date, to give time for amending the present copyright act and to prevent them from dropping into the public domain in the interim, West Coast member Robert MacGimsey urged further efforts along these lines.

"Public domain is the chief competitor of ASCAP," he stated. Noting that BMI now is getting three-fourths of the new hit tunes and that the public domain has been clipping the ASCAP list at the other end, Mr. MacGimsey declared that unless this is stopped, "in another 10 years the broadcasters will be able to get along without us and to tell us what they will pay us, if anything."

NBC can document facts, Brinkley tells governors

NBC newsman David Brinkley said last week that every fact on "The Great Highway Robbery" (David Brinkley's Journal, 10-11 p.m., EDT) "is supported by official records and every fact on our program can be proved."

New Hampshire Gov. Wesley Powell said the program contained "not an iota of truth" in reports of dishonesty in the state's interstate road-building program. The governor demanded equal time from NBC-TV and threatened to go to the FCC unless the network replied promptly. As of Thursday, NBC had said only "No comment."

Late last Friday, no official protest against the Brinkley program had been filed with the FCC.

Meanwhile, another irate chief executive, Vermont Gov. F. Ray Keyser, sought all background research material used in the premiere broadcast.

Vermont and New Hampshire were among 22 states where Mr. Brinkley said the General Accounting Office has investigated rights-of-way purchases and in which wrong doing had been discovered.

"The FBI has found crime in the highway programs in Indiana, Illinois, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Missouri. Its findings included price-fixing, shake-downs and bribery," Mr. Brinkley said in the Journal telecast.
$400,000 IN REVENUE LOST BY NETWORKS; STATIONS COVER NEWS WELL

There were a couple of narrow escapes, but TV and radio came out of last week’s “battle” of Oxford, Miss., with few scars and entered a chapter of courageous and thorough coverage in its log of service to the public.

It was a two-fold story: the massive programming efforts of the radio and television networks and the equally fine job of individual stations in offering on-the-spot coverage.

Tired broadcast newsmen tried to catch some sleep late last week bracing themselves for the next events in the violence-plagued saga of James H. Meredith’s enrollment at the U. of Mississippi—the first such act by an apparent Negro.

By Wednesday last week it was estimated that TV coverage of the campus rioting and the day-by-day story had cost the networks more than $400,000 in lost ad revenues. News stories were aired from Oxford, Jackson and Memphis in a steady flow; special reports pre-empted scheduled programming almost nightly.

Sunday night in Oxford was the worst. Two men lost their lives, including a French correspondent. Lights were shot out during the rioting, and newsmen were unable to reach the improvised news center and telephones set up in the administration building.

While the battle raged there, Don Stevens, news director of WMPS-AM-FM Memphis, and Harvey Tate, national coordinator of news and public affairs for Plough Inc. stations, fed live reports through the height of the riot from a telephone in the chemistry building. At one point the mob broke in and grabbed up chemicals improvised in missiles hurled at troops.

In one of the few reports of destruction to broadcast equipment, the WMPS news vehicle, a 1962 Ford panel truck, was overturned and burned near the campus. The men evacuated another point shortly after they learned that rifle fire had killed two men, one the French newsmen.

In another instance, Charlie Cadwell, a WMCT (TV) Memphis cameraman, tripped and fell on his camera, breaking a rib. Earlier, he had heard someone yell from the mob, “That’s Cadwell from Memphis—leave him alone.”

Southern newsmen reported little difficulty with the townspeople, and there was but one major report of trouble getting access to news. This was the complaint of a Los Angeles newsmen (Al Wiman of KFWB) who objected to not having enough time with Mr. Meredith during a walking taped interview when he was designated as radio pool reporter on Tuesday.

However, Steve McCormick of Mutual Broadcasting System said he had no trouble and that authorities were giving full cooperation to newsmen.

The TV networks used Jackson and Memphis affiliates for their feeds. Remote equipment at the stations often was turned over to the networks for their own use.

Oxford itself • Within the little college town of Oxford, WSUH, a day-timer, is the only station other than a wired operation on campus, WBCH. Faced with the possibility of riot at any time, WSUH, which normally follows a “swinging” format, switched to slow, music Monday and dropped all its commercials. Appeals for an end to disorder were delivered in a low key.

A strange turn of events occurred in Jackson, where, as in almost the entire Magnolia State, moderate voices were unheard until the middle of last week. According to the New York Herald Tribune’s Milton Lewis, a leading Jackson businessman called on Gov. Ross Barnett “to go to Oxford to stop the violence.” He was William H. Mounger, president of the Lamar Insurance Co., owner of WLBT (TV) and WJDX, both Jackson. Mr. Mounger spoke for about eight minutes and said “We are part of the United States of America and must obey the laws of the United States of America...”

At the networks • By Wednesday of last week CBS-TV and NBC-TV said program pre-emptions for unsponsored reports had cost each $175,000. ABC-TV’s loss was smaller due to a single pre-emption of part of Voice of Firestone on Sept. 30 for President Kennedy’s tv appeal for a peaceful admission of Mr. Meredith to Ole Miss. His address also was carried by CBS-TV, NBC-TV and all the radio networks.

ABC maintained a staff of 22 persons in the Oxford area last week for TV and radio coverage.

ABC-TV’s first special on the crisis was scheduled for yesterday (Sunday). Editor’s Choice (2:30-3 p.m.) was to tell the story through interviews with students and local residents. A second special program was planned for Howard K. Smith’s News and Comment program (10:30-11 p.m.), an exploration of the causes of racial conflict in light of the unrest in Mississippi.

CBS news coverage in Mississippi was launched Sept. 28 with a report on Eyewitness, followed by seven TV bulletins that weekend.

President Kennedy’s 10-minute address Sunday night was incorporated in a half-hour special from 10 to 10:30 p.m., pre-empting Candid Camera. Correspondent Charles Collingwood anchored a live broadcast following the President’s talk, as well as on another report Monday night (10:30-11 p.m.) which pre-empted Stump The Stars.

NBC News mobilized newsmen from New York, Chicago and New Orleans to cover the swift-breaking events, resulting in three NBC-TV specials on Sept. 29-30, numerous bulletins on TV and radio and live reports on NBC...
Radio's Monitor '62.

The President's Sunday night talk delayed for 15 minutes the DuPont Show of the Week. When it ended at 11:15 p.m., NBC-TV showed its third special of the weekend—a 15-minute program summarizing late events.

Frank Jordan, manager, NBC News, Chicago, coordinated all that network's reports out of Oxford. A mobile tv tape unit from WDSU-TV New Orleans was rushed to Oxford on Sunday. Two exclusive appearances, one by Attorney General Robert Kennedy and the other by Mississippi Governor Ross R. Barnett, were included in an NBC-TV special on Oct. 1 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., pre-empting It's A Man's World. Ralph McGill, publisher of the Atlanta Constitution, was also interviewed on the program.

Equal Time --- Although the three tv networks rejected a Sept. 30 bid by Gov. Barnett for equal time to reply to the President's speech, the Mississippian appeared in many news reports.

Mutual called on a staff of nine correspondents from affiliates in Birmingham, New Orleans and Jackson to feed eyewitness accounts to the network. Two special programs were aired the night of Sept. 30, plus one on Oct. 1 and one on Oct. 2. The programs were edited by MBS President Robert Hurleigh.

Radio Press International correspondent Herb Brubaker supplied coverage of the crisis to more than 100 radio stations in the U.S., Canada and Australia.

KYW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland reported an arrest threat was given Sept. 29 to their newsman Bud Dancy and a Canadian Broadcasting Corp. newsman, Bill Beatty, by Oxford Police Chief James B. Jones. The two newsmen said they were interviewing Negro reporter James Hicks of the Cleveland Call-Post and New York Amsterdam News when Mr. Jones joined the trio and advised them that he was following up on "citizen complaints" regarding the use of private property to magnify the Oxford situation. The newsmen countered that they were on the sidewalk—public property. Mr. Jones was said to reply that they would be subject to arrest if the interview continued. Asked what the charge would be, the police chief was quoted to say "for inciting to riot." Mr. Hicks called an end to the interview, expressing a desire not to create a disturbance.

Film sales...


Boston Symphony Specials (Seven Arts Assoc.): Sold to WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. Now in 26 markets.


ABC Radio's short bout still long on audience

ABC Radio's audience for the Floyd Patterson-Sonny Liston heavyweight championship fight Sept. 25 was the largest for any commercially sponsored event in broadcast history, Robert Pauley, ABC Radio president, said last week.

Mr. Pauley said that the official audience figure of 67,783,000 persons were supplied in a report from the Sindlinger Co. Listeners outside of the continental U.S. are not included in the measurement.

Although the fight lasted only two minutes and six seconds, ABC Radio's fight program was on the air from 10:05 to 11:17 p.m. EDT. Mr. Pauley said that all advertiser guarantees were fully met and the network would not be asked for any rebates. Sponsors were Hudson Vitamins and Bristol-Myers. The Mennen Co. sponsored the pre-fight segment.

Warner, Van Bernard sign working agreement

Warner Bros., Pictures and Van Bernard Productions Inc. (the latter firm's president is Red Skelton) have announced jointly that the respective production companies have entered into a partnership for the development of tv and motion picture properties.

Guy della-Cioppa, executive producer of Van Bernard's The Red Skelton Hour on CBS-TV, and former vice president of CBS-TV programs, Hollywood, will be in charge of project development for Van Bernard-Warner Bros.

Van Bernard, which will operate offices at Warner studios and at CBS Television City in Hollywood, will be a separate unit with its own creative staff. An announcement of properties is expected shortly.

For these and related hazards you need our EXCESS POLICY to hold your loss upon any claim to whatever figure you choose to carry yourself — INSURANCE to cover the excess.

WE ORIGINATED THIS SPECIAL COVER AND IT IS USED NATION-WIDE and is SATISFACTORY and INEXPENSIVE.

Write for details and rates.
Four Star profits up for 5th straight year

Four Star Television showed a net after taxes of $734,077, equal to $1.20 a share, for the fiscal year ended June 30, up 13.4% over the net of $647,422, equal to $1.06 a share, for the previous year. This was the fifth consecutive year in which profits increased over the preceding year. Gross revenues for 1961-62 were $19,962,980, down 17.5% from the previous year's gross of $24,193,715.

Annual report, issued by Dick Powell, president, and Thomas J. McDermott, executive vice president and chief executive officer, notes that the company has six series, new or renewed, on the seven networks in 1962-63, compared with five for the 1961-62 season.

Texas bar to decide on Estes tv coverage

The question of TV coverage of the Billie Sol Estes case was left up to Texas Bar Assn. members last week by a Texas district judge who, however, completely eliminated live TV coverage of the trial.

Judge Otis D. Dunagan issued a ruling early last week stating that if the Texas Bar Assn. does not invoke Canon 35 of the American Bar Assn., TV coverage will be permitted—but only on a pool basis and only with a single film camera without sound.

The judge named Marshall Pengra, WLTW (TV) Tyler, Tex., where the trial is to take place, to coordinate the TV pool.

In the same order, Judge Dunagan prohibited live coverage of the interrogation of prospective jurors or the testimony of witnesses. This is required, he said, under Article 644 of the Texas Criminal Code which specifies that no witness may hear the testimony of another witness in the same case.

The pool arrangement for TV, the judge said, is also applicable to press photographers.

If the Texas Bar Assn. calls for invoking Canon 35, no TV or radio coverage of the trial, scheduled to be resumed Oct. 22, may take place. This would also apply to press cameras. Canon 35 prohibits cameras or microphones at court trials.

Bar Meeting • The judicial section of the Texas Bar Assn. began meeting in Austin Oct. 5. A group of Texas attorneys is urging that the association go on record against permitting TV or radio coverage of the Estes trial.

At the first session of the trial, Sept. 24 and 25, Judge Dunagan permitted live TV coverage of the proceedings over the objections of the defendant's lawyers. Seven cameras, plus microphones and a row of still photographers covered the two-day session (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).

East End Productions formed in New York

Three former CBS-TV production executives have formed East End Productions Inc., New York, to film and package TV documentaries and industrial programs. It is located at 40 E. 52nd St.

The president is Charles Romine, writer-producer of documentaries for CBS-TV since 1946. The other former CBS-TV people: Charles P. Fagan and David Moore.

East End has completed a half-hour documentary, "The Other Side of Sonny Liston," is planning a True Action and biographical series for 1963-64.

FATES & FORTUNES

Mr. Libberton was named director of agency's newly formed commercial production department this year.

Daniel E. Welch, who resigned last month as VP and account supervisor on General Mills and Johnson's Wax accounts at Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, that city, today (Oct. 8) as VP and account supervisor. He previously had been with FC&B before joining NL&B. His new account assignments have not been made.

Robert H. Blend, executive art director of Mogul Williams & Saylor, New York, elected VP.

William F. Craig, associate director of TV-radio department at Young & Rubicam, New York, elected VP. Before joining Y&R, Mr. Craig was in executive capacities at Grey Adv. and William Morris Agency. He was also manager of daytime radio and director of TV for Procter & Gamble for 10 years.

Frank O'Hare, account executive on P. Lorillard Co. account at Lennen & Newell, New York, elected VP of production and traffic department.

Sylvia Simmons, member of special projects group at Young & Rubicam, New York, named assistant to Edward L. Bond Jr., executive VP and general manager of Young & Rubicam.

Mr. Libberton

James W. Beach, Harvey W. Clements and John A. Libberton elected VPS of Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago. Mr. Beach, broadcast supervisor, joined agency in 1961 in his present capacity. Formerly, he was central division VP of ABC and manager of network-owned WBKB (TV) Chicago. Mr. Clements joined FC&B as copywriter in 1947. Three years later he was appointed account executive and has since been associated in that capacity with Kimberly-Clark, Kraft and Hallmark accounts. Mr. Libberton joined art department at Foote, Cone & Belding in 1946. In 1949, he was assigned to radio-TV department as art director, responsible for production of film commercials in New York and Hollywood.
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Reva Korda and Clifford Field, VPS and copy group heads at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, elected senior VPS. Mr. Korda joined agency in July 1953 and Mr. Field in September 1955. Both were elected VPS in April 1958.
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Baker Inc., joins F&S&R as media buyer.

John D. Metzger appointed radio-tv director of Byer & Bowman Adv. Agency, Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Metzger, who has been with R&B 11 years as account executive, will be in charge of all radio and TV creativity, production, talent and time-buying. He was founder and first station manager of WOUB-AM-FM Athens, student educational station on Ohio U. campus.

John E. Rowan, formerly with D'Arcy Adv., joins creative department of Street & Finney, New York, to work on Colgate-Palmoive account.

Donald C. Heath, vp and group supervisor of The Sackel-Jackson Co., Boston, elected governor of first district of Advertising Federation of America, succeeding David B. Tyler, Norton Co., Worcester, Mass. Gordon Schonfarber, Gordon Schonfarber & Assoc., Providence, R. I., elected first lieutenant governor and James M. Connolly, John Donnelly & Sons, Boston, named second lieutenant governor. Elected as secretary was Katherine M. Ryan of Providence, and re-elected treasurer was Daniel M. O'Connell of Hartford, Conn.

James A. Dodge, vp in charge of marketing for milk products division of Pet Milk Co., St. Louis, promoted to vp-marketing of Pet Milk Co. Albert M. Coleman and Albert G. Hodor elected vps of Pet's milk products division. Mr. Coleman, who was general sales manager, will serve as vp in charge of sales. Mr. Hodor, general products manager, becomes vp in charge of product management. Between them, Messrs. Coleman and Hodor will assume duties formerly carried out by Mr. Dodge, in previous post. Mr. Dodge joined Pet Milk as salesman in 1938 in Chicago. Mr. Coleman joined Pet in 1921. Among assignments he has held are assistant sales manager of New York division: division sales manager in Atlanta, and regional sales manager in San Francisco. Mr. Hodor joined company in 1960 from Pillsbury Co. in Minneapolis.

Leo Parenti, former copy group head at J. Walter Thompson, joins Chicago copy staff of McFarland, Aveyard & Co.

Dale Dickson, formerly with George Hartman Adv., named writer-producer in creative department of Post, Morr & Gardner, Chicago. He will work on Old Milwaukee beer account.

Herbert Arnold, Helen Van Slyke, Samuel Bernstein and Murray Roffis elected vps of Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York-based advertising agency. Mr. Arnold joins agency as account supervisor after seven years at Benton & Bowles where he last served as vp and supervisor on Instant Maxwell Coffee account. Mr. Bernstein, who has been elevated to director of NC&K's art department, joined agency in February. Before that he was with McCall Corp. Mrs. Van Slyke, copy plans supervisor, joined NC&K last January from Doyle Dane Bernbach. At one time she was beauty editor and later promotion director of Glamour magazine. She has also been fashion and beauty editor of Washington Star. Mr. Roffis, assistant vp and media director, joined Norman, Craig & Kummel in June 1961. Previously he served as media supervisor at McCann-Erickson and media buyer at Mazon Inc. and Compton Adv.

Tom D. Scholts, account supervisor in Los Angeles office of Wade Adv., elected vp. In addition to other responsibilities at Wade, Mr. Scholts supervises two of agency's major west coast accounts: Seven Up Bottling Co. of Los Angeles and Barbara Ann Baking Co., division of Langendorf United Bakeries Inc.

Harold V. Lauth appointed pr manager for Washington office of Kaiser Industries Corp. In his new position, Mr. Lauth will direct pr activities for all affiliated Kaiser companies including Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., Kaiser Steel, Kaiser Engineers, Willys Motors and Permanente Cement. Before joining Kaiser Industries in 1960 as assistant to pr coordinator, Mr. Lauth was regional pr and advertising manager of Volkswagen.

Frank Fitzgerald joins Warwick & Legger, New York advertising agency, as director of programming. Previously, Mr. Fitzgerald spent five years with NBC in network sales and station operations and also four years with Ziv-United Artists. Program development and evaluation for all W&L clients will comprise his principal functions.

Richard H. Bower, BBDO, New York, joins new products department.
of household products division of Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York.


Richard K. Burton, former producer-director at WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., appointed radio-tv director of Houck & Co., advertising agency, that city.

Sidney H. Lawrence, former staff analyst in marketing development department of Benton & Bowles, joins Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, as marketing account executive.

Arnold Carr, director of publicity and promotion for Hanna-Barbera Productions, resigns to form his own pr firm, Arnold Carr Public Relations, at 3487 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Telephone: HO 6-8307. Mr. Carr will retain Hanna-Barbera and their seven tv shows as clients.

THE MEDIA

Mr. Burton

John A. Thackaberry, Los Angeles manager, and Frank L. Boyle, member of New York sales staff, elected vps of Robert E. Eastman & Co., New York. Lee A. Lahey, also on Eastman's New York sales staff, was elected rep firm's secretary. Al Carrell, manager of Eastman's Dallas office, elected to firm's board of directors. Mr. Thackaberry joined Eastman in January 1959 and has been Los Angeles manager since December 1960. Mr. Boyle joined rep as Detroit manager in September 1959. He was transferred to New York in February 1961. Mr. Lahey has been with Eastman since company was formed in June 1958.

Hugh DeSamper, radio-tv manager of Colonial Williamsburg Inc., appointed to newly created post of executive secretary of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters. Mr. DeSamper will continue with Colonial in his present capacity, and serve VAB on part-time basis.

Gary Sankey, former display salesman of Rochester (N.Y.) Democrat & Chronicle, joins WHEC, that city, as local sales representative. He succeeds Steve Kronquist, who was appointed local sales representative of WHEC-TV Rochester.

Richard H. Burt, former vp and general manager of WDOE Dunkirk, and Edgar R. Smith, former sales representative of WHAM Rochester, both New York, join sales staff of WOKR (TV) Rochester, N. Y.

Kenneth L. Ross joins sales staff of KSDO San Diego, Calif. Previously, he worked in pr department of San Diego Gas & Electric Co., was salesman for Prudential Life Insurance Co. and for KFMB-AM-FM San Diego.

Dotty Abbott, program director of WHER Memphis, Tenn., promoted to general manager.

Bill Carroll, formerly with sales of KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., appointed sales manager of KHQ-AM-FM, that city. Mr. Carroll joined KHQ Inc. in August 1958.

Gene F. Seehafer, account executive in Chicago office of CBS Radio network sales department, transfers to New York office in same capacity.

Edward A. (Al) Royster, midwestern sales representative of Whlaye Co., taxi advertising company in Louisville, Ky., joins WJW-TV Cleveland as local account executive.

Ted Froming appointed chief engineer of KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif. Mr. Froming, one of original engineers who put KEYT in operation in 1953, succeeds Lloyd Jones who resigned to devote his time to new business venture in Buellton, Calif.

Donald W. Parker, for past two years chief engineer of WHAM, WHFM (FM) Rochester, N. Y., appointed technical supervisor of WBZ-AM-FM Boston. Previously, Mr. Parker was assistant chief engineer of WJPG Green Bay, Wis.

Don Kelly, program director of WPTP Albany, N. Y., resigns to join KMBC-AM-FM Kantas City, in similar capacity. Frank C. Visk joins WPTP as continuity director.

Dr. John H. Haeffner, professor of social studies of University High School, State U. of Iowa, Iowa City, named associate for teacher education on CBS-TV's College of the Air series. He will appear on every fifth program of college-credit series, The American Economy.

John F. Casey, for past three years program director of WMNS Olean, N. Y., resigns to enter mass communications program at Syracuse U. Graduate School. Mr. Casey will also serve as weekender program host of WSOQ North Syracuse, N. Y.

Bill Pierson appointed morning news editor of KBTR Denver, Colo.

George Kolpin, sales manager of Extended Market Plan (EMP) of CBS-TV network sales department, New York, resigns after 26 years with network to head his own radio station—KDMO Carthage, Mo.

Nat Asch, radio-tv writer-producer, joins WNEW-AM-FM New York, as special projects director in program department.

Crawford Rice, former director of programs, news and public affairs of WVTN (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., joins KT VT (TV) Fort Worth-Dallas, Tex., as administrative assistant. Both stations are owned by WKY-TV Systems Inc. (WKY-TV Oklahoma City-Oklahoma Publishing Co.).

Charles Kelly, station manager of WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla., elected vp of Biscayne Television Corp., owners and operators of WCKT and WCKR-AM-FM, that city. Mr. Kelly joined staff of WCKT in 1956 as operations manager and was promoted to station manager in 1958. Prior to joining Biscayne Tv Corp., he was general manager of WSN-AM-TV Tampa-St. Petersburg. Earlier, Mr. Kelly served as assistant general manager of WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, and prior to that, program manager of NBC-TV, Washington.


Paul Yacich named producer-director at WDSU-TV New Orleans. He joined station in 1946.

James Keough, sales manager of WFEA Manchester, N. H., named director of merchandising for Knight Quality Stations (WHEB Portsmouth, WTST Claremont, WTSI Lebanon and WGIR Manchester, all New Hampshire, and WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.).

Les Keiter, for past 8½ years sports director of WINS New York, joins WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, in similar capacity.
Bill Flower, news director of WWCO-AM-FM Waterbury, joins news staff of WAVZ-AM-FM New Haven, both Connecticut.

Leon M. Johnson Jr., former reporter with Arizona Republic in Phoenix, joins KLZ Denver as news writer.

Harry Frey joins news staff of WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.

Robert M. Dooley, former senior account executive with CBS Radio-Spot Sales, New York, joins radio-division of Triangle Publications Inc. as general manager of WNHC-AM-FM New Haven, Conn. At same time, Carl Grande, WNHC sports and special events director, was promoted to assistant general manager. Before joining CBS, Mr. Dooley served as general sales manager of Blair TV, New York; general sales manager of WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha, Neb., and administrative assistant to late John J. Gillin Jr., president of Omaha stations.

Bud Foster, west coast sportscaster who has broadcast all pre-season games of Los Angeles Rams, appointed sports editor of KGO-TV San Francisco.

Fred Knight, WAVX-TV Norfolk, Va., joins announcing staff of WJZ-TV Baltimore.


Chuck Heiser, member of merchandising department of WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia for past three years, promoted to merchandising director.

Jim Brown, news director of KGB-AM-FM San Diego, joins news staff of KPOL-AM-FM Los Angeles as field reporter and commentator.

Jack J. Link, for past three years general manager of KIDO Boise, Idaho, named general manager of Chem-Air Stations (KETQ-AM FM Seattle, Wash; KPAM, KPFM [FM] Portland, Ore., and KIDO Boise, Idaho), with headquarters in Seattle. Before accepting KIDO position, Mr. Link was program director of KING-AM-FM Seattle.


Merle Pollis, former news director of WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa., joins WJAS-AM-FM, that city, as general reporter. Mr. Pollis will report, write and broadcast on regular news programs and produce special news features and commentary for NBC-owned station.

Alberto Gandero joins WCKY Cincinnati as Latin American news correspondent.

Tony McFayden, air personality with WTMF (FM) Lake Success, N. Y., appointed music director.

Tony Donald, air personality with WNAV-AM-FM Annapolis, Md., joins WABW, that city, in similar capacity.

Taylor Grant and Rege Cordic join WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia as air personalities.

Marty Scott, former news director of WNNJ-AM-FM Newton, N. J., and recently on active military duty, returns to station as air personality.

Barbara A. Militello, member of pr department of Straus Broadcasting Group, New York, named assistant director of pr for Straus-owned WMCA, that city.

John H. Kline, for past three years general sales manager of CBS-owned WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia, resigns to accept post of vp of White Oaks Broadcasting Co. and general manager of KDEF-AM-FM Albuquerque, N. M. Vern Rogers, pr director of New Mexico National Guard and former news director of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, appointed news director of KDEF. Mr. Kline joined WCAU in 1954.

Howard D. Sturm, recently retired from active duty as U. S. Navy Commander, appointed manager of public affairs for KRKA (TV) Los Angeles. He served in various pr posts during most of his 21 years in navy, with his public service film, “Challenge to Americans,” winning this year’s George Washington Medal of American Freedom Foundation.

Simon Goldman, president of WTEN-AM-FM Jamestown, WDOE Dunkirk and WGGO Salamanca, all New York, and WWYN Erie, Pa., is one of seven incorporators of Morning Star Publishing Co. of Jamestown, N. Y., which was formed when city’s Sun Publishing Co. ceased operations June 30. New tabloid, Morning Star, has leased plant and equipment formerly used by Sun.

William D. Kosick, formerly with Westinghouse-owned KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh as news intern under company’s summer scholarship plan and recently on active duty with U. S. Army, returns to station as news editor.

Vance L. Eckersley, since November 1961 consultant for WTEV (TV) New Bedford, Mass., named general manager of station. Mr. Eckersley, former practicing attorney and certified public accountant, has been active in tv since 1953 when he was appointed management representative of Scranton Broadcasters Inc. (WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.). Following year, he discontinued his accounting and law practice to devote full time to Scranton Broadcasters.

Art Donovan, formerly with Baltimore Colts of National Football League, joins sports staff of WTH-AM-FM Baltimore.

Peggy Stoops appointed traffic manager of WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va. Miss Stoops joined station in August 1961 as copy writer.

R. Raymond Shannon Jr., for past two years news reporter at WFJM-AM-TV Youngstown, Ohio, joins writing staff of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh news department.

CONTINENTAL'S TYPE MR1C MONITOR RECEIVER

- Monitors transmitter operation at studio location
- Indicates relative field intensity at pickup point
- Has audio monitoring channel
- Gives warning lamp for carrier, buzzer alarm for loss of carrier

write for details today
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Wayne Seal, former program director of WQOK Greenville, S. C., joins announcing staff of WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.

Jerry Birge, news director of WIPS Evansville, Ind., joins WTVW (TV), that city, as sports director.

Bertram Libin, account executive at WMAL-AM-FM Washington, resigned Sept. 30 to form his own Washington pr and sales consulting firm, Bertram Libin & Co.

Norm Spaulding, formerly with WGES (now WYINR) Chicago, and Al Parker, radio-tv freelancer there, join WAAF Chicago as disc jockeys.

Frank Moran, senior timebuyer at Ted Bates & Co., joins H-R Television, New York, as account executive. Before joining Bates, Mr. Moran was all-media buyer at Young & Rubicam, New York.

Galen Scott and Kent Morgan join WLPO LaSalle, Ill., as air personality and sports director, respectively. Mr. Scott formerly served as program director of KOFO Ottawa, Kan. Mr. Morgan is former news and sports director of KAFM (FM) Salina, Kan.

John Wilson, formerly with KHOU-TV Houston-Galveston, Tex., and Bart Darby, WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala., join WDSU-TV New Orleans as air personalities.

Robert Walker, news editor of WZRH Zephyrhills, Fla., joins WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa., as air personality.

Gene Davis, recently with KWK St. Louis, joins personality staff of KMBC Kansas City.

Sylvia Arnold, public service director of WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, resigns to become administrative assistant of Cleveland chapter of American Institute of Banking. Allan Michaels, air personality who has been assisting Mrs. Arnold in public service office, assumes added duties as public service director.

John Hartman, news stringer with WJIC (TV) Pittsburgh, joins station's public affairs department as photographer.

Pat Visik, assistant promotion manager of KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, appointed manager of station's new sales promotion, development, and research department. Mr. Visik will handle KUTV's market research-analysis and will coordinate station's advertising services with clients and other media.

William L. Means, formerly with Portland Cement Co. and before that with WICS (TV) Springfield, Ill., and WGN Chicago, named promotion director of WLS Chicago.

Tony Arnone, who left KFJ-TV Los Angeles two months ago after three years as pr director, returns to KKO General-owned outlet today (Oct. 8) as director of pr and exploitation. In his new position, Mr. Arnone will concentrate on community pr and station development. Mona Skager, Mr. Arnone's former assistant, will be in charge of publicity.

Mel Aldridge, former engineer-announcer with WCER Charlotte, joins staff of WYSY Ypsilanti, both Michigan, as engineer-disc jockey.

Loretta Lynn joins cast of Grand Ole Opry of WSM Nashville, Tenn.

PROGRAMMING

Lawrence White, former vp of daytime programs, CBS-TV, appointed director of program administration for Goodson-Todman Productions, New York. Mr. White held CBS post from February 1961 until his recent resignation. He was previously associated with Benton & Bowles for eight years, and earlier was producer-director for DuMont TV Network.


Fred Mogubgub, partner in Ferro Mogubgub & Schwartz, New York film production firm, resigns to open his own studio, Mogubgub Ltd., New York (location to be announced). FM&S will keep its present name until further notice.

Robert E. Molahn, Pelican Productions, New York, joins Rose-Magwood Productions, that city, as vp in charge of sales.

Dick Morrison, former vp of Richard H. Ullman Inc., sales arm of The Peter Frank Organization, Hollywood, establishes his own sales firm at 4924 Green ville Ave., Dallas 6, Tex. Mr. Morrison will represent Commercial Recording Corp., also of Dallas, in sales of special jingle packages.

Don Joannes, formerly with western division of ABC Films, appointed western division manager of 20th Century-Fox Television, with headquarters at company's Western Ave. studios in Hollywood. He replaces William L. Clark, who transfers to New York to assume post of eastern division manager. Mr. Clark will have expanded responsibilities with tv stations, agencies and station representatives in New York City and eastern territory.

John L. Galvin joins sales staff of Consolidated Film Labs, Hollywood.

Alan Landsburg, production executive at Wolper Productions, Hollywood, promoted to producer on The Biography of... series. Al Ramrus, writer

A prayer for broadcasters

A special invocation for broadcasters was delivered at the convention of the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters by The Rev. Elmo L. Roagosa, director of information for the Archdiocese of New Orleans. It was forwarded to BROADCASTING by Winston B. Linam, vice president and manager of KSLA(TV) Shreveport:

Heavenly Father
Let us stand by each day
That You, O God, may theme this work
Yours and ours!

May Thy Holy Spirit guide us in the programming of our lives
Make us ever aware that we are always on camera,
That our every word is recorded,
That the picture of our lives may always be in sync.

So we beg You, O Lord,
Take the controls,
Cue us.
That words, sounds, notes microphone
May ride the gains
Floating clear-channeled through unmeasured space,
That just as a communications satellite appeared in the skies over Bethlem to announce the birth of the prince of Peace,
So likewise may Telstar be the harbinger of a rebirth of world peace in the 20th Century through world communication.

In this spirit, we pray
Bless us, O Lord and these Thy gifts,
Which we are about to receive from Thy Bounty,
Through Christ our Lord. And may God provide for the needs of others. Amen.
and production executive, named associate producer on Biography series.

Donald McDougal and Thomas Carr signed to multiple-picture directorial pacts, and given immediate assignments upon resumption of production of CBS-TV's Rawhide series.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

James H. Kogen, former chief engineer of GPL Controls, subsidiary of General Precision Inc., Chicago, appointed chief engineer of expanded research and development department of Shure Brothers Inc., Evanston, Ill., manufacturer of microphones, high fidelity and electronic components. Mr. Kogen, who is president of National Electronic Conference for 1963, will direct all research, development, production design, specifications and model shop activities for company's new products division.

William F. Chase and Harold L. Ross appointed product managers of Allied Electronics Corp., Chicago, industrial sales subsidiary of Allied Radio Corp. Mr. Chase becomes product manager for semi-conductors, solar cells and special purpose industrial tubes, replacing Ronald Kramer, who was recently appointed marketing manager of Allied Radio of California. Mr. Ross succeeds Mr. Chase as product manager of transformers, test instrumentation, wire and cables.

Dr. John Gelb joins research staff of Minicon Div. of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles-based firm specializing in magnetic tape data storage and retrieval systems. Dr. Gelb was formerly associated with such firms as Fairchild Stratos, Magnavox Research Labs, Electro-Optical Systems, Hughes Aircraft and Bell Aircraft.

G. C. Brewster, data systems and services manager of RCA Electron Tube Div. Harrison, N. J., appointed administrative services manager for same division.

ALLIED FIELDS


STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting Sept. 27 through Oct. 3 and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC in that period.

This department includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup of other commission activity.

Abbreviations: DA—directional antenna, cp—construction permit, ERP—effective radiated power, vhf—very high frequency, uhf—ultra high frequency, ant.—antenna, aur.—aural, vis.—visual, kw—kilowatts, watts—watts, mc—megacycles, D—day, N—night, L—local, sun., mod.—modulation, trans.—transmitter, unit.—unlimited hours, kw—kilowatts, SCA—subsidiary communications authorization, SSA—special service authorization, STA—special temporary authorization, SH—specified hours.

Announced.

New tv stations

ACTION BY FCC

High Point, N. C.—Southern Bestex, Inc. Granted application for new tv station to operate on vhf ch. 8 (190-198 mc): ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 1206.5 ft. Conditioned that operating authority will not be issued until permittee and its stockholders have divested all interest in, and severed all connections with, WTTO Winston-Salem and WNAO-TV Raleigh, both North Carolina. Estimated construction cost $715,785; first year operating cost $905,564; revenue $908,700. P.O. address 330 S. Stratford Rd., Winston-Salem; trans. loc. 13.2 miles S.E. of Sophia, N. C. Geographic coordinates, 35° 48' 45.9" N., 79° 36' 30" W.; Long. Type trans. RCA TT-25BB; type ant. RCA TW-1B-A; Legal counsel Weil, Mott & Morgan, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Janesky & Balley, same city. Principals: Winston-Salem Bestex, Inc. (55%) (interest voted by James W. Coan, Albert L. Butler, or Robert V. Brawley), Lennex P. McLendon (37%) (33% voted as trustee), and others. Winston-Salem Bestex is licensee of WTOB Winston-Salem, permittee of WTOB-TV that city, WSNW-AM-FM Birmingham, Ala., WLOW Portsmouth, WOTV (TV) Richmond, both Virginia. Action Oct. 3.

APPLICATIONS

Chicago, Ill.—N-Stations TV Corp. Uhf ch. 44 (850-855 mc): ERP 18.9 kw vis., 84.3 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 613.3 ft., above ground 651.6 ft. Estimated construction cost $550,417; first year operating cost $275,000; revenue $305,000. P.O. address 54 W. Randolph St., Chicago. Studio location to be determined: trans. location Chicago. Geographic coordinates 41° 53' 09" N., 87° 35' 47" W. Legal counsel Cohn & Marks, Washington, D. C., consulting engineer Stillman, Moffet & Kowalski.

FOR THE RECORD

DEATHS

Stanley J. Reulman, 54, vp of western division of The Katz Agency and manager of rep firm's San Francisco office, died Sept. 24. Mr. Reulman joined Katz in Chicago in 1937. He was appointed manager of Los Angeles office in 1944, and moved to similar post in San Francisco in 1951. His wife, Mabel, died Aug. 19. Two sons and daughter survive.


Howard W. Dunk, 70, former secretary of Premium Advertising Assn. of America, died Sept. 25 at his home in New York City. Mr. Dunk had been head of his own office, now at 45 West 45th St., as consultant on premium merchandising plans, since 1937.
same city. Principals: Easansy Corp. (60% through Easansy Theatres Corp. owned 94% by Edwin Silverman), Harry F. Thaddeus, Charles Aaron, Robert M. Arnold, Gardner H. Stern, and Justin G. Turner (each 4%). Easansy Theatres owns a group of companies operating movie theatres. Mr. Stern is vp of WTTW Chicago. Ann. Oct. 8.


Existing tv stations ACTION BY FCC

* By order, commission granted motion by Ogden (KIZZ) (T. S. Allen) (licensee of WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.) and stayed Aug. 27 action of chief engineer which assigned call sign WPMP to ch. 13 of Sunland Bestg. Corp. in Instre, Mich. Interim permit of ch. 13 WJIM-TV for tests, on WPMP, was ordered by commission on WJIM-TV’s petition for reconsideration which raises substantial question as to whether call sign WPMP would result in public confusion in area where WPMP is operated and served by both tv stations. Action Oct. 1.

* By order, commission affirmed an Aug. 31 Broadcast Bureau memorandum opinion and Order which granted STA to New Orleans Television Corp. to operate station WVUA-TV New Orleans, La., on ch. 12 from site of station WVUE ch. 15, at Junt Hotel, New Orleans, for period ending Oct. 30, and which denied opposing pleadings by St. Thomas (Colo.) Cable station (ch. 11) Houma, La., and Capitol Bestg. Co. (WFPV, ch. 12, Houma, Miss.; denied latter’s application for review. Action Oct. 3.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

BROADCASTING The Businessweekly of Television and Radio 1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

Please start my subscription immediately for:

☐ $7.00 weekly issues
☐ $12.00 four weekly issues
☐ $10.57 kw.

Payment enclosed

☐ Please bill

name

city

tone

state

FOR THE RECORD BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
## PROFESSIONAL CARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY</strong>&lt;br&gt;Offices and Laboratories&lt;br&gt;1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.&lt;br&gt;Washington 7, D.C. Federal 3-4800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOGB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMES C. McNARY</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consulting Engineer&lt;br&gt;National Press Bldg.&lt;br&gt;Wash. 4, D.C.</td>
<td>Telephone District 7-1205</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</strong>&lt;br&gt;41 Years' Experience in Radio&lt;br&gt;Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GAUTNEY &amp; JONES</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7157</td>
<td>Washington 4, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOHENS &amp; Culver</strong>&lt;br&gt;Munsey Building&lt;br&gt;District 7-8215</td>
<td>Washington 4, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RUSSELL P. MAY</strong>&lt;br&gt;711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.&lt;br&gt;Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td>Republic 7-3984</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILLMAN, MOFFET &amp; KOWALSKI</strong>&lt;br&gt;1405 G St., N.W.&lt;br&gt;Republic 7-6646</td>
<td>Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</strong>&lt;br&gt;9208 Wyoming Pl. Hiland 4-7010</td>
<td>Kansas City 14, Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHN H. MULLANEY &amp; ASSOCIATES</strong>&lt;br&gt;A Division of Marlintronics, Inc.&lt;br&gt;2000 P St., N.W.&lt;br&gt;Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAM B. CARR</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consulting Engineer&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-TV&lt;br&gt;Microwave&lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 12387&lt;br&gt;Fort Worth 18, Texas&lt;br&gt;Ritter 1-1551</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARKLEY &amp; DEXTER LABS., INC.</strong>&lt;br&gt;Donald P. Wise&lt;br&gt;James M. Moran&lt;br&gt;Consulting, Research &amp; Development for Broadcasting, Industry &amp; Government&lt;br&gt;50 Franklin St. Diamond 3-3716</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.</strong>&lt;br&gt;Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.&lt;br&gt;Edward E. Love, Chief Eng.&lt;br&gt;INTERNATIONAL BLDG.</td>
<td>D1 7-1319&lt;br&gt;WASHINGTON 6, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. H. Carr &amp; Associates</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consulting&lt;br&gt;Radio &amp; Television&lt;br&gt;Engineers</td>
<td>Washington 6, D.C.&lt;br&gt;Fort Evans&lt;br&gt;1000 Cons. Ave. Leesburg, Va.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAYMOND E. ROHRER &amp; Associates</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consulting Radio Engineers</td>
<td>347-9061</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;Radio-Television&lt;br&gt;Communications-Electronics&lt;br&gt;1610 Eye St., N.W.&lt;br&gt;Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>Executive 2-1330 Executive 3-5851</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALTER F. KEAN</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;Associate&lt;br&gt;George M. Sklom&lt;br&gt;19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401&lt;br&gt;Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAMMETT &amp; EDISON</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;Box 68, International Airport&lt;br&gt;San Francisco 28, California&lt;br&gt;Diamond 2-5208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHNSON</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consulting&lt;br&gt;am-fm-tv Engineers&lt;br&gt;Applications—Field Engineering&lt;br&gt;Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.&lt;br&gt;Charleston, W.Va. &lt;br&gt;Dickens 2-6281</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</strong>&lt;br&gt;9208 Wyoming Pl. Hiland 4-7010</td>
<td>Kansas City 14, Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MERL SAXON</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;622 Hoskins Street&lt;br&gt;Lufkin, Texas&lt;br&gt;Neptune 4-4242&lt;br&gt;Neptune 4-9558</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALENTINE</strong>&lt;br&gt;PHOTOGRAPHIC&lt;br&gt;2116 16th St. N.W.&lt;br&gt;Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.</strong>&lt;br&gt;BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT&lt;br&gt;Box 220&lt;br&gt;Coldwater, Michigan&lt;br&gt;Phone: Broadway 6-6733</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEO. C. DAVIS</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;RADIO &amp; TELEVISION&lt;br&gt;527 Munsey Bldg.&lt;br&gt;Starling 1-0111&lt;br&gt;Washington 4, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAMIDALIAN, K.</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;241 E. 53rd St., N.Y.C.&lt;br&gt;Phone: 629-2402</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOHENS &amp; Culver</strong>&lt;br&gt;Munsey Building&lt;br&gt;District 7-8215</td>
<td>Washington 4, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARL E. SMITH</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;8200 Snowville Road&lt;br&gt;Cleveland 41, Ohio&lt;br&gt;Phone: 216-524-9386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMES F. SHAW</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;International Bldg.&lt;br&gt;Washington 6, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEORGE E. KLETTE</strong>&lt;br&gt;RADIO &amp; TELEVISION&lt;br&gt;Distributing&lt;br&gt;Box 2270&lt;br&gt;Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. EARL CULLUM, JR.</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;INWOOD POST OFFICE&lt;br&gt;DALLAS 9, TEXAS&lt;br&gt;Milrose 1-8401</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J. G. ROUNTREE</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 9064&lt;br&gt;Austin 17, Texas&lt;br&gt;Clendelade 2-3073</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUY C. HUTCHESON</strong>&lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 32&lt;br&gt;Crestdview 4-8721&lt;br&gt;110 W. Abram&lt;br&gt;Arlington, Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAMAAN</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;Box 128&lt;br&gt;Tampa 3, Fla.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KIRKLAND &amp; BURKE</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;Rutland 3-1273&lt;br&gt;Fort Worth, Texas&lt;br&gt;Munsey 6-5500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMES B. WILSON</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;326 N. LaSalle St.&lt;br&gt;Chicago 1, Illinois&lt;br&gt;Cleveland 4, Ohio&lt;br&gt;Phone: 629-4250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROBERT E. HALL</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;1410 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.&lt;br&gt;Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROBERT F. SEEGER</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;241 E. 53rd St., N.Y.C.&lt;br&gt;Phone: 629-0752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MERL SAXON</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;622 Hoskins Street&lt;br&gt;Lufkin, Texas&lt;br&gt;Neptune 4-4242&lt;br&gt;Neptune 4-9558</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.</strong>&lt;br&gt;BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT&lt;br&gt;Box 220&lt;br&gt;Coldwater, Michigan&lt;br&gt;Phone: Broadway 6-6733</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BANKS, S. W.</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 452&lt;br&gt;South Bend, Ind.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMES H. HICKS</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEER&lt;br&gt;AM-FM-AV&lt;br&gt;1940 B St., N.W.&lt;br&gt;Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALTER F. KEAN</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;Associate&lt;br&gt;George M. Sklom&lt;br&gt;19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401&lt;br&gt;Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALTER F. KEAN</strong>&lt;br&gt;CONSULTING ENGINEERS&lt;br&gt;Associate&lt;br&gt;George M. Sklom&lt;br&gt;19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401&lt;br&gt;Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member APOCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 3

ON AIR Lic. AM 3,692 60 175 151 89 875

CPS 595 66 173 155 85 511

TOTAL APPLICATIONS TV 499 62 87 155 87 518

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 3

VHF Commercial 42 51 58 0 1

VHF Non-Commercial 42 53 59 0 1

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC August 31

AM FM TV

Total 3,712 989 1493

CPS on (all on air) 55 60 62

CPS on air (new stations) 136 150 85

Total authorized stations 3,988 1,299 1,637

Applications for new stations (not in hearing) 379 150 58

Applications for new stations in (hearing) 185 15 85

Total applications for new stations 564 175 123

Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 86 90 45

Applications for major changes (in hearing) 61 4 11

Total applications for major changes 93 129 134

Licenses deleted 0 1 0

Cps deleted 0 0 1

There are in addition, 10 tv stations which are no longer on air but retain their licenses. *Includes one STA.

* Inclusion of any station in the above boxscore is not an indication of how long that station has been off the air.

Hearing cases

INITIAL DECISIONS

* Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Wilkes Bestg. Co. for new tv station to operate on 1020 kc, 5 kw, reduced to 1 kw during CH, in Mocksville, N. C., in interference condition and pending final decision in Doc. 14419 pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded. Action Oct. 1.

* Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther issued initial decision looking toward granting application of WHYI Inc. for new tv station to operate on non-commercial educational basis on commercial ch. 12 in Wilmington, Del., and denying competing application of Raffles Bestg. Inc., seeking same facility for commercial use. In resolving contested issue of whether only tv station in Wilmington, on only vhf channel allocated to Delaware, should be granted to commercial or non-commercial educational applicant, examiner stated: "As to vital factor of needs, record establishes that there is distinctly greater need for educational-instructional programs proposed by WHYI than for additional entertainment programs proposed by Raffles. In so concluding no judgment is passed on value of entertainment programs, but where there is choice to be made, as in instant proceeding public interest would be better served by prepon-derance of programs which educate and instruct and, as to latter, likewise enter-tain." Action Sept. 27.

** DESIGNATED FOR HEARING


Routine roundup

* By memorandum opinion & order, denied petition, by Kay Bestg. Corp. (WFLS), Fredericksburg, Va., for clarification or enlargement of issues in proceeding on its am application. Action Sept. 27.

* By memorandum opinion & order, granted petition, by Douglas County Bestg. Corp., Foughkeepse, N. Y., for leave to intervene in proceeding on am application of Hudson Valley Bestg. Corp. (WEOK), Poughkeepsie. Action Sept. 27.

* By memorandum opinion & order, denied motion to interven in proceeding on Pinellas Radio Co., for new am station in Pinellas Park, Fla. Action Sept. 27.

* Granted petition by Greenville Bestg. Co. and extended to Sept 19 time to file opposition to "appeal from adverse ruling" by Hayward F. Spinks, in proceeding on their application for new am stations in Greenville and Hartford, respectively, both Kentucky. Action Sept. 27.

* Granted petition by Cabrillo Bestg. Co., San Diego, Calif., and extended to Oct 1 time to reply to opposition of Helix Bestg. Co., La Mesa, Calif. to Cabrillo's petition to enlarge issues in proceeding on their am applications. Action Sept. 27.

* Scheduled prehearing conferences and hearings in following am applications on dates shown: Oct 3 and Nov 8, Fender Broadcasting, and Duphlin, Co. for new stations in Burgaw and St. Pauls, N. C.; Oct 10, 12, 14 and 16, James B. Robinson, Inc. for new station in Lafayette, La.; Nov 8 and Dec 5, Avoyd Broadcasting Corp. for new station on New Roads, La.; Nov 2 and Dec 4, Bluestone Inc. (KVOY), Emporia, and KAYS Inc. (KAYS), Hay, Ky.; Nov 8, Dec 6, International Radio Inc. (KGST), Fresno, Calif. Action Oct. 1.


* By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French upon request of two of applicants in proceeding on am applications of Saul M. Shipp, Kutztown, Pa., et al., scheduled further hearing conference involving all of remaining applicants for Oct. 10. Action Oct. 1.

* Upon request of Bay Area Telecasting Corp. for new station in San Francisco. Action Sept. 27.


* By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig granted request by Bartell Bestg. Corp. (WOKY), Milwaukee, Wis., and, with certain exceptions, corrected the transcript as proposed in its petition, and, on Examiner's own motion, made additional corrections to transcript in proceeding on Bartell's am application and Don L. Huber, Madison, Wis. Action Oct. 1.

* By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar denied, because of its untimely filing, request by Center Broadcasting, Inc. for extension of hearing in proceeding on its am application and that of both Texas Broadcasting Co. for new am stations in Pittsburgh and both Texas Western Broadcasting, Inc., for new station in Poteau, Okla., extended hearing to Dec 14, and granting a motion that direct case exhibits, engineering and non-engineering, may be exchanged by No. 23. Action Sept 26.

* By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle pursuant to Sept 28 prehearing conference, extended time from Oct 23 to Dec 17 for replies to applications. Action Oct 24 hearing for Jan 7, 1963 in proceed-

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman


Changed time of hearing from 10 a.m., Sept. 22, to begin at 9 a.m., on that date, in proceeding on applications for Newcomb Bestg. Co., Rockland Radio Corp., and Rockland Bestg., Inc., to continue and add new stations in Blaustein and Spring Valley, N. Y. Action Sept. 25.

BROADCASTING ACTIONS

WGL (FM), Washington, D. C.


Actions of Sept. 28

KMAH (FM) Hutchinson, Kan. — Granted subsidiary communications authorization on multiplex basis.

KCAL, Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted change on 1410 kc. from 1 kw-d. to 500 w-n-s. 5 kw-w. (ED -FM) system (DA-2), change ant. and trans. and studio locations and make changes in ground system; delete remote control.


KAGO, Gibson Radio Inc., Klamath Falls, Ore. — Granted license of assignments of licenses to Klamath Bestg., Co.

WRPN-FM Ripon, Wis. — Granted license for noncommercial educational station.

WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga. — Granted cp to change station location, reestablish studio location, change type ant. make changes in ant. system, increase ant. height to 150 ft.; EIRP to 300 kw.; and 181 kw air.

KWRE Waco, Texas — Granted cp to install new transmitter.

WAIT Chicago, Ill. — Granted cp to install new transmitter.

KKCN Kansas City, Kan. — Granted cp to install old main transmitter. As alternate main transmitter.

WTIP Charleston, W. Va. — Granted cp to change ant.-trans. location, change makes in ant. system; change height and in ground system; conditions.

WFFR Staunton, Va. — Granted cp to make changes in ant. system. 

KHHI Mountain Grove, Mo. — Granted cp to make changes in daytime DA pattern.

WSBB Durham, N. C. — Granted cp to make changes in ant.-trans. and change makes in ground system.

KUMU Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted renewal of cp to make changes in ant.-trans. and station location, make changes in ant. (increase height) and ground system; change type trans.; conditions.


WSLC Clermont, Fla. — Granted authority to operate with sign-off at 6:30 p.m. (except for special events) for period ending Nov. 10.

WPLI (FM) Riveredge, Calif. — Granted authority to remain silent for period ending Dec. 31.

KWIX (FM) St. Louis, Mo. — Granted extension of period of time to remain silent to period ending Dec. 31.

Granted renewal of cp to change type trans. for following stations: KWOR Worland, Wyo.; KYVL, Visalia, Calif.

Following stations with granted extensions of completion dates as shown: 


M. C. W. Television Assn., Inc. Midland, Mich. — Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station on ch. 12, to translate programs of WJAC-TV (ch. 9), Johnstown, Pa.

K & M Broadcasting, Neb. — Granted cpa for new uhf tv translator station on ch. 78 to translate programs of KMTV-TV (ch. 3) and KETV-TV (ch. 7), both Omaha, Neb.

ROHN TOWERS STAND THE TEST!

Heavy ice loading, coupled with high winds, is the severest of all tests for a tower. It PROVES sturdiness and sound engineering. Below is a ROHN Communication Tower that clearly withstood such a test.

For Towers That Can Stand Rigorous Abuse, Call or Write. Complete engineering and erection service available.

ROHN Manufacturing Co.

P. O. Box 2000
Peoria, Illinois

"Pioneer Manufacturer of Towers of All Kinds"

REPRESENTATIVES WORLD-WIDE
Classified Advertisements

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.)  (FINAL DEADLINE—Monday preceding publication date.)

- SITUATIONS WANTED 20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum
- DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch—STATIONS for SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display space.

- All other classifications 30¢ per word—$4.00 minimum.
- No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
- Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for any damage or return.

Radio

Help Wanted—Management

Wanted station and sales manager, for northeast 600 W daytimer. Must have local sales experience. Good salary plus. Send all information and photo in first letter to Box 746P, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for management. Growing group is looking for an aggressive professional who has developed radio knowhow by experience. Must be fully qualified salesman. Good pay and top operation. Box 807P, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—Selling manager for station in northeastern area. Great opportunity with growing chain. Applicant must now be manager, sales manager or top salesman making over $8,000 with competitive market experience. Salary tied to override. Man who can make $12,000 can handle job. Potential $18,000 plus. Box 811P, BROADCASTING.


Help Wanted—Sales

Southeastern, top rated metro station, needs experienced salesman with management potential for immediate opening. Interested area applicants only. Must be 25-35, married, have excellent references. Guarantee, moving expenses, rapid advancement for creative producer. Send photo complete resume to Box 805P, BROADCASTING.

Salesman experienced only. Send full resume to Mr. Morris, Full, Co., to Box 812P, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for a salesman in the fabulous Rocky Mountain empire. Salary and commission. Write Ellis Atteberry, Radio KOOL, P.O. Box 811, Longmont, Colorado. Have an immediate opening for an experienced professional salesman. Unlimited opportunity for permanent position and attractive benefits for the right man. Call the owner Mr. Lester at NO 3-6059 or write WOAM-AM & FM, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Kara extra money . . . sell radio's hottest capsule and 5 minute features, including biggest show biz and sports names. Also jingles and sales promotion ideas at lowest prices. Write: Kelly Creative Services, Inc., 72 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois.


Christmas promotion. Amazing 8 ft. full size Santa on gondola and 8 ft. full size Mrs. Claus. Scrafts customers inside stores and to promote heavy Christmas business. Photo voices gives sales pitch. Use year-round in other promotions alike. Send $250.00. Box 838P, BROADCASTING.

Tape recorder bargain. Brand new recorder model #110 Reg retail $90.00. In unopened factory carton. only $45.00. C.O.D. Box 839P, BROADCASTING.

Eastern Pennsylvania, saleminded manager, full time station, resume and pertinent background preliminary to interview. $12,000 per year plus profit sharing. Box 839P, BROADCASTING.

Top small growing market radio station needs to talk to top radio salesman. Would like to sell radio and the media, and not as a gimmick, and off of a legitimate rate card. No deal; this is it. Draw against commission plus extra. Send resume to Box 689P, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced radio salesman. Top company, outstanding opportunity in major southeast market with leading format operation. Send resume to Box 715P, BROADCASTING.

Top radio salesman for Rochester, N.Y. Send photo, experience, references. Box 715P, BROADCASTING.


Help Wanted—Announcers

Michigan daytimer needs announcer first phone immediately. Opportunity knocking! Contact: Manager, WIOB, Tawas City.

Top forty swingin' needs resident voiced speeoster. Must know production. If you are the fastest in the southeast call or write Jungle Jim, W200, Sandpoint, South Carolina.

Wanted immediately experienced sports man. Prefer man from middle west or Rocky Mountain area. Send resume, to Box KOLT, Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

Texas am-fm-tv operation looking for lively, mature announcer for adult radio format. Possibility of some tv. Send resume, photo, tape, references, salary requirement. Jack Rye, KXSM, P.O. Box 1211, Texas.

Announcer for morning shift. Must be able to hold news and middle of the road music program. Ideal job for someone with a years experience who wants to advance. Vacation, sick leave and Insurance benefits. Contact: Paul D. Register, WBSD, IO Consultant, KSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota.

Announcer, mc, with sales ability and experience. Above average pay. Personal interview necessary. KLEX, Lexington, Missouri.

Announcer first phone no maintenance. Salary amount required. Mr. Zueker, WBZB, Torrington, Conn.

Announcer—1st phone. Send tape and resume. Start $80, KSYL, Adult Radio, P. O. Box 1480, Alexandria, Louisiana.

Are there some top grade announcers with showmanship who like to work in a small market in return for good money? New Company looking for announcers to hit the air about November 1st, wants complete staff—(1 female, 2 male, ages 25-45) send complete resume, picture to Ken Kilmer, KFXD, Nampa, Idaho.

Must be capable doing good Job. Good music and news station. Personal interview. Will work to work and cooperate. Send tape, picture, and resume WBEI, Marietta, Georgia.

Expanding operations at Indiana daytimer and FM'er, need announcer who might have possibilities of becoming program director. Must have first phone. WMRI, Marion, Indiana. Phone NO 4-7386.

Technical

Wanted working chief engineer, must be experienced, am and fm stereo. East coast major market; installation partially complete. Salary $1200 per week. Box 815P, BROADCASTING.

Seeking good studio maintenance engineer. Must know G.E. Dubonics, Ampex tape VTR equipment. Send complete resume, recent photo, and salary requirement. Box 824P, BROADCASTING.

Engineer first ticket experienced with directional equipment. Western Penna. Box 825P, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Chief engineer for Class IV AM and FM station with satellite facility. Excellent living conditions. Announcing if you want. Write WAIR, Winston-Salem, North Caroli-
Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Technical

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Swinging FM only, needs ticket man with other talents. Beginner will be considered. Contact John Kennedy, WDRR, Greenfield, OH.

Chief engineer or combo announcer, engineer capable of complete technical responsibilities. Permanent Vermont station group. Modern plant, good pay and complete benefits. Contact General Manager, WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

Production—Programming, Others

Ohio prestige station wants news and sports announcer. Must be good newscaster. Emphasis however will be on imagination, development of spot news, mobile unit reports, and audio tape features. Send resume, picture, and tape, including newscast, plus sample of script with interview and development of 3 minute monitor type features. Box 874P, BROADCASTING.

Need experienced continuity writer for upper midwest A-1 station and resume to Box 778P, BROADCASTING.

Pittsburgh Station wants sharp Gal able to write commercials that sell and who can add excitement by producing her copy on tape. Excellent Salary. Reply Box 771P, BROADCASTING.

Producer-Director for CBS Midwest prestige freeze VHF. Production standards high. Director switches. Creative ability essential. Experience with advancement in ministrative position. Include full details of experience. Box 805P, BROADCASTING.

Newsman. Must be experienced reporter and air newscaster. Ability. Also write and moderate documentaries. Station in major market with good news stories. Send resume and sample material of your work. Box 813P, BROADCASTING.

New York area station wants experienced newsmen—air ability, sports knowledge desirable. Good opportunity to grow with dynamic group of stations. Send complete resume and tapes to Box 814P, BROADCASTING.

Have immediate opening on Illinois regional production staff for a creative male writer who has a good commercial voice. Box 822P, BROADCASTING.

Traffic girl women's director, must do air show daily. Salary commensurate with ability. Must be available by October 25th. Only strong applicants need apply. Contact Wayne, Program Director. Radio Station WWCA, Gary, Indiana.

Immediate opening assistant night director for young responsible man, with sound education or newswriting, and resume to WEEC, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

Successful station manager. Married, family, market, radio experience. Desires mid Atlantic area. Top positions. Box 314P, BROADCASTING.

Outstanding record in management with emphasis on mechanical. Desires change to medium or small market. Increase in sales with new ideas my specialty. Box 565P, BROADCASTING.

Successful in management and sales management. Four years experience in radio. Present billing $100,000.00. Interested in market in south or southwest. City with population from 100,000 to 200,000. Box 597P, BROADCASTING.

Management

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)


New 1963 model salesmanager never offered before, fully qualified, not a test market person. Available for delivery in 30 days. Must have then write. Box 711P, BROADCASTING.

General manager, exceptional salesman. Creative, Leader, 30, married, college. Professional income expected. Write Box 795P, BROADCASTING.

Experience man available over 15 years in radio including executive, sales, and programming. Proofs of management and sales accomplishments furnished. Box 801P, BROADCASTING.

Top sales ability, 12 years broadcasting (3 years tv): college, management, 27, avail. immediately. Now in Kansas. Box 808P, BROADCASTING.

Manager available because station sold. Top 75 markets. Sales background. Box 856P, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)


Announcers

Announcer first phone looking for first job. Strong on news, sports. Box 816P, BROADCASTING.

Experience first phone announcer desires position in California (will consider other states). Young, 1 year college. Box 761P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer dj. Family man. 2 years experience. Will relocate permanently. Authoritative sound, hard worker, good board. Box 806P, BROADCASTING.

Draft and recall free. Two years experience, single, 25. Deejay, news, play by play: ice hockey, basketball, baseball and football. Box 694P, BROADCASTING.

DJ: tight board; mature voice; experience; dependable. Veteran, will relocate. Box 865P, BROADCASTING.

Seeking better position in N.E. 5 years in radio. Familyman. Box 799P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, engineer, 1st phone. 7 years experience. "Tiger". Play guitar and sing music only. Box 715P, BROADCASTING.

Seeking first position. Serious and enthusiastic, college graduate. New mankind, production experience. Also rewrite music. Box 805P, BROADCASTING.


Announcers


Experienced announcer and control board operator, married. Willing to travel and settle down. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.

D. J. announcer, bright happy swinging sound; authoritative newscaster; air sales- man. Top production position; want to settle. Box 823P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer/dj, deep voice, seven years experience. First phone position. Box 817P, BROADCASTING.

If you need a sports announcer who you can trust with a newscast or dj show: then hear me. I have 5 years experience and not interested if your job pays with experience gained. Box 855P, BROADCASTING.

A good idea deejay announcer. Strong on production. Tight board. Box 835F, BROADCASTING.

Versatile, talented and humorous air performer. Professional radio man. Require top pay. Box 854P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, Negro would like first position. Have A.B. in Speech and Drama, also had some journalism. Graduate of broadcasting school. Would like position in western or northwestern state. Box 858P, BROADCASTING.

Dependable, mature, experienced announcer with flawless production and production skills. If you need a good progressive tight board dj, you need me. Box 857P, BROADCASTING.

5 years experience in Twin Cities market: pd, promotion, announcing...excellent references. Box 818P, 1207 Hampshire Avenue, Minneapolis 26, Minnesota. West 9-8337.

Announcer, young, versatile, and industrious. Personality, straight or top 40 dj. Excellent on top of his game in large midwestern market. Contact Robin Burns, 3800 North Hauser Court, Chicago 18, Illinois. MU 5-0287.

Staff announcer seeking position with sound Midwest station. Married, 24, Six months experience. Write, James Nahrath, 6353 W. Mitchell, West Allis 14, Wisconsin.

Listen proved his left hook; put me in your coverage ring and my six years experience will knock out your competition and hook you on increased ratings. You can accept my challenge by contacting Larry Wood, 371 Churchill, Ottawa, Canada.

Announcer, first ticket, all staff duties, some college. Single. Southwest or west. Al- an 16793, 3808 Graustark, Houston, Texas. JA 4-9646.


Attention midwest stations, good announcer, experienced, sincere, versatile. Strong on commercials. Family man. Box 760P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers


Top announcer, 15 years experience all over the country. Specializes in news and western re- gions. Fresno area all UHF market. Experienced in television commercials against living expense drive. Contact Harold Gannon, Channel 21, Hamford.

1 years as bright, breezy morning man. Son, 2 years, work. Desire position with future. East only. Brad Harris, 272 Van Siclen Ave., Brooklyn, New York. Hyacinth 8-5749.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Sales

KDAS-TV (indie) looking for two salesmen to handle football, teenage, western and special events. Fresno area all UHF market. Experienced in television commercials against living expense drive. Contact Harold Gannon, Channel 21, Hamford.

Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Announcers

Personable, dependable announcer for large Texas station. Box 595P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Sales

Denver-West. Friend to friend personal service. Hardworking, reliable, experienced, sincere salesman or woman (Announcer). Turn opportunity into a$ets. Box 753P, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Authoritative delivery, excellent voice. Responsible and mature knowledgeable. Male journalist writing ability. Eleven years have been part of top radio tv news departments, and created radio programming. Eastern. Box 810P, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Presented employed New York City but looking for smaller market opening. Qualified. Chief Engineer many years of planning, construction, installation and maintenance AM or TV. Minimum salary $150. Box 726P, BROADCASTING.

Conscientious Chief Engineer. Ten years radio and television. Installations, maintenance directionals. Box 525P, BROADCASTING.

Have third class license, working towards first. Wants more experience, will travel. Post experience with Savannah stations.

New employed chief engineer seeking permanent position. Experienced in directional and all maintenance. No announcing experience. Box 802P, BROADCASTING.

Wants more experience. Box 707P, BROADCASTING.

Engineer; 1st phone, Kansas City area, available immediately. Call GL 2-8065.

Production—Programming, Others

Experienced, creative, female copywriter desires position in progressive am station. Wide experience in continuity, traffic, programming and commercial announcing and major and metro market experience. Box 825P, BROADCASTING.

News director, for major markets, fifteen years experience, wishes to leave Los Angeles for smaller metro area in order to become more involved in community affairs. Box 756P, BROADCASTING.

Former West Berlin correspondent, Radio Germany, nine years local, fluent through international radio-television, seeks medium or small city post. No new-creation experience. Spot news reports and deskman who concentrates on total listenership. Advertises news, features, documentaries. Seeks permanent settlement. Send color, top references. Box 791P, BROADCASTING.

Experienced radio tv newssman now available. I'm a professional, aggressive reporter—reporter not a rip and reader. 15 years gathering, writing, airing news and documentaries both mediums. Authoritative delivery, best references. Seeking new challenging job with midwest or southwest progressive station. Box 735P, BROADCASTING.

Available now: Experienced continuity writer. Will travel. Full, particularly on request. Box 779P, BROADCASTING.

Attention choosy fm stations. Choose an- nouncer pd with major market am & fm experience. Will coordinate with Buxton and Marconi (1st ticket), will help put (or keep) your tops in field. Box 800P, BROADCASTING.

Newscaster: Authoritative delivery, excellent voice. Responsible and mature knowledgeable. Male journalist writing ability. Eleven years have been part of top radio tv news departments, and created radio programming. Eastern. Box 810P, BROADCASTING.

C/W man (presently employed) will exchange many years experience and $6000 for percentage/ownership. Thoroughly qualified. Let's mutually investigate. Box 720P, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Sales

KDAS-TV (indie) looking for two salesmen to handle football, teenage, western and special events. Fresno area all UHF market. Experienced in television commercials against living expense drive. Contact Harold Gannon, Channel 21, Hamford.

Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Announcers

Personable, dependable announcer for large Texas station. Box 595P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Sales

Denver-West. Friend to friend personal service. Hardworking, reliable, experienced, sincere salesman or woman (Announcer). Turn opportunity into a$ets. Box 753P, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Authoritative delivery, excellent voice. Responsible and mature knowledgeable. Male journalist writing ability. Eleven years have been part of top radio tv news departments, and created radio programming. Eastern. Box 810P, BROADCASTING.

Technical

First class engineer, desires work in television station. Devry Technocal institute graduate. Experiences in radio and television. Experience, James Lucas, Box 504 RD #1, McClellandtown, Pa.

1st phone, ham, college, 3 years experience various phases tv. Prefer San Francisco Bay region. Will consider aduj radio operation. Box 755P, BROADCASTING.

Production, Programming, Other

Production manager. Reached top here. Desire producer/director job in major market with opportunity for promotion and advancement. Eight years experience, 3 years ad. Box 815P, BROADCASTING.

News director. Triple threat! You bet. (1) Program director, (2) Sales manager, (3) Award winning news photographer. Box 780P, BROADCASTING.

For Sale

Equipment

Used TV tower 750’ or higher galvanized suitable steel or concrete. 18 bay channel 11 antenna tower top. $40.00. Will sell or trade. Box 1401.

35mm GPL PA200 telecast projector. Type used by the networks. Excellent condition. Price right. Box 417P, BROADCASTING.

One complete, ready to use, nothing else to buy: G.E. Studio Cameras chain, Houston, 40 feet tripod, 3 B & L lenses, G.E. Monitor, Power supplies, channel splitter. Write WSIL TV, Harrisburg, Illinois.

Closed circuit and broadcast television video monitors—model change and demo units used with new warranty, 8", 16", 19", 21"—metal cabinets, 10 megacyle video—price $150.00 each and up. Call or write Mirelite Electronics, Inc., 1st St, SE&Richardson, St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota.

Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, 1/4" rigid, 51,3 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New—unused 30 foot length for $40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock lost available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle Harbor Road, Oakland 29, California. Temple 3-3527.


Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

TELEVISION

Two years as operations manager; three as production manager. Also experienced in announcing and script and design, photography. Desire an opportunity accommodating new challenges and advancement. Box 783P, BROADCASTING.

National, regional sales manager for good southwest market. Invite scrutiny of background and record. Unhurried to make mutually profitable association. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.

General sales manager. Pushing sales curves upward as soon as possible. Must be able to handle sales and agency relations. Box 145P, BROADCASTING.
For Sale

Equipment

General Electric 450/470 mcs Base station $290; General Electric 450/470 mcs 8/12 volt Mobile units, $175 each. Complete system, base plus five Mobiles $985. Higley, 82 Lower Main St., Matawan, New Jersey.

GE 22-A 5-10 kw transmitter in good condition, now on air, available about Nov. 1. 300 ft. 1/8 rigid co-ax. Best offer. M. N. Harwick, 767 41st St., Miami Beach, Florida.


1 kw am RCA BTA 1 mx. Good condition. Traded in on new Bauer 5 kw transmitter. Priced to sell. Bauer Electronics, 1663 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California.

Current model 250 watt RCA am transmitters. Taken in trade on new Bauer 707a. Bauer Electronics, 1663 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California.

550 Foot Blaw Knox H-21 self-supporting tower. Dismantled, ready to ship. $15,000. Box 809P, BROADCASTING.

Must sacrifice. Two (2) G.P.L. Kline recorders (Model PA-303). One has a Mauer sound recording head. Equipment in A-1 condition. Box 525P, BROADCASTING.


WANTED TO BUY

Equipment

Wanted Orbixflex 16 mm blimps new or used. Contact Box 625P, BROADCASTING.

Recent model 5,000 watt fm transmitter and associated remote control and monitor equipment. Reply Box 742P, BROADCASTING.

Need immediately used 12 kw transmitter UHF. Specify age, previous use and channel. Box 747P, BROADCASTING.

General radio am frequency monitor, any condition. John Randolph, WUBE TV Asheville, North Carolina.

One used Alfaonic background music tape deck, complete, in good condition. 394 lbs weight. Price and condition. WWNY, Inc., Statesboro, Georgia.

12.5 kw transmitter for UHF tv. Call William L. Fox, Turner 7-6400 or write Benzon-East, Jenkintown, Pa.

WANTED TO BUY

Station

I want to buy station billing $2000 to $5000 monthly. Financing no problem. Several years experience successful owner-manager. Location open. Educational facilities important. Box 706P, BROADCASTING.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Pay off $35,000 note; settle other receivables and take over powerful non-directional facility on good frequency in major southern market; or buy 50% interest cheap by assisting in refinancing. Substantial people only need apply; no nickel millionaires please. Box 800P, BROADCASTING.

ATTENTION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUY STATION advertising will require DISPLAY SPACE. FOR SALE STATIONS, as already indicated in our masthead, also requires display space.

RATES:

One time—$20.00 per inch
13 times—19.00 per inch
26 times—17.50 per inch
52 times—15.00 per inch

Miscellaneous

28,000 Professional Comedy Line! Topical laugh service featuring deejay comment, intros, free catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N. Y.

Book review capsules 3-5 minutes made available to stations at reasonable cost. Recently published and soon to be released editions reviewed by authorized reviewers. E. S. Corley operating as Sim-Cor & Co., 2081 Lindmont Circle, N.E., Atlanta 5, Georgia.

YOUR HANDY CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

ISSUE DATE(S)

□ TF (until forbid)

RATES

□ Situations Wanted—20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum (Payments in advance)

□ Help Wanted—25¢ per word—$2.00 minimum

□ Display ads $20.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space

Situations Wanted—(Payment in advance)

□ 1” □ 2” □ 3” □ 4” □ other

□ All other classifications 30¢ per word—$4.00 minimum

(No charge for blind box number)

Indicate whether Radio or TV

□ Radio □ TV

HELP WANTED

□ management

□ sales

□ announcers

□ technical

□ production-programming

SITUATIONS WANTED

□ management

□ sales

□ announcers

□ technical

□ production-programming

COPY

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

Remittance enclosed ☐ Bill

BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
RADIO

Help Wanted—Management

Wanted: Production Manager, also "Top 40" DJ's with production experience. Send tape, brief resume and salary required to:
Box 717P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—(Con'd)

CREATIVE PROGRAM ANNONCERS EXCLUSIVE NEW MODEL FM

Must have excellent music BG, original program ideas to pioneer FM license in highly competitive TV & AM market. Top salary for top exec. FAX, telephone required. Must make move by Jan. 1. Box 769P, BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCERS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A UNIQUE WOMAN

She is a true combination of intelligence, charm and talent. She is a TV news reporter who can handle feature material, hard news reporting, and host a half-hour weekly public affairs program. She is a perceptive interviewer...knowledgeable in current affairs...ambitious.

If you meet these qualifications or know someone who does, we would like to hear from you. We have an extremely interesting position open for a talented new woman in our major east coast station.

Box 834P, BROADCASTING

WANTED PROGRAM MANAGER

for CBS radio affiliate in large upstate New York market. Want a man who can deliver a solid, responsibly, but not stodgy sound. More important—a wide open track for advancement. This is a station operated by an expanding group. Track record and references in first letter.

Box 860P, BROADCASTING

WNOE NEW ORLEANS

is looking for creative, dependable promotion and continuity director. Must have experience in features, bright and high production. Ideas and ambition, and air quality voice preferred—not essential. The man we want has a background which will stand through investigation.

Contact James A. Noe Jr. or Ken Elliott, WNOE, New Orleans

ANNOUNCERS

WANTED—A MAD DADDY

A very special station in a TOP TEN MARKET wants a way-out DJ, who can play to the kids. Already have excellent pop music men, so don’t reply if you’re normal. We want a showman who dares to be different and makes it come off.

Show us on tape how you would capture a million teenagers! Great fame and much bread waiting if you’re crazy enough to earn it.

Reply Box 769P, BROADCASTING

Since 1946, Original course for FCC first phone operator license in six weeks. Over 400 hours instruction and over 300 hours guided practice. Guaranteed job at school. Reservations required. Enrolling now for class starting January 3. For information, references and reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School, 1180 West Olive Ave., Burbank, California.

Six weeks courses in FCC first phone license, Proven methods, proven results. Day and evening classes. Placement assistance. Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 42 N. Y. OX 5-8245

RADIO

EXPERIENCED
Top 50 market salesman. 9 station network, 2 years in radio, 3 years as salesman. Age 29, married. Successful sales & promotion record. Announcer. Well rounded experience. Salary area $9,000-$10,000.

Box 649P, BROADCASTING

LOOKING
MAJOR MARKET announcer/dj currently working nites desires days...pd experience. Send inquiries to:

Box 752P, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted—Sales

AVAILABIE IMMEDIATELY
TV SALESMAN
Mature aggressive salesman with fourteen years experience in advertising and magazines, succeeds wants to relocate with television station in D. C., Maryland, or Virginia.

Box 608P, BROADCASTING

Employment Service

JOBS
We are the largest agency in the world specializing in the recruitment and selection of broadcast personnel at all levels.

BROADCAST PERSONNEL
16 East 52nd St., New York, N. Y.

INSTRUCTIONS

SIX WEEK COURSES
a. FCC first phone license
b. Announcer, Disc-Jockey
NINE MONTH COURSES
c. Chief Engineer
d. Program Director
e. Owner-Manager.

Guaranteed training and placement. Our graduates are working in all categories.

Write for school catalog
KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
"Since 1947"
207 Madison Memphis, Tenn.

EMERSON COLLEGE


Director of Admissions
EMERSON COLLEGE
303 Berkeley St., Boston 16

RADIO

For Sale

GULF COAST
3 KW well established station in one of largest Gulf Coast markets. Extremely advantageous terms to good operator financially qualified.

Box 745P, BROADCASTING

NORTHEASTERN
DAYTIMER
$45,000 down plus $80,000 terms. You can pay for this station out of earnings within eight years!

Or save $20,000 and eight years of interest by buying for $105,000 cash.

Box 757P, BROADCASTING

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management Appraisals Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

GUZENDORFER
WESTERN STATES TELEVISION STATION. Asking $445,000.
CALIFORNIA FULLTIMER. 848-000 with $12,000 down.
$10,000 down for ARIZONA NET FULLTIMER.
FM's 8500, 90,000, $125,000.
WILT GUZENDORF ASOCIATES
Licensed broker.

644 S. Robertson, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.

PATT MCDONALD CO.
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS

Continued from page 99


Actions of Sept. 26


License renewal

SHORT TERM

By memorandum opinion & order, commission dismissed April 1961 order which directed SeaWorld, Inc., because why its cpp for WMFP Chicago Chicago, Ill., should be revoked, and granted that station one-year license. This action was taken on representation by permittee, who was hearing, that initial failure to report approximate 60-percent of his hearing. The order, which had been revoked, was later filed. In granting six-month license, commission explained, WMFP will adhere to its promise to be diligent in avoiding any such future mistake.

Rulemakings

PROPOSED

Commission invited comments to proposing rulemaking among Part 2 of table of frequency allocations to provide new or changed designations of emissions and formulas for necessary band widths of emission to conform to the 1965 Geneva radio regulations. Action Oct. 3.

AMENDED

By order, commission made editorial changes in its rules relating to giving of local notice of filing or designation for hearing of broadcast license applications by certain portions of Secs. 1.309 & 1.362 and to make those sections consistent and consistent with each other. The amendments: (1) Allow applicants 9 (instead of 3) days in which to file with commission statements setting forth information about local notices given in (2) make clear that international broadcast stations are not subject to local notices. (3) Add new paragraph (g) to Sec. 1.362 to permit local notice for translator stations to be given instead of special treatment afforded them in Sec. 1.363(g). (4) Reflect fact that some stations do not operate during hours specified to public notice and, make provision for broadcast of notice at other times; (5) Allow educational stations not operating during summer months filing local notice for broadcast requirement during those months they are not in use; (6) Permit educational stations to satisfy local notice requirement by broadcast notification in newspaper, if station is only one of its broadcast service located in community, and (6) Adds provision which requires notice broadcast over operating TV stations to be given orally with careful focused on announcer (as opposed, for example, to flashing written notice on TV screen).

Actions of Oct. 3.

By memorandum opinion & order, commission amended pertinent sections of broadcast program logging rules to permit automatic logging of subprograms. This subject was part of rulemaking proposal in Doc. 14187. Other matters in that proceeding concerned provisions of logging requirements to obtain factual program information be be dealt with at later date, since those decisions are largely dependent on publication of more basic considerations posed in Doc. 13561 concerning program information required by certain broadcast format. PFA Electronics Corp. petitioned for severance from Doc. 14187 and adoption of rules permitting automatic program logging. It contended that it is practicable, through automatic logging, to retain complete program transcripts from which any desired information could be extracted and compiled and that such automatic logging could be used in conjunction with any new application forms.

FOR THE RECORD

(105)

BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
Involved in time buying?
Broadcast sales? Traffic? Work
in New York for a rep, network, agency or advertiser?
Chances are you've got problems. We've got answers—in the 1962-'63
Time Buying and Selling Seminar. The new TB & SS is "all about time."
It's a one-of-its-kind, 12-hour course in the business side of broadcasting, designed
to help make your work easier and provide the know-how that can mean faster advancement.

Curriculum: Covers everything from the basics to the nuances of time buying and selling.
Sessions: Eight, 5:30 to 7:00 p.m., every Tuesday starting October 30.
Instructors: Industry executives representing advertiser, rep, agency and network operations.
Enrollment is limited to 75. So use the coupon below today to reserve your place. (The check you send is
tax-deductible. But then it's probably also a step toward a higher tax bracket.)
If you prefer to first see a program listing the Seminar subjects, call Claude Barrere, International
Radio and Television Society, PL 8-2450.

Enroll me immediately in the 1962-'63 IRTS Time Buying and Selling Seminar (Fee: $15)

Name_________________________________________Firm________________________________

Address________________________________________

Check enclosed □
Please bill me □

TIME BUYING AND SELLING SEMINAR • INTERNATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION SOCIETY • 444 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
OUR RESPECTS to Stephen C. Riddleberger

People in radio must be dedicated to the medium

At a dinner party last February at the Friars Club in New York there was one man present who would have been excused if he had rubbed his eyes—to either wipe away a tear of gratitude or to be sure they were not playing tricks. That man was Stephen C. Riddleberger, who 20 years before had started in the broadcast business as an energetic page in NBC studios in New York.

At the Friars Club testimonial—and it was for Mr. Riddleberger—his management peers at ABC and the managers of each of the owned radio stations had taken time out during a series of owned-and-operated station management meetings to congratulate the newly elected president of the ABC Radio owned stations division.

This moment in a 20-year career remains a highlight for Mr. Riddleberger, who has not forgotten how to be humble.

20 Years at Networks = Mr. Riddleberger's experience of two decades in broadcasting is divided equally between ABC and NBC.

Although his background includes radio and tv, much of the time he's lived and breathed radio, which makes one wonder what Steve thought about, or talked about, during the other 22 years. (He will be 42 years old this November.)

But there's no doubt as to what Mr. Riddleberger, the owned stations and their management are up to now in radio.

Each station has been staffed with expert men, Mr. Riddleberger explains, and programmed individually after considering community and business aspects. He notes ratings and billings reflect the effort placed behind a lengthy period of preparation, pointing out that in 1962 there's been an average gain of 30% in business over 1961 and all stations have substantially increased in audiences.

Mr. Riddleberger's functions might best be described as liaison between ABC management and the stations. He reports to Simon B. Siegel, executive vice president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. and ABC.

There is some personal philosophy to which Mr. Riddleberger adheres: "People in radio today must be dedicated to the medium—they must believe in it and be willing to work exhaustively at it. Radio management is a profession for experts—haphazard operations will result only in disaster. I find it much more difficult to find a competent radio man than recruit people for any other positions in broadcasting."

He points precisely to the heart of the fascination that holds him to broadcasting with such deep conviction.

The Changing Challenges = Mr. Riddleberger finds the magnetism of broadcasting work in its variety, there's little or no "routine," he says. "We deal with a commodity of time that is perishable. It's imperative for one to act decisively and quickly."

Stephen Cuddy Riddleberger was born in Brooklyn, on Nov. 28, 1920. He attended Columbia U. where he majored in government and economics. In 1941, he joined NBC as a page.

He fondly recalls those days as among my "happiest memories."

In 1946, following a stint with the field artillery in the European Theatre of Operations, Mr. Riddleberger advanced to the financial department of the radio recording division at NBC.

The Move to ABC = Three years later, he was in budget operations, joining ABC in March 1952 as radio budget officer; becoming assistant administrative manager of the tv program division in June, 1953; in cost control administration in May, 1954; business manager of the radio network in 1955, and administrative vice president of the radio network in the Spring of 1957.

In November 1957 Mr. Riddleberger was made vice president and controller; and in February 1959 was advanced to vice president for the owned and operated stations (tv and radio). In February of this year, he was elected to the presidency of the owned radio station division.

Steve Riddleberger's close association with the broadcast business was maintained in wedlock. In 1949, he married the former Cornelia Bartz (of Hornell, N. Y.) who worked at NBC, and later joined the tv-radio production department at Warwick & Legler.

His associates at ABC recognize that Steve Riddleberger has a lighter side that tickles his funnybone. His name has been subject of good-natured ribbing from his colleagues (from whom, incidentally, Steve gets a full measure of loyalty and friendship).

For example, there's the little skit prepared (on audio tape) for that Friars Club dinner in which a group spells out his last name in the manner of "Mickey Mouse Club."

It's freely banded about that Steve's habit of intentionally stirring a "debate" and thus new and fresh thinking on a problem by taking the opposing side has added a pet phrase of his to the ABC lexicon. The phrase: "Now let me be the devil's advocate in this . . ." or "I'll play the devil's advocate in the argument . . . ."

Mr. Riddleberger is probably one of the more kindly and gentle proponents to ever argue on the side of the "devil."

Other Activity = Mr. Riddleberger spends most of his waking hours with the intricacies of radio programming, operation and station prestige. But he also finds time to pitch in on two other service fronts:

In broadcasting, he's concerned particularly with the Radio Advertising Bureau where he serves on the board; and with the Bedside Network which provides help in programming for the handicapped, using radio techniques at Veteran Hospitals.

In Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J., the community where the Riddlebergers live, Steve is active in school and church affairs and in cub scouting. They have two children, Thomas, 10, and Alice, 6.

As for other than radio interests, Mr. Riddleberger devotes himself to a fair amount of symphony listening, theatre going and reading on politics and government. (He's a devotee of James Bond mysteries, the Ian Fleming series which appear on President Kennedy's reading list.)

Of his faith in ABC radio-owned stations there's no "mystery": This year, he asserts, will be 'our stations' best year.
A fair warning

An atheist demanding time on a San Francisco radio station has confronted the FCC with an embarrassing reminder of one of the more ridiculous actions of its past.

The atheist, Robert H. Scott, is asking the FCC to refuse a license renewal to KNBC San Francisco which has denied him access to its microphones. The same Mr. Scott in 1946 demanded the revocation of three San Francisco licenses, and although he failed in that request he did get from the FCC a judgment that he was owed time to air his views because the stations had broadcast the views of clergymen.

It will be interesting to see how the present FCC responds to Mr. Scott's new gambit. His argument is that he must be given time on KNBC because the station has carried broadcasts by Protestant, Catholic and Jewish clergymen. The FCC's "fairness doctrine," which obliges broadcasters to air opposing views on controversial issues, fits his case, Mr. Scott says, and whatever we may think of atheism we must agree with him.

The range of conflicting views on questions of religion is almost limitless, and the holders of each are protected in their beliefs by the U. S. Constitution. If the "fairness doctrine" means anything, the FCC must rule that anyone who represents any body of serious opinion on the subject of religion is entitled to air time if the subject is treated at all.

But of course the fairness doctrine doesn't mean anything, no matter how often it may be invoked by an FCC that operates in the illusory belief that fairness provides a definitive criterion of judgment. What is "fair" to a Catholic may be unfair to a Jew. Was the northern newspaper coverage of the Mississippi riots "fair"? For an interesting contrast in answers to that question, ask it of Bobby Kennedy and Ross Barnett.

As a practical matter a judgment of "fairness" or "unfairness" by the FCC represents nothing more than the combined prejudices of a voting majority of commissioners. Whichever way the FCC majority may rule on Mr. Scott's petition, it will be ruling foolishly indeed if it tries to base its ruling on the fairness doctrine. What it ought to do is to face up to the admission that fairness cannot be reasonably defined and that the government has no business trying to define or invoke it.

To be utterly fair, a station ought to throw open its microphones to all comers who have anything to say on any controversial subject that happens to come up in any program. The absurdity of such an arrangement is evident. And so is the absurdity of the fairness doctrine.

Celler ownership investigation

Publishers identified with broadcast station ownership would be well advised to prepare themselves for next year's scheduled investigation by Representative Emanuel Celler's House Antitrust Subcommittee. Unattractive as that prospect may be, it is just as well that it be met head-on: to allow the condition that provoked the overall investigation to fester could only worsen the ultimate reckoning.

Newspaper and magazine ownership of television and radio stations is not the underlying reason for the inquiry. Mr. Celler describes the problem as "the concentration of ownership and the decline of competition in news media."

The undeniable fact is that many newspapers and consumer magazines are in trouble. It is also a fact that those publishers with vision and foresight who diversified their operations or who pioneered in radio and television have, for the most part, been better able to weather the economic disturbances that have plagued the publishing field.

A fair and impartial search for the facts by the Celler committee could be helpful.

We expect the inquiry will show that there would have been many more newspaper consolidations or failures and that even additional magazines would have gone under had it not been for the income derived from affiliate radio stations before television's advent, and from television since it became a profitable medium. This was underscored during the big depression in the 1930's when about one-fourth of the radio stations were newspaper-connected.

Conditions have changed since the FCC, in 1944, wisely and unanimously agreed that it would not adopt any general rules with respect to newspaper ownership of radio stations, but decided to consider applicants on a case-to-case basis.

As we said, conditions have changed—but for the better. Whereas radio stations used to be mostly appendages of newspapers, now they mainly operate as separate divisions or entities. Combination newspaper-station rates, or special discounts for use of both media, may have been common practice in the first generation of newspaper ownership but are virtually non-existent today. Prudent business and the antitrust laws augur against such practices now.

Conditions have changed in other ways, too, as broadcasting emerged as a profession, capable of standing on its own feet. Whereas in the early days newspaper-owned stations were the elite of broadcasting, they are no longer either in the majority or in a distinct class unto themselves. For the most part they are still among the best-operated stations, but there are numerous independent and group ownerships that are just as efficiently operated and which perform on equal footing in news coverage and in editorializing.

The void created by the decline in competing newspaper editorial voices is being amply filled by editorializing on the air. Not infrequently, stations owned by newspapers now will take editorial positions diametrically opposed to their printed counterparts.

These and other essential facts will emerge if publishers and broadcasters are given adequate opportunity to present their cases before the Celler committee. Partisan politics or the editorial content of newspapers, magazines or stations, should not be allowed to enter the proceedings and, indeed, could not under the First Amendment. The committee's concern is with competition in reporting and commenting on the news. The committee will find that it exists probably to a greater degree than at any time in our nation's history.
These great new shows,

plus these old favorites,

join KSTP-TV's local stars for a great new season on

KSTP-TV
100,000 WATTS - NBC
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
The Tetrode Power behind UHF-TV transmitters

THE TUBES THAT MADE UHF-TV PRACTICAL. Today, the majority of “on-air” UHF-TV transmitters—operating in the range from 470 to 890 Mc—use RCA-6448’s and -6806’s in grid-driven power amplifiers. They are the industry’s champion beam power tubes for reliable, high power UHF-TV.

In installations from coast to coast, UHF telecasters know that the output power and high efficiency of these tubes remain essentially the same as they were on the first day of installation. Some broadcast engineers report tube costs of less than 35 cents per hour. Telecasters get low-cost operation with RCA-6448’s and -6806’s on any UHF-TV channel.

These tetrode designs incorporate a coaxial electrode structure, ceramic-metal seals, and thoriated tungsten filaments. This kind of advanced technology makes them highly versatile tubes for use in black-and-white or color TV.

The appeal of long life and low cost operation per “on-air” hour has placed RCA-6448’s and -6806’s in the forefront of UHF-TV power tubes with the majority of station owners.

FOR FAST SERVICE ON THESE TYPES CALL YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR OF BROADCAST TUBES

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N.J.

The new edition of RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES (TT-5) has been extensively revised and contains data on over 180 tube types. It includes maximum ratings, characteristics, typical operating values, and power-tube circuit design considerations, as well as tables for quick, easy tube selection. Also included are circuit diagrams for transmitting and industrial applications and new design information on linear rf amplifiers for single-sideband service. Available from your RCA Electron Tube Distributor or RCA Commercial Engineering.

Optional List Price: $1.00

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics